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Summary 
Let G be a connected reductive algebraic group defined over an algebraically closed field of 
good characteristic p>0. Suppose uEG has order p. In [T2] it is shown that u lies in a 
closed reductive subgroup of G of type Al. This is the best possible group theoretic analogue 
of the Jacobson-Morozov theorem for simple Lie algebras. Testerman's key result is a type 
of `exponentiation process'. For our given element u, this process constructs a 1-dimensional 
connected abelian unipotent subgroup of G, hence isomorphic to Ga, containing u. This in 
turn yields the required Al overgroup of u. 
Now let 1#uEG be an arbitrary unipotent element. Such an element has order pt, for 
some tEN. In this thesis we extend the above result, and show that u lies in a t-dimensional 
closed connected abelian unipotent subgroup of G, provided p> 29 when G' contains a simple 
component of type E8, and that p is good for the remaining components. The structure of 
the resulting unipotent overgroup is also explicitly given. This is the best possible result, in 
terms of `minimal dimension', which we could hope for. 
In Chapter 1 we discuss the theory of Witt vectors, associated with a commutative ring 
with identity. They are closely related to the study of connected abelian unipotent algebraic 
groups. The unipotent overgroups are constructed using a variation of the usual exponen- 
tiation process. The necessary material on formal power series rings is given in 1.3. The 
Artin-Hasse exponentials of 1.4 play a crucial role in this construction. The connection 
between Witt groups and Artin-Hasse exponentials is discussed in 1.5. 
In Chapter 2 we apply the techniques of Chapter 1 to the various simple algebraic groups. 
For each type, a particular isogeny class is chosen and the required overgroup is constructed 
for the regular (and subregular) classes. In 2.9 we pass to the adjoint case. 
In Chapter 3 we extend the results of Chapter 2 to include all unipotent classes in all 
reductive algebraic groups (under certain restrictions). In 3.1 the Cayley Transform for the 
classical groups is combined with the ideas of Chapter 1 to give an explicit construction of 
the unipotent overgroups for every unipotent class. In 3.2 we discuss semiregular unipotent 
elements. Finally, in 3.3, we prove the main theorem of this thesis. 
IV 
Frequently Used Notation 
We use N, 7G, Q, and C to denote (respectively) the natural numbers, the integers, the rational 
numbers, and the complex numbers. Let nEN. Write (x, y) for the greatest common divisor 
of x, yEZ, not both zero. 
Symbol Meaning Page introduced 
dim(G) dimension of G 3 
eis elementary matrix with 1 in (i, j) -th position 42 
G (algebraic) group 1 
G° identity component of G 3 
Gu =U unipotent variety of G 1 
G' _ (G, G) commutator subgroup of G 2 
Ga, G, additive group of K, multiplicative group of K 1,21 
GL(n, R) general linear group of degree n over R 1 
H closure of subgroup H of G 3 
K algebraically closed field 1 
K" n-tuples over K 4 
M(n, R) nxn matrices over R 40 
o(x) (finite) order of xEG 1 
p-nilp (N) p-nilpotency of nilpotent 0: NE M(n, R) 40 
R commutative ring with identity 9 
R[X] polynomial ring in indeterminate(s) X over R 6 
R[X]o elements of R[X] with zero constant term 35 
R[[T]] formal power series ring in indeterminate T over R 23 
R[[T]]o elements of R[[T]] with zero constant term 23 
SL(n, R) special linear group of degree n over R 42 
U maximal connected unipotent subgroup of G 50 
U(n, R) nxn uni-upper triangular matrices over R 42 
u(n, R) nxn strictly upper triangular matrices over R 42 
W(R) Witt ring over R 7,13 
Wn(R) n-th Witt ring over R 5,13 
Z(n) {x/y: xeZ, yEZ-0, (y, p)=1}, pENprime 30 
Z= Z(G) centre of G 51 
ZG(x) centralizer of xEG 50 
V 
Dynkin Diagrams 
We give below the Dynkin diagrams of the various irreducible root systems. The darkened 
nodes represent the short roots. 
a1 a2 a3 at-1 al Type Al (l > 1) : ----- 0------0 
al a2 at-2 at-i at Type BI (l>2): (; --- 
a1 a2 al-2 al-1 at Type Cl (l>3): f 0----- 
al-3 as-2 al-1 
Type Dl (1 > 4) 
al a2 
----- : 
ai 
Type Ei (1=6,7,8): al «3 a4 a5---0 
a2 
al a2 a3 a4 
Type F4: ýý-. -- 
al a2 
Type G2: 
vi 
Chapter 0 
Introduction 
Let G be a reductive algebraic group defined over an algebraically closed field K of charac- 
teristic p>0. We will always assume that such a group is connected. Suppose 1#uE Gu 
is a unipotent element. If p=0 then u has infinite order, since any element with finite order 
must be diagonalizable; that is, semisimple. Now suppose p>0. For the group GL(n, K), 
nEN, we have the following: 
v is unipotent (* vP' = In for some t>0. 
Indeed write v=I,, +N, where Nis a nilpotent nxn matrix, then vp` = (In+N)p` = In+Np`, 
with NPt =0 for large enough t. The converse argument works in a similar way. Regarding 
G as a closed subgroup of GL(n, K), for some nEN, it follows that 
10uEG is unipotent a o(u) = pt for some tEN. 
In particular, the unipotent elements have finite order. Note that if sEG has finite order 
coprime to p, then it is semisimple as above. 
In [T2], the following natural question was addressed: Given a unipotent element 1# 
uEG, under what conditions does there exist a closed reductive subgroup H of G, of type 
A1, with uEH? When p=0 there are no restrictions. Now suppose p>0. The maximal 
connected unipotent subgroups of a group H of type Al are all 1-dimensional, and so are 
isomorphic to GQ . Therefore any non-identity unipotent element of H must have order p. 
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Testerman shows that this is a sufficient condition, at least when p is a good prime for G: 
The good primes for the various simple algebraic groups are given below. 
Type Al B1, Cl, Dl G2, F47 E6, E7 F8 
Good primes all p p> 2 p> 3 p> 5 
In turn p is good for G if it is good for each simple component of G'. Otherwise p is bad for 
G. We have the following 
Theorem ([T2,4.1]) Let G be a reductive algebraic group defined over an algebraically closed 
field K of good characteristic p>0. Let 1ýuE Gu be unipotent, with o(u) = p. Then there 
exists a closed reductive subgroup H of G, of type Al, with uEH. 
This result is the group theoretic analogue of the Jacobson-Morozov Theorem for simple 
Lie algebras (see [J2]). The following is an immediate consequence of the above results: 
Corollary Let G be a reductive algebraic group defined over an algebraically closed field K 
of characteristic p, where either p=0, or p>0 is a good prime for G. Let 14uE Gu be 
unipotent. If p>0, impose the restriction o(u) = p. Then u lies in a 1-dimensional closed 
connected abelian unipotent subgroup V of G, with V '--- Ga. 
The above corollary in the case p=0 can be obtained in a more elementary way as 
follows: View G as a closed subgroup of GL(n, K) for some ncN, and suppose In uE Gu 
is a unipotent matrix. Then u= In + N, where 0#N is a nilpotent nxn matrix. Suppose 
Ne =0 with Ni j4 0,1 <i<e, and define 
e-1 { e-1 t+l 
exp(N)=EN and log(u) 
(ý1) 
Ni 
i=° 
i 
t=1 Z 
where No = In. Clearly, exp(N) is a unipotent matrix in GL(n, K), and log(u) is a nilpotent 
nxn matrix. Moreover we have 
exp(log u) =u and log(exp N) = N, 
which follow from [B1, IV, 4.10]. Consider the following map 
G. -º GL(n, K) 
AH exp(A log u) 
2 
It is easy to see that 0: Ga --3 «(Ga, ) is an isomorphism of algebraic groups (see [H2,15.1]). 
Moreover, u= 4(1), and so VC q(G,, ), where V= (u). Now u has infinite order which 
forces V to have dimension at least 1. But O(Ga, ) is connected and 1-dimensional, which forces 
V= q(Ga). Therefore u lies in a 1-dimensional closed connected abelian unipotent subgroup 
of G, namely V (with V _' G,, ). The situation in positive characteristic is quite different. For 
then any (non-identity) unipotent element uEG has finite order, and so (u) is finite (and 
closed), which forces uý1= (u)'. Therefore more elaborate methods are required. However, 
the methods we shall employ still retain the `exponentiation' theme. 
As an obvious generalization of the above corollary, we can ask the following: 
Generalized Problem Let G be a reductive algebraic group defined over an algebraically 
closed field K of characteristic p>0. Let 10uE Gu be unipotent, with o(u) = pt, 
tEN. Can we find a t-dimensional closed connected abelian unipotent subgroup V of G, 
with uEV? 
If so, this would be the best result, in the sense of `minimal dimension', that we could hope 
for. Indeed let W be any t-dimensional connected unipotent group (not necessarily abelian). 
By the structure theory of connected solvable algebraic groups (see [H2,19.3]), there exists a 
chain of closed connected subgroups 
W=Wt $ Wt_i D ... D Wl D Wo=1, 
where W4W, and dim(Wi+l/Wi) = 1,0 <i<t-1, which forces Wi+l/W1 ^_' G0 (since 
Wi+1/Wi is connected and unipotent). Since px =0 for all xE Ga, it follows that 
(*) xPt =1 for all xEW, 
and so W cannot contain unipotent elements v with o(v) = p2 and i> dim(W). The smallest 
power of p satisfying condition (*) will be called the period of W, and be denoted by per (W). 
We have per (W) < pt. Our aim is to solve the generalized problem, with as few restrictions 
on the characteristic as possible. We begin with a study of connected abelian unipotent 
groups. 
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Chapter 1 
Witt Groups and Artin-Hasse 
Exponent ials 
Let V be an n-dimensional connected abelian unipotent group defined over an algebraically 
closed field K of characteristic p>0. When p=0, it can be shown that 
(*) V ?ý Ga x ... x G0, n copies. 
Now suppose p>0. The groups in (*) all have period p, and conversely, every connected 
abelian unipotent group of period p is isomorphic to a product of groups Ga (see [S, VII, 2,7; 11] 
and [Sp3,2.6.7]). But this does not exhaust all the possibilities. For example, let p=2 and 
take V to be the group of all matrices of the form 
1ab 
01a, a, bEK. 
001 
We have 
1ab1cd1 a+c b+d+ac 
01a01c=01 a+c , a, b, c, d E K. 
001001001 
We can reformulate V as follows: Define a group operation ® on K2 by 
(a, b)®(c, d) =(a+c, b+d+ac), a, b, c, dEK, 
4 
and write W2(K) = (K2, ®). The `additive' identity is 0= (0,0), and the `additive' inverse 
of (a, b) is e(a, b) _ (a, a2 + b). Write x= (a, b) and 1= (1,0), and note that 
(a, b) ® (a, b) = (0, a2) and (0, a2) ® (0, a2) = (0,0). 
Then 22 "x=0 and 2.1 34 0, and so W2(K) is a 2-dimensional connected abelian unipotent 
group of period 22. This is an example of what is called a Witt group. We have W2(K) V 
(as algebraic groups) under the mapping 
W2 (K) -ý 
(a, b) H 
V 
1ab 
01a 
001 
This construction will be extended in 1.1. 
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1.1 Witt Vectors 
In this section we describe the construction of certain rings of vectors associated with a 
commutative ring with identity. These rings were originally defined by Witt, who used them 
to study abelian p-extensions (see [Wi]). However they are also closely related to the study 
of connected abelian unipotent groups, and will play an important role in our studies. The 
approach we follow is that given in [K, 7] (also see [J4,8.10]). 
Let pEN be a fixed prime, and consider the polynomial ring A= Q[Xi, Yj, ZkJ, where 
i, j, k=0,1,2, .... Write AN for the Cartesian product of 
INU0 copies of A. The elements 
of the ring AN are infinite vectors 
X= (xO, xi, ... ' xn-1) ... 
) = (xi), xi E '4, 
where addition (denoted by +) and multiplication (denoted by juxtaposition) are performed 
component-wise, with equality defined in the usual sense. We wish to define a new ring 
structure on the set AN. This will be achieved via the following construction. Let x= 
(moo, xý, """, xn-i, "" ") E A', and write 
7r (--) = (x'o, x' ---, --p. - i, -- .)- 
Given 20, X1, """' Xn-1 """EA, we shall 
define elements x(°), x(1), , x(n-1), .EA 
by 
means of the recursion: 
x«» = xo and x(') _ (rr(x))('-1) +P'xi, i>1. (1) 
This determines a map 0: AN -+ AN , where 
= 
(°) (1) ("-1) ) 
Calculating the first three terms gives x(o) = xo, 
xM = (ir(x))(°) + pxJ 
= lr(x)o + Pxi 
= xö +pxi, 
and 
x(2) = (7r(x))(1) +p2 x2 
_ (x )"+px1 +p2x2 
2 
= xö + pxp + p2x2. 
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Applying induction to (1), we obtain 
(2) x«» = xo and x(') = xo' + pxpf-1 + ... + pi i4 1+ pixj, i >I. 
Next let X(I), x(l), ... , x(1),... E A, and define elements xo, x1, ... ,x i_1 i ... EA by means 
of the inverse recursion: 
xo=x'o) and xi= 
1- (x(i)-2 
- 
i_i 
p -... _pi-1xp 1), i>1. (3) pl. 
This determines a map o: AN -+ A', where 
(2{°), x(1),... , x(n-1).... 
)_ (xo, 21, .... Xn-1ý ... 
). 
A direct calculation shows that 0o0=0o0=1 on AN , and so 0 is bijective with inverse 1i. 
Before defining the new ring structure, we introduce the following useful notation. Given 
x(o), x(l), , x(? -1), ... E A, we shall define 
(O) (1) (n- 1) ]= () N 
where the xi, i=0,1,2, ..., are defined 
by (3). Sometimes it will be convenient to use the 
shorthand notation [x(i)] (xi). Conversely, given the element x= (xo, x1,. .., xn_1i ... 
) E 
AN 
, we have x= 
[x(o), xil>, , x1"-11 . 
], where the xit), i=0,1,2,..., are defined by (2). 
We are now in a position to introduce new binary operations of addition (denoted by ®) and 
multiplication (denoted by (9) on the set AN. Let 
-- 
(O) (1) (n-1) 
y= (yo, y1, ... 7 Yn-1) ... 
) _ [y(0), y(l),... , y(n-1), ... 
] 
be two elements of A'. We shall define 
x®y= [x(°) + y(o), x(1) + y(1), ... , x(n-1) + y(n-1),... ] (4) 
(that is, (x ® y)(i) = x(i) + y( i), i> 0), and 
x ®y = [x(O) y(o), x(l)y(i), ... , x(f-1)y(n-1), ... 
] (5) 
(that is, (z ® y)(i) = x(i> yW, i> 0). Note that, in general, x®y#x+y and x®y xy (see 
(7) and (8) which follow). We shall write W(A) for the set AN endowed with the operations 
® and ® as given above. The fact that W (A) has the structure of a ring follows from the 
next result. 
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Lemma 1.1.1 [K, 7,1] W(A) is a commutative ring with identity, of characteristic 0, iso- 
morphic to AN under the map 0: W (A) --+ A', where 
8 [x(°), x(1), ... , x(n-1), ... ] _ (x(°), x(1) , ... , x(n-1) ... ). 
Proof That 0 preserves addition and multiplication follows from the definitions (4) and 
(5) of addition and multiplication in W (A). The map is clearly onto A'. Now suppose 
8(x) = B(y) with x= (xi) _ [x( i)], y= (yi) = [yli>] E W(A) (in shorthand notation). Then 
(x(')) = (y(Z)), and so x(z) = y(i) for all i>0. It follows from (3) that xi = yZ for all i>0. 
Therefore x=y, as required. 0 
We now determine the zero and identity elements of the ring W (A), which we denote by 
0 and 1, respectively. Write x= (a, 0, ... ,0,... 
) EW (A), aEA, then by (2), we have 
x(O) =a and x(a) = aß°2 for i>1. 
This gives (a, 0, ... , 0, ... 
) _ [a, aP, ap2.... ], and so on putting a=0 and a=1, we obtain 
= [0,0,..., 0,... ] and (1,0,..., 0,... ) _ [1,1,..., 1,... ], 
respectively. Now by (4) and (5), [0,0,..., 0 . 0,. .. 
] and [1,1.... 11, ... 
] axe, respectively, the 
zero and identity elements of W (A) in [j ] form. Therefore 0= (0,0,..., o .... ) and 1= 
(1,0,..., 0,... ) in W(A). 
Let x_ (xi) E W(A). We will denote the additive inverse of x by ex. Write y= (y2) = 
ex, so that (in the shorthand notation) 
x ®y = [xýý) + y(i)] =0= [0]. 
This gives y() = -x(i) for all i>0, and so it follows from (3) that 
i 
y0 = -x(o) and yj = pt 
(_x(i) 
-y- 
i-1 
7ý lypi -... -Pa-1y-1) ,i>1, (6) 
where X(2), i=0,1,2, ..., is given by (2). Using 
(6), we can determine ex. For example, let 
x=1=(1,0,..., 0,... ) [1,1,..., 1.... ]. Then x()=1foralli>O, andso 
-1 i=Q 
(ex)iý -1 : ii1, p=2 
Q i>1, pit 
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(using 2° +21+"""+2i-1 =2i- 1 for thecasep=2). 
Given x, yEW (A), we now study more closely the elements x®y and x0y, and show 
that their coordinates have certain integrality properties. It is these properties which allow 
us to define the main objects of this section. To begin with, we concentrate on the elements 
X= (X0, X1, X2, 
... 
)' Y= (Yo, Y1, Y2, ... 
) EW (A). By (4) we have 
X ®Y = [X(°) + Y(°), X(1) + Y(1), ..., X(n-1) + Y("-1), ... 1 
= ((X (9 Y)o, (X (D... , 
(X (D... ), 
where by (2) and (3), 
(X ®Y)o = x(0) + Y(o) = Xo + Yo, 
(X ®Y)1 =p (X(1) + Y(l) - ((X ®Y)o)P) (7) 
_ 1(X0P +pX1+Yo +pYI-(Xo+Yo)p) 
= X1+Y1+i(XO+Yo -(Xo+Yo)P). 
It is clear from (7) that (X ® Y)1 Xl + Y1. Next we have, by (5), 
X ®Y = (X(°)Y(°), X(1)Y(1),..., X(n-1)y(n-1)' ... 
] 
_ ((X 0 Y)o, (X 0 Y)..., (X ®Y)n-,, ... ), 
where by (2) and (3), 
(X (9 Y)o = X«»Y(0) = XOYO, 
(X ®Y)i =p (X (1)Y(1) _ ((X ®Y)o)P) (8) 
= p((XO +PXi)(Yp+pyi) - 
(X0Y0)P) 
= XOYI +X, YO +pXiY1. 
It is clear from (8) that (X 0 Y)1 $ X1Yi. 
The following notation is required: Let R be a commutative ring with identity, and Ua 
subring of R. For a, bER, we shall write a-b (mod U) whenever a-bEU. Now it follows 
(by induction) from (2), (3), and the definitions (4) and (5), that 
(X (D Y)=, (X 0 Y)i e Q[Xo, Yo, ... , Xi, Y), i>0. 
Moreover, by (2), (3), and (4), we have 
(X (D Y)= - 
p= (XO +Y(')) (mod Q[Xo, Yo,..., Xi-1, Y-, ]), i>1, 
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and 
X(i) _ pzXi (mod Z[Xo,... , Xz-i)), i>1. 
Therefore 
(X ®Y)o = Xo + Yo, (9) 
(X ®Y)i = Xi +Y+ fi(Xo, 1'o, ... , Xi-i, Y-i), i>1, 
where fi(Xo, Yo, ""., X: -i, 
Y-i) E Q[Xo, Yo, """, 
Xi-1, I'1-1] 
" In 
fact, the expressions (X ®Y)i 
and (X ® Y)2, i>0, are polynomials in X0, YO,... ' Xi, Y with integer coefficients. This is 
already clear for the cases i=0 and i=1 given in (7) and (8). Before we can prove this in 
general, we need the following 
Lemma 1.1.2 [K, 7,1.1] Let j, mEN, and kENU0 with 0<k<m-1, and let x= 
(xi), y= (y2) E W(A) where 
X, yiEZ[Xo, Y0, ---, 
xm-1, ß'm-1] for 0<i<m-1. 
Then the following two conditions are equivalent: 
(i) xi = yj (mod pjZ [Xo, Yo, ... , 
X.,, 
-1, 
Ym-, ]) for all 0<i<k. 
X22) x() = y(i) (mod pz+. iZ[Xo, Yo, ... , Xm_i, Y,,, -l]) 
for all 0<i<k. 
Proof For brevity we write Z[Xr, Ys] for Z[Xo, Yo, """, Xin-1, Ym-1]. If k=0 the result 
is clearly true, since x(o) = xo and y(o) = yo by (1). Now suppose k>1. By induction 
we may assume that (i) and (ii) hold and are equivalent for all 0<i<k-1. Since 
xi - yj (mod p'Z [Xr, Y3]) for 0<i<k -1, and (p) =0 (mod p) for 1<t<p -1, we obtain 
y' (mod pj+IZ[X, Ys]), 0<i<k-1. 
The induction hypothesis applied to the elements 7r(x) and ir(y), which clearly satisfy the 
conditions of the lemma, now gives (for i=k- 1) 
lr(Y)(k-1) (mod p(k-1)+(j+i)Z[X,., ys}), 
and so by (1), 
x(k) - pkxk = y(k) _ pkyk (mod pk+j Z[Xr, Ye])" 
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It follows that 
Xk = Yk (mod p3Z[Xr, Ys]) pkxk =pkYk (mod pk+jz [XIIYs]) 
X(k) = y(k) (mod pk+jZ[XT, YID, 
as required. Q 
We can now prove the following 
Theorem 1.1.3 [K, 7,1.2] Each (X ® Y)i, (X (9 Y)i E Z[Xo, Yo, ... , Xi, Y], i=0,1,2,... 
Proof Write Z[Xr, Ys] for Z[Xo, Yo, ... , Xi, Y], and 
let XoY denote X®Y or X®Y. The 
result is clearly true for i=0 (see (7) and (8) for example). Now let i>1. We may assume 
by induction that 
(X o Y)k E Z[Xo, Yo, ... , Xk, Yk] C Z[Xr., YS] for all 0<k<i-1. 
By (1), we have 
(*) P`(X o Y)i = (X 0 Y)Iz) - (ir(X 0 Y))(i-1). 
Next we show that 
(**) (X o Y)ýtý _ (ýr(X) o ý(Y))ýý-iý (mod ptiýLXrs ý's)) 
By definition (4), we have X ®Y = [X(i) +Y(i)], and so using (1) we obtain 
(X ® y)(i) = X(i) + y(i) = (ir(X))(Z-1) + (7r(ß'))(''-1) + pt(Xi +Y) 
_ (ir(X) ®l (Y))(i-1) + p2(Xi + Yr), 
and so (**) holds in the case o=®. Now by definition (5), we have X®Y= [X (2)Y(2)J, and 
so 
(X ®Y)(z) = 
whereas 
(ir(X) ®ir(y))(i-ý) _ ýýX)(i-ý)ýýy)(i-ý) 
- (X(i) -pi)i)(Y(i) -PtY) 
x(i)y(i) + pi(pixiY - xiy(i) - YX(i)), 
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using (1). Moreover X(i) = Xö' + pXP'-1 ++ pz-lxj 1+ pzXi by (2), with a similar 
expression for Y('), and so (**) holds in the case o=® also. 
Now given any fEZ [Xo, Yo,.. -, 
Xk, YkJ, kEN, we have 
f(Xo, Yo,... IXkiý'k)p -E- f(Xö, Y0,... IXkp)1 
) mod p7G[Xo, Yo,..., Xý, Yýý) 
(also see 1.4 which follows). Taking f= (X o Y)k E Z[Xo, Yo, ... , 
Xk, Yk] for 0<k<i-1 
(by induction hypothesis), we have 
((X o Y)x)P = (ir(X o Y))k and f (Xö , 
Y', ---, Xk, 1'k) _ (7-(X) o 7r(y))k, 
and so 
(ir(X o Y))k = (ir(X) o 7r(Y))k (mod p7Z[Xr, Y8]), 0<k<i-1. 
Applying 1.1.2 with j=1, m=i, x= ir(X o Y), and y= ir(X) o 7r(Y), we obtain 
(ir(X o Y))(i-1) = (ir(X) o ma(y))('-i) (mod piZ[XT, Y8])" 
Combining this with (**) gives (ir(X o Y))li-1) - (X o Y) 
(i) (mod p2Z[X,., Y]). Finally, it 
follows from (*) that (X oY)i E Z[Xr, Y. ], as required. O 
Using 1.1.3, we can now write, for i>0, 
(X ®Y)i = Ai(Xr, Ys) E Z[Xr, Ys], and (10) 
(X (&Y); = Mi(XYs) E 7G[XYS], O<r, s < i. 
Now let x= (xi), y= (yi) EW (A), be arbitrary. There exists a ring homomorphism 
0: A --+ A satisfying O(Xi) = xi and 9(Y2) = yi, for all i>0 (with 9 acting as the 
identity on Q[Zk], k> 0). We have 9(X(2)) = x(2) and 9(Y(i)) = y(i) (see (2)). Therefore 
9((X ® Y)(z)) = (x ® y)(O), and so 6((X ® Y); ) _ (x ® y)1, using (3) and induction on i. 
Similarly we obtain 9((X 0 Y)2) = (x (& y)j, and so 
(x ®y)i = Ai (x y, ), and (11) 
(X 0 Y)i = Mi(X , ys), 
0<r, 3<i. 
We now simplify the notation, by writing x+y for x®y, and xy for x®y, where 
x, yE W(A). The integrality properties of (10) are the key to defining the main objects of 
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this section. Let R be any commutative ring with identity, 1ER, and let 0: Z -> R be the 
(natural) homomorphism defined by 
0(0) = 0, O(c) =c"1=1 +- .+1, cEN, and q(-c) = -(c " 1). 
c times 
For brevity we shall write /(c) =c=c"1, for all cEZ, as this causes no confusion. Now 
let fli(XT, Ys) and Mi(X, , 
YS) be the polynomials in R(Xr, Yj obtained from Ai, (Xr, Ys) and 
Mi(Xr, Y3), respectively, by replacing each coefficient cEZ by c=c"1ER. 
Definition 1 The Witt ring W (R) of R is defined to be the set of all infinite vectors 
a= (ao, ai, ... ' an-i, ... 
) _ (ai), ai E R, 
with equality defined as usual. Let a= (ai), b= (b2) EW (R). Addition and multiplication 
in W (R) are defined as follows: 
(a + b)i = flz(ar, bs), and 
_ 
(12) 
(ab)i = Mi(ar, bs), 0<r, s<i 
(where + and juxtaposition also denote the addition and multiplication operations of R). 
Definition 2 For n>1, the nth Witt ring Wn(R) of R is defined to be the set of all n-tuples 
a= (ao, al, ... , an-1) _ 
(a,; ), aER, 
with equality defined as usual, and addition and multiplication defined as in (12). 
We now prove 
Theorem 1.1.4 [K, 7,1.3] The following hold: 
(i) W(R) and W,, (R), n>1, are commutative rings. The zero and identity elements of 
W (R) are (0,0,..., 0 .... 
) and (1,0,..., 0 .... 
), respectively, whilst those of Wn (R) are 
(0,0, 
... , 0) and (1,0, ... , 0), respectively. 
(ii) The map o, ti :W 
(R) -+ W,, (R) given by o,,, (a) = (ao, al , ... , an_1), a= 
(a=) EW (R), 
is a surjective ring homomorphism. 
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Proof (i) Write B= Z[Xi, Yj, Zk], i, j, k=0,1,2,..., a subring of A. Then W (B) is the 
subring of W(A) consisting of all vectors whose coordinates are in B. Let x= (xi), y= 
(yj), and z= (zi) be three fixed elements of W (R). Define a map 0: B -* R by 
b(n) =n"1, nEZ, '(X2) = xi, O(Y) = yZ, and O(Z; ) = xz, 
and extend this to a ring homomorphism. The map 0 induces a map biw :W (B) -+ W (R), 
where 
Iw(ai) = (i/ (ai)), ai E B. 
Leta=(a;. ), b= (bi) EW (B). By (11) we have 
a+b= ((a + b)i) = (Ai(ar, b9)), 0<r, s<i, 
and so 
'bw(a + b) ('i, b(A%(ar, bs))) 
(Aj(? i(a,. ), /)(bs))) (by the definition of ) 
_ (t(ai)) + (ip(bi)) (by (12)) 
_ w(a) + Ow (b). 
Therefore ?w preserves addition. We can show similarly that Ow preserves multiplication. 
Moreover, we have 
bw (X) = x, bw (Y) = y, and Ow (Z) = z, 
where X= (Xi), Y= (Y=), and Z= (Z; ). Since W(B) is a commutative ring, it follows from 
this that W (R) is a commutative ring. Now we have 
'ßw(0,0,..., 0,... ) = (0,0,..., 0,... ) and 'w(1,0,..., 0,... ) _ (1,0,..., 0,... ), 
which shows that the zero and identity elements of W (R) are as stated. Almost identical 
arguments can be used to obtain the results concerning W,, (R), n>1. 
(ii) The map o,,, is clearly onto, and is a homomorphism by virtue of (12). Q 
Let R, S be commutative rings with identity, and suppose q5 :R -+ S is a unital ring 
homomorphism (that is, (0(1) = 1). Then it follows from (12) that the induced map Ow 
W(R) -+ W(S), given by gw(aj) = (q(aj)), ai E R, is a (unital) ring homomorphism. An 
analogous result holds for W,, (R) and W,, (S), n>1. 
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We end this section by determining the additive inverse of x= (xi) EW (R). Refer to (12) 
and above for notation. Let y= (yz) = -x. By (9) we have Ao(Xo, Yo) = (X+Y)o = Xo+Yo, 
and so yo = -XO. Now suppose i>1, then (9) gives 
Ai(X,., Ys) = (X + Y)2 = XZ +Y+ fi(Xo, Yo, ... , Xz-i, Y-i), 0<r, s<i, 
where fi(Xo, Yo , ---, 
Xi-1, Yz-i) E Z[Xo, Yo,..., Xi-1, Y=-i) by 1.1.3. On replacing each coef- 
ficient cEZ by c= c" 1ER, we obtain 
Ai(XrYs) _ Xi. +Yi + fi(Xo, Yo,. , 
Xi-l, Y-1), 
where fi has the obvious meaning. Since 0= (0,0,... , 0, ... 
) in W (R), it follows that 
0= Ai(xr, ys) = xi + yi +fi (xo, yo, ... , Xi-i, yi-i), 
and so we have 
Yo = -x0 and yi = -xi - 
7i(xo, yo, ... )xi-1, yi-1), 
i>1. 
From this we can determine -x. Moreover, for each i>0, there exists a fixed polynomial 
P1(Xo, X1, ... , XT) E R[Xo, X1,.. ., Xz], satisfying 
(-2)i = Pi. (x0i x1, ... , xi), 
(13) 
for all x= (x; ) EW (R) (use induction on i). This fact will be used in the next section. Note 
that the same methods clearly apply to Wn(R), n>1. When p is odd we can be more specific. 
Indeed it follows from (6) (applied to X= (X; )) and the proof of 1.1.4 that (-x); = -xi, for 
all i>0. Also see [K, 7,1.4(c)]. If p=2 the polynomials arising are more complicated. 
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1.2 Witt Groups and Connected Abelian Unipotent Groups 
In this section we consider the important case where R=K, an algebraically closed field of 
characteristic p>0. We show that the Witt rings W,,, (K), n>1, have the natural structure 
of connected abelian unipotent algebraic groups. We also consider certain useful morphisms 
between these groups. Finally we briefly discuss how the structure of an arbitrary connected 
abelian unipotent group is connected to the theory of Witt groups. 
For brevity, write Wn, for the nth Witt ring W,,, (K), nEN. The elements of W are 
n-tuples (xo, ... , xn_ 1), xi E 
K, and so, as a set, Wn = K''2. Now W,, is an additive abelian 
group under +, and it follows from (12) and (13) that the maps 
Wn x Wn 
and 
(x, y) x+yxH -x 
are morphisms of affine varieties Ken -; K' and K' --* K', respectively. Therefore W,,, 
is an n-dimensional connected abelian (affine) algebraic group. Before showing that Wn is 
unipotent, we need a couple of lemmas (refer to 1.1 for notation). Throughout p denotes a 
fixed prime in N. 
Lemma 1.2.1 [K, 7,1.6] Let X= (Xi) E W(A), then 
(pX)i - (s7r(X))2 (mod p7G[X]) far all i>0, 
where s: W (A) -- W (A) is the (shift) mapping a= (ai) 4 (0, ao, al, a2, ... 
). 
Proof Let a= (ai) E W(A), and write b= (bi) = s(a) _ (0, a°, al, a2, ... 
). Then using (2), 
we obtain 0) = b0 = 0, and 
b(') =b +pbc'-1 +p2b 
2+... 
+ pibz 
= 0+p(aöt +pal +... +. pi-la: -i) 
= pa('-'), > 1. 
Therefore s(a) = [0, pa(O), pa(1), pa(2),... j, which gives 
szr(X) = [0, p(ir(X))(°), p(ir(X))(1), p(ir(X))(2),... ), 
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and so 
M (Sir(X))(i) 
0: i=0 
p(ir(X))(z-1) i>1 
Now by (1) and (4), (pX)(°) = pX(°) = pXo, and (pX)(2) = pXW = p(ir(X)(z-1) + p'X1) for 
i>1. It follows from (*) that 
(pX)() - (s7r(X))(z) (mod p'+'Z[Xi]) for all i>0. 
Let mEN and iENU0 with 0<i<m-1, then (pX )i, (s7r(X ))i E 7G [Xo,... , Xi] C 
Z[Xo, ... , 
X7,,. 
_11 
(for the former, see (10)). Let 0<k<m-1, and apply 1.1.2 to obtain 
(pX)i = (s7r(X))2 (mod pZ[Xo, ... , Xm_1]) for 0<i<k. 
Since m>i+1 is arbitrary, we must have 
(pX)i - (s7r(X))i (mod pZ[X]) for all i>0, 
as required. 0 
Before coming to the second lemma, we need to define some new maps. Let R be a 
commutative ring (with identity), and consider the following shift mappings: 
sW (R) -3 W (R) 
a= (ai) H (O, ao, al, d2, ... 
) 
and for n>2, 
sn : W,, (R) -+ W,, (R) 
a= (ao, ai, ... , an-i) i-* 
(O, ao, ai, ... , an-2) 
with s1(ao) = (0) for the case n=1. It can be shown that s and s,,, n>1, preserve addition 
(see [K, 7,1.4]). However we shall not need these facts here. 
We also require the following pth-power mappings: 
:W (R) --ý W (R) 
nn 
and for n>1, 
-7rn : Wn (R) -ý Wo. (R) 
P). 
, an-i a= (ao, ai, ... , a, ß_1) H 
(407417* 
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If R has characteristic p, then the map .AH AP, for all AER, is a unital ring homomorphism. 
It follows that it and ira, n>1, are both ring homomorphisms (see the remarks after 1.1.4; 
also see [K, 7,1.6]). We now have the following 
Lemma 1.2.2 [K, 7,1.6] Let R be a commutative ring with identity, 1ER, of characteristic 
p, and let n>1. Then the following hold: 
(i) pzy = si(ir''(y)) and px = sn(i'(x)) for all yE W(R), xE Wo(R), and i>1. 
(ii) In Wo. (R) we have p' l=0 and ptm1 # 0, m<n. 
Proof (i) Let y= (yti) EW (R). DefineC=Z [X,; ], i=0,1,2, ... ,a subring of A. Let 
:C -+ R denote the (unital) ring homomorphism satisfying i+(XX) = y;,, i>0, and 
? p(n) =n"1, nEZ. This induces a ring homomorphism Ow : W(C) -+ W (R), where 
V)w(ai) = (jai), for all (ai) E W(C). Now 
py = bw(pX) = ('iG(pA) 
= (ii(s7r(X))j) (using 1.2.1) 
_ ((slr(y))i), 
and so 
(*) py = sir(y). 
Now let i>2, and assume by induction that pi-ly = si-1(ir'-1(y))It is clear that sir = irs, 
which gives (sir)3 = siiri for all j>1, and so 
ply = p(pt-ly) = psi-t(Irz-1(y)) 
= P(Sir)2-1(y) 
(s7r)'(y) (using (*)) 
= Si (r1(y))- 
Therefore p=y = si(cri(y)) for all i>1. Now for a= (ai) E W(R), we have 
Qns(a) = sn(ao, ai,..., an-i)" 
By 1.1.4(ii), a,, is additive, and so we obtain 
Pan(y) = Qn(Py) = 0, n(57(Y)) 
Snlrn(y0, yl, ... ' yn-1). 
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It follows that px = s, (irn, (x)) for all x= (xo, xl, ... , xn_ E W,, 
(R), from which we obtain 
p'x = sn(in(x)), for all i>1, as before. 
(ii) Recall that 1= (1,0,... , 0) in W, z(R) 
(see 1.1.4(i)). From part (i) we have 
PZ1 = sn(7nll)) = 4(1ý, 
and so pl 1=0, with p' l 54 0 for m<n, as required. 0 
It follows from 1.2.2(ii) that each element of Wn has additive order a power of p, and so 
W71 is a unipotent group. Moreover, we have per (Wa) = p". The next result is a consequence 
of 1.2.2. 
Corollary 1.2.3 Let K be a field of characteristic p, and let x= (x0, xi, """, xt-i) E 
Wt(K), t>1. Then the following hold: 
(a) o(x) = p° =1a 
(b) o(x) = pi, 1<i<t-1 t-=> xo = xl = ... _ xt-(j+1) = 0, xt_i 0. 
(c) o(x) = pt t-> xo ; 0. 
Proof Part (a) is obvious, so assume o(x) = p', where 1<i<t. The case t=1 is clear, so 
we can further assume t>2. By 1.2.2(i) we have 
pax=st( <t 
(on taking s° _ ir° =1 on Wt(K)). Setting j=i-1, we obtain 
-1 
i-1 `-1 t-I (*1) Týi x=(OýO+x 'x ý... ý i) 0. 
i-1 elements 
Moreover, for 1<i<t-1, we have 
iiii (*2) px=(0,0,..., 0,0) XPI ,..., x- (i+ 1))=0. 
i elements 
Since K is a field, it follows from (*2) that xo = xi xt_(i+i) = 0. Then (*1) gives 
xt_i 0, and so (b) follows. Setting i= tin (*j) gives xo 0 0, from which (c) follows. Q 
We now turn out attention to a study of certain morphisms between Witt groups. 
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Lemma 1.2.4 Let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p, and suppose A= 
(Ao, Al, 
""", 
At-1) E Wt(K), t>1, is arbitrary. Then the following hold: 
(i) The map 
ca : Wt (K) -+ Wt (K) 
xN Ax 
is a morphism of algebraic groups. 
(ii) Let a= (a2), b= (b2) E Wt(K) be two fixed elements, and suppose ao # 0. Then there 
exists a unique element AE Wt(K) such that 0), (a) =b (where qa is defined as in part 
(i))" 
Proof (i) Let x, yE Wt(K) then 0A(x + y) _ A(x + y) = Ax + Ay =q5, \(x) + ¢), (y), using 
the fact that Wt (K) is a ring. Now define Pi (X, ) = Mi(A,, X3) E K[X8], 0<r, s<i, 0< 
i<t-1 (see (12)). Then we have 
(Xx)i=Pi(as), 0 <s<i, 0<i<t-1, 
and so Oa is a morphism of algebraic groups. 
(ii) First consider X= (Xi), Y= (Y) EW (A). We have, by (5), 
XY = [X(°)Y(°), x(')Y('), ... ] = ((XY)o, (XY)i, ... ). 
Using (2) and (3) we obtain 
(XY)O = X(O)Y(O) = X°Y°, 
and for i>1, 
(X(i)Y(i) 
- (XY)o' - p(XY)p'-' -. - pi-1(XY)p 1) . 
(Xy)i =p 
Now by (2), 
X(z)y(i) = 
(Xp'+pxýi-1 + ... +p=-1XP 1+pzx) 
CYpý°'+pY 1 +... +pi-lyP1+. piy1 
We can rewrite this in the form 
x 1)y(i) = Pi 
(Xo'Y + X; Ypi) +pi+'Q1 + Q2, 
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where Q1 E Z[X1, Y1, ... , Xi, Y] and Q2 E Z[Xo, Yo, ... , Xi-1, Y_1]. Therefore, for i>1, we 
have 
(XY)i = Xo'YY + XiY(' +PQ1 + 
1- (Q2 
- (XY)ö - p(XY)ii-1 - ... - pi-i (XY)P iý 
Write Ri = (Q2 - (Xy)öt -P(Xy)it-1 pi-l(XY) i)ýP', then by 1.1.3, 
Ri = Rj(X0, Y0,... 'Xi-1, 
Yi-1) E z[Xo, Yo,... 
'Xi-1, 
Y-1]. 
Now let A_ (Ai) E Wt(K). It follows from (8) and (12) that 
(*i) (7a)o = Aoao, 
and for1<i<t-1, 
(*2) (ta)i = Apiai + \iao1 + (AO, Qo, ... ,. 
li-1, ai-1) 
(where, as usual, Ri is the polynomial obtained from R, by replacing each coefficient cEZ 
by c=c"1 in the prime subfield of K). Using (*i) and (*2) we can now inductively define a 
unique element AE Wt (K) satisfying Aa = b, as follows: 
1 Ao = boas , 
andfor1 <i<t-1, 
A2 = 
(bi 
- Ao'ati - Ri(Ao, ao, ... , Ai-I, ai-1) 
) (apt) ' 
The result follows. 0 
For an alternative proof of 1.2.4(ii), consult [K, 7,1.10]. It is worth noting that the map OA 
defined in 1.2.4 is an (algebraic) automorphism of Wt(K) if and only if Ao # 0. For t=1 we 
recover the (well-known) automorphisms 4a : Ga -4 G, given by 0a (x) = Ax, where AE Gam,, . 
The final result in this section will be needed in chapter 3. 
Lemma 1.2.5 Let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p, and suppose a= 
(ao, al , --, at-1) E Wt(K), b= (bo, bi,... , 
bs-i) E W3(K), 1<s<t, with o(a) = pt. Then 
there exists a morphism of algebraic groups 
Wt (K) -+ W5(K) 
satisfying i (a) = b. 
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Proof Consider the map 
. 
fst : Wt(K) -3 W8(K) 
x= (xo, xi,..., xt-1) x= (xo, xl,..., xs-i) 
Using (12) it is easy to see that ft (x + y) = ft (x) + fst(y) (also see [K, 7,1.3]). Therefore ft 
is a (surjective) morphism of algebraic groups. Now ft(a) = a' = (ao, al, ..., as_1), where 
ao 0 (see 1.2.3(c)). By 1.2.4(i) and (ii), there exists a unique AEW, g(K), and a morphism 
of algebraic groups 
0a : W3(K) -+ W8(K) 
satisfying 0, \ (a') =b (if b0 , -E 0 then 0A is an automorphism of algebraic groups). Consider 
the composition map Vi = 0, \ o ft 
Wt (K) W3(K) 4 W, (K) 
xH x' + Ax' 
It is clear that 0 is a morphism of algebraic groups, satisfying '(a) = b, as required. 11 
We now briefly indicate to what extent the Witt groups classify the set of all con- 
nected abelian unipotent groups (for more details, and proofs, see [S, VII, 2]). Let V be 
an n-dimensional connected abelian unipotent group. Then the following two conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) per(V) = pn 
(ii) there exists an isogeny q5: W,, -; V 
(an isogeny is a surjective morphism of algebraic groups with finite kernel). When per (V) # 
p", instead of the group Wn above, we have a product of Witt groups W,,, x"""x Wn., where 
the integers ni are uniquely determined (up to order). All the groups we construct will in 
fact be isomorphic to some W, Although this classification describes, up to isogeny, the 
structure of every n-dimensional connected abelian unipotent group of period p"`, we still do 
not have a method for constructing such groups inside our given reductive group G. This 
will be dealt with in sections 3-7. 
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1.3 The Functional Equation Lemma 
In this section we develop the necessary tools for constructing the groups described in the 
previous section. Essentially we generalize the exponentiation approach used in the charac- 
teristic 0 case (see p. 2). Our account is a simplified version of that given in [Ha, 1,2]. 
We begin with some remarks on formal power series rings. For more details, consult 
[B1, IV, 4], [Ha, A], and [ZS, VII]. Let R be a commutative ring with identity, 1ER, and let T 
be an indeterminate. The formal power series ring R[[T]], with respect to the indeterminate 
T, is defined to be the set of all formal sums 
00 
f(T)_EaTn, a, ER, 
n-0 
where To = 1, with addition (denoted by +) and multiplication (denoted by juxtaposition) 
defined by 
00 00 00 
E anTn +E bnTn =E (an + bn)Tn 
n=0 n=0 n=0 
00 00 l 00 n 
1, anTn) 
(n=o 
E bnT E cnTn, en azbj L akbn-k 
n=0 / n=0 i+j=n k=0 
(where + and juxtaposition also denote the addition and multiplication in R, respectively). 
This gives R[[T]] the structure of a commutative ring with identity element 1 (R being viewed 
as a subring of R[[T]]). Let R[[T]]o be the subring of R[[T]] consisting of all power series with 
zero constant term (that is, ao =0 in the notation above). Given f (T) =>n =0 anTn E 
R[[T]] 
and g(T) = F, °, =1 
b76Tm E R[[T]]o, we can substitute g(T) for T in f (T) to obtain the 
composite power series 
00 00 
vnTm _E dnTn' (f ° 9)(T) _ .f 
(9(T)) _ an 
(: t 
b 
n=0 m=1 n=0 
where d;, i>0, is the coefficient of Ti of the power series 
i 0o n 
an( b,, Tm) 
n =O m-1 J 
Thus we have polynomials Qo (X0) = X0 and Qn (Xi, Yj) E P[X2,1 ], n>1,1 < i, j<n, 
where P is the prime subring of R, satisfying 
00 
(f o 9)(T) = Qo(ao) + Qn(ai, bj)Tn, 
n=1 
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for all f (T) =oa.,, T' E R[[T]] and g(T) = E°°_1 bmT nE R[[T]]o. The following three 
properties hold: Let f (T), j (T) E R[[T]] and g(T), h(T) E R[[T]]o. Then 
(f °9)oh = f o(goh) 
(f +f)°9 = (fog)+(fo9) 
(. ff) o9 = (f 09)(f 09) 
where, for brevity, we have omitted the indeterminate T. So, for example, f+f stands for 
f (T) +f (T), and ff for f (T) f (T). For the first property, see [B1, IV, 4.3]; for the latter two, 
see [ZS, VII, 1]. 
Now let o: R -- R be a unital ring endomorphism. For f (T) = EO0_Q a,, T"` E R[[T]], 
define 
00 
.f 
°(T) =E Q(an)Tn E R[[T]]" 
n=0 
Now let g(T) E R[[T]]o. Since o, is a ring homomorphism, we obtain 
(f o 9)a(T) = (f° 
(also see [Ha, 1,2.4]). 
Finally let f (T) _ Eý 1 a,, T" E R[[T]]o, with al invertible in R (that is, alai 
1=1 for 
some unique ai-1 E R). Then there exists a unique power series f -1(T) _ ß°O_1 änT'ý E 
R[[T]]o, called the inverse function power series, such that 
(f-1 o f)(T) =T= (f 0. f-1)(T) 
(see [Ha, A. 4]). Note that ä1 = a, - 1. 
Let R and a be as above, and Ua sabring of R. For xER define xU = {xu :uE U} C R. 
Now let S be a subring of R, with 1ES. Suppose we are given rER and a prime pEN 
such that the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(FE1) c (a) - ap (mod pS) for all aES 
(FE2) rpS CS 
(where pS = (pl)S and rpS = r(pS)). The `mod' notation was introduced on p. 9. Note that 
(FE1) implies that a(S) C S, and so a(pS) = pa(S) 9 pS. The following property also holds 
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for allxER: 
xpS C PS = Q(x)pS C pS. (15) 
Indeed let a(x)pa E a(x)pS, aES. Since 1ES, we have px = xpl E xpS C pS. Therefore 
po(x) = Q(px) E a(pS) 9 pS, and so Q(x)pa E pSa C pS as required. 
Now let g(T) = E°O__1 b,, T" E S[[T]]o. We can define a new power series f9(T) _ 
ßn°_1 anT" E R[[T]]o recursively as follows: Write n= pim, where iE NUO, and mEN with 
(m, p) = 1, then take 
bn :i =0 
a,,, = (16) 
bn + ra(anlp) :i>1 
It follows from (16) that E°ß°__1 an, T"' = E°O_1 bý, T'"' +r Eß°_1 Q(aj)Tj", and so 
fg(T) = g(T) + r. fg (TP) (17) 
(where f9 (TP) = (f9 oTP)(T), but we use the former notation as it is clearer). Equation (17) 
is known as a functional equation. 
Before proving the main result of this section (1.3.4), we require the following three 
lemmas. For the remainder of this section we choose R, S, a, and p as above. In particular, 
(FE1) and (FE2) hold. 
Lemma 1.3.1 [Ha, 1,2.4.1] Let g(T) _ E; O 1 
b, 
ýTn E 
S[[T]]o and write f9(T) = F-° O_1 an. Tn 
Suppose n= p'm, where iE ICY U 0, and mEN with (m, p) = 1. Then 
anp, S C S. 
Proof First suppose i=0, then (16) gives an = b, a E S, and so a,,, S C S. Now suppose 
i>1, so that (16) gives a,, = b71 +ro(a,,, /P). Since n/p = pZ-1m, we may assume by induction 
(on i) that 
an/Ppa-ls C S. 
Then (p''-lan, p)pS = an, /ppzS C pS, and so by 
(15) we have v(pi-la, Ip)pS C pS; that is, 
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U(an/p)pZS C pS. Using (FE2) we obtain ra(an, p)pzS C rpS C S. Therefore 
a,, p'S = (bn, + ra(anlp))p"S 
C bp'S + rQ(a,, /p)piS 
CS 
(since b, E S), as required. Q 
Before coming to the second lemma, we introduce the following notation: Let f (T) = 
E' 0 a,, Tn, g(T) = E' n=O 
b,, T" E R[[T]], so that f (T) - g(T) = EO°_o(a, ý - bn)Tý`. Let U be 
a subring of R. For dEN, we shall write 
f (T) - g(T) (mod U, degree d) . an - b,, (mod U) for all 0<n<d. 
If this holds for all d>1 (so an - bn EU for all n> 0), we shall simply write f (T) 
g(T) (mod U). Finally if U=0, we write f (T) = g(T) (mod degree d). Setting 7(T) _ 
rn=ö a,, T' E R[T], we have 
f (T) 2- 7(T)' (mod degree d) for all i>1. 
Lemma 1.3.2 [Ha, 1,2.4.2] Let G(T) E S[[T]] and let n= pzm, where iENU0 and mEN, 
then 
G(T)'P = (G°(T"))" (mod p'+'S) 
Proof Write G(T) _ En_o a, ýT" then we have 
00 
G(T)9 = anT"p (mod pS) 
n-o 
(compare with the corresponding result for polynomials, and see the remarks preceding this 
lemma). By (FE1), a(a,, ) = an (mod pS) for all n>0, and so 
G(T)p - G°(TP) (mod pS). 
Now suppose i>1, and assume by induction that G(T)P (GU(TP))n'-' (mod p2S). It 
follows that 
G(T)pi+' = (G(T)p: )P _ (GQ(Tp))'2 (mod pi+'S), 
using the fact that (G° (TP))P'-' E S[[T]]. The result follows on raising both sides of the 
congruence to the mth power. 0 
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Lemma 1.3.3 Let G(T) E R[[T]]o and suppose the condition 
(*) G(T) = rG°(T'') 
holds. Then G(T) is identically zero. 
Proof Write G(T) _ E°O_1 a,, T', then (*) becomes 
00 00 
1: dnTn =rE Q(an)T'", 
n=1 n=1 
from which it is clear that al =0 (as np >2 for nE N). Now take a fixed nEN. If pfn, 
we must have an = 0, so assume pIn. Then an = rc (an, /P), and so induction gives an =0 in 
this case also. Therefore an =0 for all n>1, as required. 0 
We can now prove the main result of this section. 
Theorem 1.3.4 (The Functional Equation Lemma) [Ha, 1,2.4] Let g(T) _X00_1 b,,, T" and 
g(T) = E°O_1 bLT" E S[[T]]p, and suppose bi is invertible in S. Define f9(T) and fy(T) as 
in (16). Then the following hold: 
(i) (f9 1o fs)(T) E S[[T]]0. 
(ii) If h(T) _ E°O_1 c, T" E S[[T]]o, then there exists h(T) =E1 cnT" E S[[T]]o such 
that (fy o h)(T) = fh(T) 
Proof (i) Write f9(T) = E°n°_1 a,, Tn and fy(T) UnTn . By (16) we have al = b1, 
which is invertible in S (and R), and so fy-1 exists. Set F(T) = (f9-' o fy)(T) ß, n_1 unT"`, 
where each un E R. Since fy 1(T) - ai'T (mod degree 2), we obtain 
-- ul = al 1ai E S, 
as al (= bl) is invertible in S. Now let k>2, and assume by induction that ul, u2, ... , uk_1 E 
S. We have, for all i>1, 
(uiT + u2T2 +"""+ uk_1Tk_1)2 - F(T)' (mod degree k+i- 1). 
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In particular, for i>2, (u1T + u2T2 ++ uk_1Tc-1)2 = F(T)' (mod degree k+ 1). For 
nEN we have np > 2, and so 
(*1) F(T)'P = G(T)"P (mod degree k+ 1), 
where G(T) = Ei=i u, T', for brevity. Now we have (F°(TP))n = (E°°1 u(uj)TP)n 
(>k i v(ui)T2P)n (mod degree kp), and kp >k+1 (actually strict), which gives 
(*2) (Fa(Tp))" - (G°(TIJ))" (mod degree k+ 1). 
Write n= pzm, where iENU0 and mcN with (m, p) = 1. By assumption, G(T) E S[[T]]o, 
and so applying 1.3.2 to (*1) and (*2), we obtain 
(*3) F(T)"P - (F°(T'))" (mod pz+1S, degree k+ 1) 
(note that i depends on n). 
Now by (17), f9(T) = g(T) +r f9 (TP), where f9(T) = F, n°_i anT", and so 
00 
(*4) -g(T) = f9(F(T)) = 9(F'(ß')) +r Q(an)F(T)'P. 
n=l 
By (*3) we have ra(a,, )F(T)np = ra(an)(F°(TP))" (mod ra(an, )pi+1S, degree k+ 1). Apply- 
ing 1.3.1 we obtain 
a,, PzS CS a(a,,, )p1S C S, 
since 1ES and Q(S) 9 S. Therefore 
rcr(an)p''+'S = rpo, (an)p'S C rpS C S, 
by (FE2). Applying this to (*4) we obtain 
00 
fy(T) = g(F(T)) +r ý(an)(F°(Tý))'ý (mod S, degree k+ 1). 
n=l 
Now 
00 
E Q(an)(F°(Tr'))" = fy°(FO(TP)) 
n=i 
= (f9 o F°)(TP) 
(f 
go 
F)°(T9) (by (14)) 
= fg (T P), 
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and so 
f9(T) - g(F(T)) + rff (T'') (mod S, degree k+ 1). 
By (17), fy(T) = g(T) +r f9 (TT), which gives 
g(F(T)) _ g(T) 0 (mod S, degree k+ 1). 
By assumption F(T) - ukTk (mod S, degree k+ 1), which together with the fact that 
g(T) - b1T (mod degree 2), gives 
g(F(T)) - blukTk (mod S, degree k+ 1), 
and so blukTk _0 (mod S, degree k+ 1). This means that bluk E S, and so Uk ES since bl 
is invertible in S. This completes the proof of part (i) of 1.3.4. 
(ii) Define two power series f (T), h(T) E R[[T]]o by 
f (T) _ (f9 o h)(T) and h(T) =l (T) - rf'(TP). 
We first show that h(T) E S[[T]]o : 
f(T)-rf°(TP) = (f9oh)(T)-r(ffoh°)(TP) (using(14)) 
00 
= f9(h(T)) - rE a(an)(h° 
(T°))' 
n=1 
00 
f9(h(T)) 
-r c(a, a)(h(T)P)n (since h(T) E S[[T]J) 
n=1 
= , 
f9(h(T)) - rfg (h(T)") 
= g(h(T)) (by (17)) 
0, 
all congruences modulo S. To complete the proof we must show that G (T) =fh (T) -f (T) 
satisfies condition (*) of 1.3.3. Indeed G°(T) = fh(T) - f°(T) is clear, and so 
rG°(TP) =r fh (TP) - rf0(T )) 
= fh(T) - h(T) - rf°(TP) (by (17)) 
= G(T), 
using the definition of h (T) . 
This forces f(T) =f (T). 0 
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1.4 Applications 
In this section we discuss some applications of the functional equation lemma to our studies. 
First we introduce two power series in Q[[T]] which will play an important role in what 
follows: 
00 (1)n+1 00 Tn 
1(T) = log(1 + T) _E- Tý` and exp(T) =E- 
n=1 
n 
n=O 
n. 
It can be shown that 
exp(T) -1= 1-1(T) (18) 
(see [B1, IV, 4.10] for more details). For a fixed prime pEN, we also define 
p' 
ep(T) = exp E Q[[T]ý 
i=Q PI C 
We now consider the first of two applications of 1.3.4. The notation (R, S, o, p, and r) 
is as used in 1.3. 
Application 1: Take R=Q, S=Z (P), a=1, and r= 11 p. 
We must show that (FE1) is satisfied (it is clear that (FE2) holds). Let aE Z(p) then a= xly, 
where x, yEZ with y#0, and (y, p) = 1. Then we have 
Q(a) - ap =a- a11 = 
x(yp-l - xP`1) 
yp 
If pIx it is clear that a- aP E pZ(p), so we may assume that ptx. Then by Fermat's 
Little Theorem (see [Bu, 5.31), we have xP-1 -1 (mod p) and yP-l =1 (mod p), and so 
yp-1 - xP-1 -0 (mod p). It follows that a- a1 E pZ(p) as required. 
Now define 
1(Tn 
- Ten) : P=2 
(n, 2)=1 
n 
9(T) (19) 
(-l)ni 1 
Tn p>2 
(n, p)=1 n 
Also define g(T) = T. Then we claim that 
00 
f9(T) = l(T) and f9(T) =E 
Tpi 
(20) 
i=O p 
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To see this, write g(T) = E°°_1 bnT' and f9(T) = En' 1 anT". First assume that p is odd. 
Let n= pxm where iENU0, and mEN with (m, p) = I. If i=0 (so (n, p) = 1) then by 
(19), bn = (-1)n+1 /n, and so (16) gives an = bn, = (-1)n+1 /n. Now suppose i>1, so that 
(n, p) # 1, then (16) gives 
an =bn+Ian/p=-an1 
since bn =0 by (19). Now n/p = p'-1m, so induction gives 
a. lp - n/p 
Since n and n/p have the same parity, it follows that a,, = (-1)n+l/n, as required. If p=2 
then by (19), 
1/n .n odd 
bn -2/n : n/2 odd 
0. n/2 even 
and arguing as above yields the result in this case also (also see [Ha, 1,2.1]). The expression 
for f9 (T) is obtained similarly. 
Now by (18), we have exp(T) -1= f9 (T), and so (f9 
1o fy) (T) = ep(T) - 1. Part (i) of 
1.3.4 now implies that 
ep(T) E Z(p)[[T]]. 
We will now consider a generalization of this power series. Given di E Q, i>0, define 
00 
d(T) djTP' = d0T + d1TP + d2TP2 +"""E 
i-o 
and form the (composite) power series 
00 
exp(d(T)) =E enTn E Q[[T]] (21) 
n-o 
(note that co = 1). An expression of the form (21) is known as an Artin-Hasse exponential 
series. We have the following 
Theorem 1.4.1 [Ha, 1,2.3.3] In (21) each ci E Z(p), n=0,1,2,..., if and only if di = 
p-1dt_1 + bi for some bi E Z(p), for all i=0,1,2.... (where we take d_1 = 0). 
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Proof Suppose there are bi E Z(p) such that d2 = p-1dti_1 + bi, i=0,1,2.... (with d_1 = 0). 
Define g(T) as in (19), and take g(T) = >°°o biTP'. Then we claim that 
f9(T) =I (T) and f9(T) = d(T). 
The former was obtained in (20). To see the latter, write g(T) _ Eý j A,,, T'ý and fy(T) _ 
E°°_1 anT" Let n= p'm where iENU0, and m EN with (m, p) = 1. Then 
bi m=1 
ýn = 
0 m> 1 
If m>1, we can use (16), and induction on i, to conclude that a,, = 0. Now suppose m=1 
(so that n= pi). For i=0 we have, by (16), al = bo = do. If i>1 then (16) gives 
an =1 
I 
an/p + bi. 
p 
Since n/p = pi-1, induction gives an/P = d2_1, from which an = d2, as required. (Note 
that (20) is a special case of this with bo = do =1 and bi =0 for i>1. ) Now (18) gives 
exp(T) -1= f9-1(T), and so (f9-1 o f9)(T) = exp(d(T)) - 1. Part (i) of 1.3.4 now implies 
that cn E 7L(p) for all n>0. 
Conversely suppose c,,. E Z(p) for all n>0. Write h(T) = exp(d(T)) -1= E' 1 cnT" E 
Z(p)[[T]]o. Then by part (ii) of 1.3.4 there exists h(T) _ E°°_1 cnTn E Z(P)[[T]]p such that 
(fg o h)(T) = fh(T). Using (18) we obtain 
(fg o h)(T) = I(exp(d(T)) - 1) = d(T); 
that is, 
fh(T) _E dtiTP'. 
00 
-o 
Write n= pim where iE Iii U 0, and mEN with (m, p) = 1. Consider the case where m=l; 
that is, when n= pi. By (16) we have 
do = ci and di =1 di-1 + cp,, p 
(Note that when m>1, (16) gives c,,. = 0. ) Define bi = cpi for i>0. Then, on taking 
d_ 1=0, we obtain 
di =I di_1 + bi, for all i>0, 
P 
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where each bb E Z(p), as required. Q 
The next application of 1.3.4 is a generalization of Application 1. 
Application 2: Take R= Q[X] = Q[X0, X1, X2,.. . 
1,9 = Z(p)[X], and r= 1/p. Let 
a: R -* R be the (unital) ring homomorphism, where 
Q(q) = q, qEQ, and a(Xi) = Xip, i>0. 
We claim that 
(*) o , (a) = ap (mod pS) for all aES. 
To see this, first consider a= AXzi """ XZn , where 
\E Z(p) and im, tm. ENU0,1 <m<n. 
Since A=A (mod pZ(P)) for all AE Z(p) (see Application 1), it follows that (*) holds for this 
a. Taking finite sums of such elements, and using the fact that (a + b)p - ap + bp (mod pS) 
for a, bES, we obtain (*) for all elements aES. Therefore conditions (FEI) and (FE2) are 
satisfied (condition (FE2) being trivial). Note that o=1, as used in Application 1, does not 
satisfy condition (FE1): for example, Xo - Xä 0 pS. 
Given di E Q[X], i>0, define 
C, o 
d(T) = 1: diTP' = doT + d1T° + d2T"2 +"""E Q[X][[T]], 
=o 
then we can form the (composite) power series 
00 
exp(d(T)) _E cnTn E Q[X][[T]]. (22) 
n=0 
We have the following 
Theorem 1.4.2 In (22) each c, l E Z(p) 
[X], n=0,1,2, ..., if and only if d1 = p- (di- 1) + bi 
for some bi E Z(p)[X], for all i=0,1,2.... (where we take d_1 = 0). 
Proof Suppose there are bi E Z(p)[X] such that di = p-1o(di_1) + bi, i=0,1,2.... (with 
d_1 = 0). Define g(T) as in (19) (its coefficients are in Z(p) C Z(p)[X]), and take g(T) 
E°_° o biTrt . Then we claim that 
f9(T) =I (T) and -g(T) = d(T). 
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For the former, write fg(T) = E' 1 an, Tn, and let n= pm, where iE NU0, and mEN with 
(m, p) = 1. Using (16) and induction on i, we obtain a. EQ for all n>1 (and so a(an) = an 
for all n> 1). This gives f9(T) = l(T) as in (20). To see the latter, write f9(T) = ß°O_1 dnTn. 
Again let n= pzm where iENU0, and mEN with (m, p) = 1. Arguing as in the proof of 
1.4.1, we obtain 
_ 
di m=1 
an =, 
0 m>1 
as required. The rest of the proof (including the converse argument) is practically the same 
as that in 1.4.1. 11 
Special Case We now consider an important special case of 1.4.2, which will be needed in 
the subsequent sections. Refer to the above for notation. Keep p arbitrary, and take 
bi = Xi for all i>0, 
which is the most natural non-trivial case. Then define d_1 = 0, and 
(**) dz = 
lv(di-1) 
+ bi = 
1or(di-1) 
+ Xi for i >0. 
pp 
To emphasize the role of X= (Xi) EW (A), where A is given on p. 6, we now introduce the 
following notation: Let i>0, and define 
d(X)i = di and c(X)i = cj, 
where the ci, i>0, are defined by (22). Using induction on (**) we obtain 
d(X)o = Xo and d(X)i = zXo' + X21 1 
Xpi-1 + ... + 
ýXp 
1+ Xi, i>1. (23) 
Now write d(X, T) = d(T), so that 
00 
d(X, T) = Ed(X)iTpt. 
i=0 
Then it follows from 1.4.2 that 
00 
exp(d(X, T)) = Ec(X)iT' E 7G(P)[X][[T]]" 
i=0 
Note that c(X); = Xö/i!, for 0<i<p-1. 
For future reference, we include the following (refer to the above for notation): 
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Lemma 1.4.3 Let j>1 and suppose 1<i< pi. Then the following hold: 
(i) c(X)o =1 and c(X)1 = Xo. 
(ii) c(X)2 E Z(n)[XO, Xi, .... Xj-110. 
(iii) C(X)pj -Xj E7L(p)[Xo, X1e... 7Xj-1}o" 
Proof We have 
00 
(*ý) exp(d(X)oT+ d(X)1TP +"""+ d(X)j_1TP'-' + d(X)jTP' +"" ") _ c(X)iT', 
z=o 
where by 1.4.2, 
(*2) c(X)i E Z(p)[X] for i>0. 
(Also recall that exp(T) = E°O_p T"/n !. ) Equating coefficients of To and T1 in (*1), gives 
c(X)o =1 and c(X)1 = d(X)o = X0, respectively (see (23)). This proves part (i). Now by 
(23), 
(*3) d(X )k E Q[Xo, Xi, ... , X3-i]o '0<k<j-1. 
By (*1) we obtain c(X)i = Q2 (d(X )o, d(X )1, ... , d(X 
)j_1), for some Q; E Q[Yo, Y1, """' Yj-1J9. 
Part (ii) follows from this, using (*2) and (*3). It remains to prove part (iii). Equating 
coefficients of Tp' in (*1) gives 
c(x)p j- a(x); _ R3 (d(X )o, d(X) I, .., d(X)j- 1), 
for some R, E {[Yo, Yi, """, Yj-i]o" Now by 
(23), 
d(X)j - Xj E Q[Xo, X1, ... , 
Xj-1]o" 
The result follows using (*2) and (*3). 0 
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1.5 Witt Groups and Artin-Hasse Exponentials 
In this section we explain how the Artin-Hasse exponential series are related to the Witt 
vectors introduced in section 1. Throughout p denotes a fixed prime in N, A= Q[Xi, Yj], 
and B= Z(p)[Xj, Yj], i, j=0,1,2, ... . 
In (23) we defined, for X= (Xi) EW (A), 
I pi 1 n'-1 1n d(X )o = Xo and d(X )i = PZ Xo +W xi + ... + -Xi-i + Xi, i>1, 
and also 
Exponentiating this gives 
where by 1.4.2, 
00 
d(X, T) = Ed(X)2Tp' 
=o 
00 
exp(d(X, T)) = Ec(X)iT', 
Z=o 
c(X)z E z(p)[X ]_ Z(P)[Xo, X i, X2, ... 
]. 
This property allows us to construct an analogous power series in R[[T]], where R is an 
arbitrary commutative ring with identity, 1ER, of characteristic p. Let c(X )i be the 
polynomial in R[X] obtained from c(X)i, by replacing each coefficient tE 7L() by tER, 
where i is the image of t under the natural homomorphism Z(p) -+ R (which sends a/b to 
(a " 1)(b - 1)-', where aEZ, bEZ-0 with (b, p) = 1). Let x= (xi) E W(R). Substituting x 
for X in c(X )i gives c(x)= E R. Now define 
00 
ep(T, x) =Z c(x)tiT' E R[[T]]. (24) 
=o 
Note the similarities between this construction, and that of the Witt rings W(R) and W,, (R), 
n>1, of section 1. We shall call (24) the Artire-Hasse exponential of x. 
Before proving the main result (1.5.3) of this section, we need a couple of basic lemmas. 
The following property will also be required: Fix a= (ai) E W(A). Given q(X) E Q[X] _ 
Q[Xo, X1 i 
X2, 
... 
], we can substitute ai for X1, i>0, to obtain an element q(a) E A. Let 
v: Q[X] -* A denote the resulting (unital) ring homomorphism. For f (T) = E°° p , \iT' E 
Q[X][[T]], define fa(T) = J: °_°oa(Ai)T2 E A[[T]]. Then for g(T) E Q[X][[T]]o, we have 
ýfýo g°) (T) _ (. f ° 9)a (7') 
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(compare with (14)). Take f (T) = exp(T) and g(T) = d(X, T), and write d(a, T) = g°(T) _ 
E00 j. 0 d(a)iTP'. Then 
exp(d(a, T)) _> c(a)iT2. (25) 
00 
i=0 
We now come to the first of our two lemmas (refer to the above for notation). 
Lemma 1.5.1 Let a= (ai) E W(A). Then 
d(a)i =1 a(Z), i>0, 
P 
where a('), i>0, is defined in (2). 
Proof This follows immediately from the definitions (2) and (23). Q 
Next we have 
Lemma 1.5.2 Take X= (Xi), Y= (Yi) EW (A). Then 
d(X +Y, T) = d(X, T) +d(Y, T), 
where X+Y denotes addition of Witt vectors. 
Proof By (2) and (4), we have X+Y= [X() +Y(z)] = ((X +Y)i), where 
X(O) + Y(°) = (X + Y)0, 
X (i) + y(i) = (X + Y)0 + p(X + Y)is-1 +-. -+P'- """+ pi-1(X + Y) 1}p: (X + Y)ti, i>1. 
It follows from (23) that 
d(X + Y)1 =4 X(') +1 Y('), i>0. 
pp 
That is, by 1.5.1, 
(*) d(X + Y)i = d(X )i + d(Y)i, i>0. 
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Therefore 
00 
d(X + Y, T) _ d(X + Y)iTP` 
i=o 
00 
= 1: (d(X)i + d(Y)i)TP2 (by (*)) 
ti=o 
00 00 
_ d(X)iTP' +> d(Y)iTPi 
i=o i=o 
= d(X, T) +d(Y, T), 
as required. Q 
We can now prove the main result of this section. 
Theorem 1.5.3 Let R be a commutative ring with identity, 1ER, of characteristic p. Then 
the map 
0: W(R) -a R[[T]] 
xH en(T, x) 
satisfies q(x + y) = ¢(x) cr(y), for all x, yEW (R), where x+y denotes addition of Witt 
vectors, and ep(T, x) is defined in (24). 
Proof Let x= (x2), y= (y; ) be two fixed elements of W(R). Write B= Z(p)[Xj, Yj], i, j= 
0,1,2, ..., as on p. 36. Then define a map a: 
B-R by 
o(a/b) = (a " 1)(b " 1)-1, a(Xi) = xi, and Q(Yi) = yi, 
where aEZ, bEZ-0 with (b, p) = 1, and extend this to a homomorphism of rings. For 
f (T) = >°__o a. T1 E B[[T]], define (as usual) f '(T) o (ai)T2 E R[[T]]. This determines 
a ring homomorphism 
B= ý[[Tll B[[T]] -4 R[[T)) 
.f (T) '-> f(T) 
To see this, note that by definition, 
bjT_ i: 
( 
aibj Tk, 
(faiTz) 00 00 
i=0 j=0 k=O i+j=k 
where each ai, bj E B. Since or is a ring homomorphism, it follows that 0 is multiplicative 
(the rest is clear). 
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Now for X= (X; ), Y= (Y) EW (A), we have by 1.5.2, 
exp(d(X + Y, T)) = exp(d(X, T) + d(Y, T)) = exp(d(X, T)) exp(d(Y, T)) 
(for the latter equality, see [B1, IV, 4.10] and [ZS, VII, l, (9)]). Using (25) we obtain 
co 00 
(**) I c(X + Y)ZT' = c(X )iT2 E c(Y)tiT' i-o i-o 
(i=O 
Now for i>0, we have 
a(c(X )z) = Zý(x)i, cr(c(Y)i) = Zý(y)j, and o(c(X + Y)i) = c(x + y)i. 
For the latter equality, it suffices to note that, by (10) and (12), 
(x+y). 7 = 
Äj (X, ys) _ er (Aj(X,., Ys)) = 0, «X +Y)j), i >_ 0,0 < r, s < j. 
Applying 0 to (**) gives, since 0 is multiplicative, 
00 00 00 
(* * *) E c(x + y)iT' = c((X)Tz) -E(y). TZ 
i=0 i=0 i=0 
Therefore 
qi(x + y) = ep(T, x+ y) 
00 
_E c(x + y)iT (by definition (24)) 
-o 
E, c(x)iT t/ 
(Ti) 
EC(y)z(by (* * *)) 
i=O =O 
= ep(T, x) ep(T, y) (by definition (24)) 
= OW 0(y), 
as required. 
For an alternative proof of 1.5.3, consult [Ha, III, 17.4.23]. 
0 
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1.6 Artin-Hasse Exponentials of Nilpotent Matrices 
Let R be a commutative ring with identity, 1ER, of characteristic p, with pa fixed prime 
in N. In section 5 we defined a multiplicative map from W (R) to R[[T]], sending xEW (R) 
to its Artin-Hasse exponential, ep(T, x). We now obtain a `matrix version' of this result, by 
evaluating ep(T, x) at a nilpotent matrix. 
The following notation will be required: Let S be an arbitrary commutative ring (with 
identity). Let 0NE M(n, S), n>1, be nilpotent. Fix a prime pEN. Then there exists 
tENwith 
N'' =0 and N'' #0,0<i <t. 
We shall call t the p-nilpotency of N, and write p-nilp (N) = t. The matrix N may of course 
be zero before the (pt)-th power. 
Now let 0 96 NE M(n, R), n>1, be nilpotent. Then p-nilp (N) = t, for some tEN. 
Given f (T) = E°_o aiT2 E R[[T]], we can substitute N for T to obtain a matrix f (N) = 
E" ý1 aiN' E M(n, R), where NO is defined to be I. This determines a ring homomorphism 
R[[T]] -ý M(n, R) 
f (T) yf (N) 
For multiplication, note that 
Pt-1 pt-1 2(pt-1) pt-1 
E aiNy E bjNj =F, 1: ¢ibj Nk `E(1: aibj Nkr 
i=0 j=0 k=0 i+j=k k=0 i+j=k 
since NP` = 0. The rest is clear. Note that 0 is not injective. 
Let y= (yo, yi, """, yt-i) E Wt(R), and define x= 
(xi) EW (R) by 
yi 0<i<t-1 
xi = (26) 
arbitrary :i>t 
We shall call x an extension of y. Recall from (24) that the Artin-Hasse exponential of x is 
given by 
00 
ep(T, x) _Z c(x)iT' E R[[T]]. 
-o 
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With this in mind, we shall define 
pt -1 
ep(N, y) = 'p(en(T, x)) =E Z(x)iNZ E M(n, R). (27) 
i-o 
We now show that (27) is independent of the chosen extension of y. Write A= Q[X] = 
Q[Xo, Xl, X2,. .. ], and take X= (Xi) E W(A). By 1.4.3(i) and (ii), we have 
C(X )i E Z(P)[Xo, Xl, ... i 
xi-1}, i>1,0 <i<p 
(we are not assuming j is the least such integer). In particular, for j=t, we obtain 
'E(X)% = Pi(Xo, X1,... 'Xt-i) E 
R[Xo, Xi,..., Xt-i], 0<i< pt. 
Substituting x for X gives, by (26), 
c(x) i= PZ (yo, yi ,... , yt-i 
), 0<i< pt. (28) 
Since NP' = 0, it follows from (28) that ep(N, y) is independent of the extension of y, as 
required. This permits us to write c(y)i = c(x)2 for 0<i< pt. The matrix ep(N, y) in (27) 
will be called the Artin-Hasse exponential of N with respect to y. 
We have the following analogue of 1.5.3 (where p is a fixed prime in N): 
Theorem 1.6.1 Let R be a commutative ring with identity, 1ER, of characteristic p. 
Suppose 0 34 NE M(n, R), n>1, is nilpotent, with p-nilp (N) =tEN. Then the map 
Wt(R) -+ M(n, R) 
yH ep(N, y) 
satisfies O(y + y') = «(y)q5(y') for all y, y' E Wt(R), where y+ y' denotes addition of Witt 
vectors, and ep(N, y) is defined in (27). 
Proof Let y= (yo, yl, ... , yt_1), y' _ 
(yö, y1, """, yt-i) E Wt(R), and let x= (xi), x' _ 
(xi) EW (R) be (arbitrary) extensions of y and y', respectively. It follows from definition 
(12) of addition in Wt(R) and W(R), and (26), that 
(x+x')i=(y+y)i, 
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That is, x+ x' is an extension of y+ y'. Now by 1.5.3, we have 
(*) ep (T, x) ep (T, x') = ep (T, x+ x') 
Now let 0: R[[T]] -p M(n, R) be the ring homomorphism defined above, where f (T) 
ýf (N). 
Applying Vi to (*) we obtain, by definition (27), 
e (N, y)ep(N, y) =en(N, y+y'), 
as required. 0 
We now consider the case where R=K, an algebraically closed field of characteristic 
> 0. For n>1, we define 
u(n, K) = {(aid) E M(n, K) 
U(n, K) = {(at? ) E M(n, K) 
azj = 0, i>jl 
a1j = 0, i>j and aii = 11 
That is, u(n, K) is the set of all strictly upper triangular matrices over K (a subring of 
M(n, K)), and U(n, K) is the set of all uni-upper triangular matrices over K (a subgroup of 
SL(n, K)). 
Now fix 00NE u(n, K), n>2. Since N is nilpotent (see 1.6.2(ii) to follow), we have 
p-nilp (N) = t, for some tEN. Then for each y= (yo, yl, ... , yt_1) E Wt(K), we have (see 
(27)) 
Pt-1 
ep(N, y) _ c(y)jN2 E U(n, K) C SL(n, K) 
i=0 
(where c(y)o =1EK by 1.4.3(i)). Now, by 1.4.3(ii), we have c(X)i E K[Xo, Xl, """, Xt-i], 
where 0<i< pt, and so each `coordinate' of ep(N, y) is of the form q(y), for some q(X) E 
K[Xo, X1, 
... , 
Xt_1J, independent of y. It then follows from 1.6.1 that the map 
Wt (K) -* SL (n, K) (29) 
yH ep(N, y) 
is a morphism of algebraic groups. It will be shown shortly that q is in fact an isomorphism 
of algebraic groups onto its image (1.6.4). 
First it will be convenient to introduce the following notation: Let ei,, 1<i, j<n, denote 
the nxn matrix over K, or any commutative ring with identity, with (i, j)-th coefficient 1, 
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and all other coefficients equal to 0. These elementary matrices multiply together as follows: 
eIj eki = bjkezl i where 
Sek =1j-k; 1<i, j, k, l<n. 
Now suppose 1<i<j<n, and define 
ht (e2j) =j-i, 
so that 1< ht (eil) <n-1. Given 0NE u(n, K), n>2, we can write 
N= Aided, each Xij E K. 
1<i<j<n 
Now define 
ht(N)=min{ht(eij): 1<i<j <nandXjj 0}, 
so that 1< ht (N) <n-1. If N= e23 the two definitions coincide. For N=0 we shall 
define ht (N) = n. We shall also say that Aij, 1<i<j<n, is a height j-i element of N. 
Next define, for 1<r<n-1, 
H(r) = {N E u(n, K) : ht (N) > r}, 
and for r>n, define H(r) = 0. It is then clear that 
u(n, K) = H(1) # H(2) D# H(n - 1) D H(n) = 0. 
For r, sEN, let H(r)H(s) denote the set of all finite sums of products NrN3, where N,. E 
H(r), Ns E H(s). 
We now have the following well-known result: 
Lemma 1.6.2 [HT] Let r, sEN, then the following hold: 
(i) H(r)H(s) 9 H(r + s). 
(ii) If NE H(r) then N: E H(ir), i>1. In particular, N is nilpotent. 
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Proof It suffices to prove part (i), with part (ii) following by induction. We first show that the 
result is true for the product of e23 E H(r) and eke E H(s). If j#k then e; jek` =0E H(r+s), 
so assume j=k. Then eiiekd = eis. Now by choice, 
j-i>r and l-j>s = l-i>r+s. 
Therefore eil E H(r + s), as required. The result follows in general from the fact that every 
NE H(r) is a linear combination of elements of the set {e2j :j-i> r}. Q 
Note that 1.6.2 holds for any commutative ring with identity. Before returning to the 
map 0 of (29), we require the following technical lemma concerning the `coordinates' of the 
matrix ep(N, y). We shall write K[T] = K[Tij], 1<i, j<n, for the coordinate ring of the 
variety M(n, K) = K' 
2 
. 
Lemma 1.6.3 Let K be a field of characteristic p>0. Take 0NE u(n, K), n>2, and 
suppose p-nilp (N) =tEN. Then there exists fixed polynomials qk(T) E K[T] = K[TZj], 1< 
i, j<n, 0<k<t-1, satisfying the following property: Let y= (yo, yl, ... , yt_1) E Wt 
(K) 
be arbitrary, and write a= ep(N, y). Then 
yý=qk(a), O<k<t-1. 
Proof Suppose eEN satisfies Ne = 0, whilst M# 0,1 <i<e (note that pt-1 <e< pt) 
Write 
e-1 
(*1) (aij(X )) =E c(X)iNi E M(n, K[Xo, X1,... , Xt-1)) i_o 
(where 1<i, j<n; see 1.4.3(ii)). By 1.6.2(i), we have 
(*2) 1< ht (N) < ht (N2) < ht (N3) <"""< ht(Ne) = 
Let y= (yo, yi, """, yt-i) E Wt(K) be arbitrary, and write atij = ajj (y), 1<i, j<n. Then 
a= (as, ) = ep(N, y) by definition (27). Suppose N= (bzj), 1<i, j<n, and that ht (N) = r, 
where 1<r<n-1. Let b= bid be a non-zero coordinate of N of height j-i=r. Now by 
1.4.3(1), we have c(X)1 = Xo (and so 'c(y)' = yo). Using (*1) and (*2), we obtain 
bXo = a; j(X) => Xo = b-1a1j (X). 
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Define qo(T) = b-'TZG E K[T], then qo(a) = b-lazy = yo, and so the lemma holds for k=0. 
Now let t>2,1 <k<t-1, and assume by induction that there exists fixed polynomials 
qo(T), qi (T), """, qk-1(T) E K[T] with the required property. By 1.4.3 we have 
(*3) c(X) 2E K[Xo, Xi, ... , X, k-t], 0<i< pk, and c(X)pk - Xk E K[Xo, X,.... , Xk-i)" 
Write Npk = (cij), 1<i, j<n, and suppose ht (Npk) = s, where r<s<n-1. Let c=c, j, 
be a non-zero coordinate of NPk of height j' - i' = s. Using (*l), (*2), and (*3), we obtain 
CXk -a2tjl (X) = P(XO, X1,..., Xk-1) E K[X0, X1,..., Xk-11" 
Now define 
9k(ß') =c1 (T1, ß, + P(qo (T), 9i(T), ... , qk-l(T))) E K[T]. 
Then qk(a) =c1 (aii3' + P(yo, yl, ..., yk_1)) = AA, 
from which the result follows. Q 
We can now prove the main result of this section. 
Theorem 1.6.4 Let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p>0. Suppose 
0NE u(n, K), n>2, satisfies p-nilp(N) =tEN. Write V= 0(Wt(K)). Then the map 
0: Wt (K) -* V 
yH ep(N, y) 
defined in (29) is an isomorphism of algebraic groups. 
Proof That 0 is a morphism of algebraic groups has already been established (see p. 42). 
Now suppose y= (yo, yl,... , yt_1) E 
Wt(K) satisfies 
pt-1 
(*i) ep(N, y) _ 'E(y)zN2 =I. 
z-o 
Let 1<j<t. By 1.4.3(1) and (ii), we have e(X)o = 1, c(X)1 = Xo, and 
Z(X )i= P: (Xo, X1, ... ' X3-i) E K[Xo, Xi, ... , Xj-i]o, 1<i< pi. 
It follows that 
(*2) Z! (y)o = 1, c(y)' = yo, and c(y)i = Pi(yo, yi, ... , yj_i), 1<i< p3. 
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Suppose eEN satisfies Ne = 0, whilst Ni # 0,1 <i<e (so that pt-1 <e< pt). Using (*1) 
and (*2), we obtain 
(*3) yoN + c(y)2N2 + E(y)3N3 + ... + c(y)e-1Ne-1 = 0, 
where by 1.6.2(i), 
(*4) 1< ht (N) < ht (N2) < ht (N3) <".. < ht (Ne) = 
Write N= (az, ), 1<i, j<n, and suppose ht (N) = r, where 1<r<n -1. Let a= a23 be a 
non-zero coordinate of N of height j-i=r. Then by (*3) and (*4), we obtain ayo = 0, and so 
yo = 0. Now let t>2,1 <k< t-1, and assume by induction that yo = yl ="""=y, ß_1 = 0. 
Putting j=k into (*2) gives 
ýýy)i = Pi (yo, yi, ... , yk-i), 
1<i< pk. 
It follows that c(y)ti =0 for all 1<i< pk. Now by 1.4.3(iii), we have 
C(X )pk - Xk = Qk(XO, Xl, ... , 
Xk-1) E K[Xo, XI, ". ", 
Xk-1]0" 
Therefore c(y)pk - yk = Qk(yo, yl, ... , yk_1). 
This forces c(y)pk = Yk, and so (*1) gives 
YkNP" + c(y)Pk+1NPk+1 + ... + C(y)e-1Ne-1 = 0. 
Using (*4), and arguing as above, we obtain Yk = 0. It follows that y=0, and 0 is injective. 
Therefore 0 is a bijective morphism of algebraic groups. By 1.6.3, the inverse map 
0-1 :V --p Wt (K) 
ep(N, y) '- ýJ 
is a morphism of varieties, and so 0 is an isomorphism of algebraic groups, as required. Q 
We can extend 1.6.4 to an arbitrary nilpotent matrix 0# N' E M(n, K), n>2. Indeed 
there exists PE GL(n, K) such that N= PN'P-1 E u(n, K). Suppose p-nilp (N) = p- 
nilp (N') =tEN, and let 0: Wt (K) -+ V be the isomorphism yi ep (N, y) above. Since 
conjugation by P-1 is an isomorphism of GL (n, K), restriction to V yields an isomorphism 
00. V -+ W= ib(V), where ep(N, y) 
H 
ep(N', y), yE Wt(K). Thus we have a composition 
Wt(K)ýVZW, 
which is an isomorphism of algebraic groups. 
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1.7 Complex Artin-Hasse Exponentials 
In this section we introduce an Artin-Hasse-type exponential for nilpotent matrices defined 
over C, and show how to `transfer' this from C to K, a field of characteristic p>0. We shall 
require the following facts: Let R, S be two commutative rings with identity, and a: R -4 Sa 
unital ring homomorphism. For f (T) = E°o AjTZ E R[[T]], define f '(T) = E°__°o Q(AZ)TI E 
S[[T]]. Then for g(T) E R[[T]]o, we have 
(*i) (f o 9)°(T) = (. f° ° 9°)(ý') 
(compare with (14)). Next let 0#NE M(n, R), n>1, be nilpotent, with Ne =0 and 
N2 # 0,1 <i<e. As in section 6, define f (N) = ßä_ö A Ni E M(n, R) (and similarly for 
g(N), etc). Then g(N) is nilpotent, and 
(*2) (10 9)(N) =f (9(N)) 
(see p. 23 and p. 40). Finally note that the map v above induces a ring homomorphism 
an : M(n, R) -3 M(n, S) 
(aij) H (a(aij)) 
satisfying an(A(aij)) = or(A)crn(aij), AER. 
Write A= Q[X] = Q[Xo, XI, X2,... ]. For a fixed prime pEN, we have defined (see (23)) 
1i1 i-1 1 d(X)o = Xo and d(X)q = pa Xö + WIT XP ++ PXp I+ Xi, i>1, 
and also 
Exponentiating this gives 
where by 1.4.3(i) and (ii), 
00 
d(X, T) _ d(X)%TTi E A[[T]]. 
Z-o 
00 
exp(d(X, T)) =S 
z-o 
c(X ): E Z(p)[Xo, X1, ... , xj-i}, > 1,0 <i< pý. 
Let 0#NE M(n, Z(p)), n>2, be nilpotent, and suppose p-nilp (N) =tEN. Applying 
(*2), with R=A, f (T) = exp(T), and g(T) = d(X, T), gives 
pt-1 
E(X) = exp(d(X, N)) _Z c(X)iN2 E M(n, Z(p)[X]), 
i=o 
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where d(X, N) = Ei=öd(X)iN1`. We can now introduce an Artin-Hasse-type exponential 
over C. Fix x= (xo, xi, ... , xt_1) E 
Wt (C), and extend arbitrarily to an element x= (xi) E 
W(C). Given q(X) E Q[X] we can substitute xi for X%, i>0, to obtain an element q(x) E C. 
Let a: Q[X] --r C denote the resulting ring homomorphism. Now take R= Q[X], S=C, 
and f (T), g(T) as above. Using (*1) and (*2) we obtain fa(g°(N)) = (fog)°(N). Therefore 
pt-1 
E(x) = exp(d(x, N)) _ c(x)iN2 E M(n, C), 
i-o 
where d(x, N) = Ei=ä d(x)iNP' (since d(x, N) and c(x)i, 0<i< pt - 1, only depend 
on x= (xo, xi, ... , xt_1), we may write 
d(x, N) = d(ý, N) and c(x)i = c(I)i). We have 
E(x) = v,, (E(X)). 
Next we transfer to K, a field of characteristic p>0. Let 0: 7L(p)[X] -* K[X] denote the 
natural homomorphism, where a/b º'ýi (a. 1)(b. 1)-1, alb E Z(p), and Xi Xi, i>0. Suppose 
N=0, a(N) # 6, then p-nilp(N) = s, where 1<s<t. Fix y= (yo, yl, ... , ys_1) E 
W3(K). 
Now 
P(X) =, On(E'(X)) =E c(X)iN' E M(n, K[Xo, Xl,..., Xs-1]). 
i=0 
Substituting y= for X2,0 <i<s-1, determines a ring homomorphism, which we denote by 
v: K[Xo, Xi,..., Xs_1] -+ K. We have 
p3-1 
I'%(y) = Qn(F+(X» =Z C(Y)iN' = ep(N, y), 
i=o 
the Artin-Hasse exponential of N with respect to y, as defined in (27). 
In the next chapter we apply the results of chapter 1 to the generalized problem, stated 
on p. 3. 
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Chapter 2 
Simple Algebraic Groups 
In this chapter we apply the techniques developed so far to the generalized problem, stated 
on p. 3. In light of the previous chapter, we can now refine this question, and ask: 
Generalized Problem (GP) Let G be a reductive algebraic group defined over an al- 
gebraically closed field K of characteristic p>0. Let 1 y-L uEG,, be unipotent, with 
o(u) = pt, tEN. Under what conditions on (u, p) does there exist a closed subgroup V 
of G, with V ^_' Wt(K) and uEV? 
Before attacking the GP for an arbitrary unipotent element, we first concentrate on the 
important class of so-called regular unipotent elements. These are introduced in 2.1, where 
their (well-known) characterizations and general properties are discussed. This section also 
introduces some useful notation, which will be used throughout this chapter. In 2.2 - 2.8 we 
turn our attention to the various simple algebraic groups (the general case in presented in 
chapter 3). 
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2.1 Regular Unipotent Elements 
Assume throughout this section that G is a (connected) semisimple algebraic group defined 
over an algebraically closed field K of characteristic p>0. Choose a maximal torus T of G, 
and let B be a Borel subgroup of G containing T. Then U= Bv, is a closed connected normal 
subgroup of B, and we have a semidirect product (of algebraic groups) B=U >4 T. Moreover 
U is a maximal connected unipotent subgroup of G, and all such subgroups are conjugate in 
G. Let 41 = -b (G, T) denote the root system of G relative to T, and let XQ denote the root 
subgroup of G corresponding to the root aE 4). The positive root subgroups XQ, aE are 
the non-trivial minimal closed subgroups of U normalized by T (the negative root subgroups 
are obtained in the same way from the unique Borel subgroup B- opposite to B). The root 
subgroups are 1-dimensional connected unipotent groups, and so for each aE -(D, we have 
isomorphisms (of algebraic groups) 
ýa Qua i Xct 
AH xý(A) 
These isomorphisms satisfy tXc(A)t-' = xa(a(t)A), tET. The product map 
0: fJ x -3u 
aEd+ 
is an isomorphism of varieties, the product of the (positive) root subgroups taken in any 
(fixed) order. Thus given a fixed ordering of the positive root subgroups, each element uEU 
is expressible uniquely as a product 
u= 
I 2a(Xa), Aa E K, a E+. 
aEe+ 
Let rk(G) denote the dimension of any maximal torus of G. We now consider the central- 
izers of elements of G. Let xEG. It is shown in [Spi] that ZG(x) contains a closed abelian 
subgroup A, with dim(A) > rk(G). As a consequence we have dim ZG(x) > rk(G) for all 
xEG. An element xEG will be called regular if dim ZG (x) = rk(G) (such elements always 
exist). If xEG is regular then ZG(x)° is abelian. In general we have, for an arbitrary xEG, 
dim ZG(x) = rk(G) + 2e(x), 
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with e(x) = dim By, where S is the variety of Borel subgroups containing x. The element x 
is called e(x)-regular. The 0-regular elements are the regular elements; the 1-regular elements 
are called subregular. 
We shall be mainly interested in the regular unipotent elements of G. Such elements 
always exist in G. Indeed if U=G,,, denotes the unipotent variety of G, then the regular 
unipotent elements of G form a single conjugacy class L(reg, which is a (dense) open subset 
of U. The following theorem characterizes the regular unipotent elements of G. Since every 
unipotent element of G is conjugate to an element of U, it suffices to work entirely inside U. 
Let AC (D+ denote the simple roots. 
Theorem 2.1.1 [C2,5.1.3], [H3,4.1; 4.6] Let uEU then we have: 
u is regular qu= 11 xa(Aa) with Aa #0 for all aE0. 
aE, 11+ 
We next consider some useful facts concerning the centralizers of regular unipotent el- 
ements of G. Let uEU be regular. Write Z= Z(G) and r= rk(G). It can be shown 
that 
ZG (u) = Zu(u)Z and ZG (u)° = Zu (u)' 
(see [Sp2,4.3)). In particular, it follows that ZG(u)° is an r-dimensional closed connected 
abelian unipotent subgroup of G. Now suppose there exists a closed connected abelian 
subgroup V of G, with uEV. Then VC Zu(u)°, and so V is unipotent, with dim(V) < r. 
We also obtain uE Zu(u)°. In this direction we have the following result. Refer to p. 2 for 
the definitions of good and bad primes. 
Theorem 2.1.2 [Sp2,4.11; 4.12] Let uEU be regular. Then the following hold: 
(i) Let p=0 or a good prime for G. Then Zu(u) is connected. 
(ii) If p is a bad prime for G, then uý ZU (u)'. Moreover ZU (u) = (u, ZU(u)°) . 
As an immediate consequence of this result, and the above remarks, we have 
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Corollary 2.1.3 Let uEU=G,, be regular, and assume that p is a bad prime for G. Then 
u does not lie in any closed connected abelian subgroup of G. 
Therefore the GP fails for pairs (u, p), where uEU is regular, and p is a bad prime for G. 
From now on, we shall only consider the GP under the assumption that p is a good prime 
for G (this of course leaves undecided the cases (u, p), where u is not regular and p is bad). 
Note that 2.1.3 holds when G is reductive, since G' is semisimple (see p. 123 to follow). 
Before commencing our study of regular unipotent elements in simple algebraic groups, we 
first need to introduce some standard notation. The simple algebraic groups considered shall 
be viewed as Chevalley groups, each corresponding to one of the various simple Lie algebras. 
For the theory of such groups, consult [St] and [Cu]. Let L be such a Lie algebra, and let -P 
denote the set of roots of L, with 4+ and 4ý- denoting, respectively, the positive and negative 
roots relative to some base. Following [R] and [C1,11.3], a particularly nice (n x n) matrix 
representation of L is chosen, in which the root vectors ea, aE 4), of a Chevalley basis satisfy 
the following condition: Let X be an indeterminate, then exp(Xeq) E M(n, Z[X]). Now let 
K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p>0. For pEK, let x,, (µ) denote the 
matrix in M(n, K) obtained from exp(Xea) by replacing each `coordinate' f (X) E Z[X] by 
f (µ) E K, where f (X) is the image of f (X) under the natural homomorphism Z[X] -+ K[X]. 
Define X,,, = {xa(p) :pE K}, a subgroup of SL(n, K). Then the corresponding Chevalley 
group is the subgroup G(K) of SL(n, K) generated by all X, aE (D . Write G= G(K) 
for 
brevity. Associated with G are the following important subgroups: 
(CG1) U=(XQ: aE4b{), T=(h,,, (t): aE11), tEG,,, ), and B=(U, T) 
(for the definition of hQ(t), consult [St, p. 27]). It can be shown that B=U >a T is a Borel 
subgroup of G, U=B,, is a maximal connected unipotent subgroup of G, and T is a maximal 
torus of G. The X0, aE 4)+, are the non-trivial minimal subgroups of U normalized by T, 
and so are the positive root subgroups. The negative root subgroups are obtained from the 
subgroup U- of G generated by all Xa, aE 4ý-. For each aE (b, the map 
(CG2) 
ýý ova -4 
xý 
m -+ 
is an isomorphism of algebraic groups. 
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2.2 Type Al 
Let L= sl(l + 1, C), l>1, be the set of all (1 + 1) x (l + 1) matrices of trace 0 over C. 
Then (under commutation) L is the complex simple Lie algebra of type At. We now give a 
brief description of L, following [B2, VIII, 13], [C1,11.2], and [J1, IV, 6], which should also be 
consulted for the other types. Also consult p. vi for the various Dynkin diagrams. Let H be 
the set of all (1 + 1) x (1 + 1) diagonal matrices in L. Then H is a Cartan subalgebra of L (of 
l dimensions). The elements of H have the form 
Al 
h= 
A basis for L is 
Al 
hi = eii - el+1,1+1 > 
eil , 
For h=Ei=2 Ah; EH we have 
-aa+l = Ai- 
A1+1 
1<i<l. 
j2#=1,2,..., 1 + 1. 
[h, ei3] = (Ai-A7)eij, ii4j=1,2,..., 1+1. 
Let i#j=1,2, ... ,l+1. Then the 12 +l 
linear transformations azj :H -* C arising above, 
where h2 . 1z - Aj, are the roots of L (relative to H). The set of roots will be denoted by 
4D = 4D(L, H). Each root aij will be identified with its corresponding element A,, - A3 6 C. 
The elements 
al=Al-A2, a2=A2-A3, ..., at-i=Ai-i - A, at=At-Aj+i, 
(where cri = ai,; +l, 1<i< 1) then form a set A of simple roots of L (relative to H). The 
set li+ of positive roots consists of all roots of the form 
ate=A; - Aj = a, +----I-aj-1,1<i 
We have 1< ht (a=j) =i-i<1. There are I+1-i roots of height i, 1<i<1, the highest 
root being 
ro = ai, 1+1 = al + a2 + ... +. at, 
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of height ht (ro) = 1. Moreover I ýP+ I=l (l + 1) /2. 
Next we introduce some useful notation, which is a modification of that used in 1.6. Let 
R be a commutative ring with identity. Define u(n, R) = {(a13) E M(n, R) : az3 = 0, i> j}, 
n>1, the set of all strictly upper triangular matrices over R (compare with 1.6). Let 
0 34 AE u(n, R), n>2. We will write ht (A) = r, 1<r<n-1, if A is of the form 
n-r 
A= ýtei, Z+r, ýi E R, 1<i<n-r, not all zero. 
i=i 
Now let a= azj E +, 1<i<j<1+1, and write e,, = ezj for `the' root vector 
corresponding to a. Then 
ht (ea) =j-i= ht (a). 
This reflects the fact that the root vectors corresponding to the simple roots are of height 1. 
For convenience we list below the positive root vectors in order of increasing height: 
Height Corresponding Root Vectors Number 
1 ei, i+l, 1< i< ll 
2 ei,; +2,1<i<l-1 l-1 
3 ez, i+3,1<i<1-2 1-2 
1 el, i+l 1 
(t) We now fix the following notation to be used throughout this chapter: Let K be a field 
of characteristic p>0, and K[X] = K[Xo, X1,.. ., Xt-1], tEN. Write z/, : Z(p)[X] -- K[X] 
for the natural homomorphism, and for n>1, let On : M(n, Z(p)[X]) -4 M(n, K[X]) denote 
the induced matrix homomorphism (also see 1.7). Given AE M(n, 7G(p)[X]), we shall write 
A= tpn(A)" 
In the following elementary result, we consider powers of matrices (as opposed to com- 
mutators): 
Lemma 2.2.1 Let n>2 and suppose 
n-1 
N= EAter,; +l EM(n, Z), with Ai EZ-pZ, 1 <i <n-1 
i_1 
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(so that ht (N) = 1). Then the following hold: 
(a) 
n-r r 
Nr=1 HAi+j ei, i+rEM(n, Z), 1<r<n-1, 
i-i -o 
(so ht (Nr) = r), with jib=ö Ai+j EZ- pZ, 1<i<n-r. Moreover Nr = 0, r>n. 
(b) Write N= z/in(N). Then p-nilp (N) = p-nilp (N) = t, where pt-1 <n and pt > n. 
Proof (a) The result is clearly true for r=1. Let r>2 and assume 
n-(r"1) (r-1)-1 
Nr-1 = 
[-` I 
, ii+j ei, i+(r-1) if 2<r<n, 
i=1 j=0 
and N''-' =0 if r>n. Recall 
(*) eijekl = biked, 1<i, j, k, l<n. 
Ifr>nthen N''=0, so assume 2<r<n. We have 
n-1 n-r+i r-2 
Nr = NN r-1 = Aiei, i+l) Ai+j ei, i+r-1 C- is =O 
If r=n then (*) gives Nr = 0. Now suppose n>3 and 2<r<n-1. Then (*) gives 
n-r r-2 n-r fr-1 
Nr = Ai 
H Ai+1+j ei, i+r Ai+j ei, i+r, 
i=1 j=0 i=1 j=0 
as required. 
(b) Apply the map ti a, to obtain N' =0 if and only if NT = 
ý, rEN. Q 
The following result is then clear, and is to be expected in light of the above remarks: 
Corollary 2.2.2 Let 
N= 1: ea=ea, +eat ... +ea, EL=sl(l-} 1, ý), d_>1. 
ht(o)=1 
Then we have 
Nr= ems, 1 <r<d, 
ht(a)=r 
and N" = 0, r>I. In particular, Nht(t'o) = ero. 
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Proof Let n=l+1 in 2.2.1, and use the table of positive root vectors given above. Q 
Let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p>0. We now introduce the 
Chevalley group G(K) corresponding to L. For aE1 let h0, denote the coroot corresponding 
to a. Then the set {hai, ea : ai E A, aE 4)} is a Chevalley basis of L (see [H1, VII] for the 
definitions). In the notation of 2.1 (see p. 52), we have for ti, to E K, 
x0i (ti) = 7+ tiei, i+t, ai E 
d, 1<i<1, 
(**) -- 
xa(ta) = I+t,, Fib, a=aij E(D+-A, 1<i<j-1<l 
(see (t) for the bar notation). Recall Xa = {xa(t) :tE K} and G(K) = (Xa :aE -0). It is 
shown in [R] that G(K) = SL(I + 1, K); it is the simply-connected simple algebraic group of 
type Al defined over K. Write G= G(K) for brevity. In this case, the subgroups of G as 
defined in (CG1) of 2.1 are: 
U= U(l + 1, K), T= SL(l + 1, K) fl D(l + 1, K), and B= SL(l + 1, K) n B(l + 1, K). 
Here D(l + 1, K) and B(l + 1, K) are, respectively, the sets of diagonal and upper triangular 
matrices in GL(l + 1, K). For a more direct account of the group SL(l + 1, K), including the 
(global) roots of G relative to T, consult [DM, 15.1]. 
We now concentrate on the unipotent elements of G= SL (I + 1, K). Since the maximal 
connected unipotent subgroups of G are all conjugate, we can restrict our attention to the 
subgroup U= U(l + 1, K). Each element uEU is of the form 
l p1 ** 
1 P2 
u= 
* 
µd 
1 
We shall write u(1) _ (µ1, µ2, .... µl), and call 
this the superdiagonal of u (we can think of 
u(1) as the `vector' of height 1 elements of u). The following result is well-known: 
Lemma 2.2.3 Let uEU= U(l + 1, K), and suppose u(1) = (µ17µ2, ... , PI), 
for some 
µiEK, 1<i<l. Then 
u is regular <* µ; 0 for all i=1,2,..., 1. 
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Proof We can see this (indirectly) as follows: From 2.1 we know that u can be written 
(uniquely) as a product 
u= xQi (tl)xa2 (t2) ... xa, 
(ti) fl Xci(ta) 
for some ti, to EK (the product has been taken in this order for convenience only; indeed 
the coefficients ti, 1<i<1, do not depend on the order). Using (**) above, it is then clear 
that u(1) _ (tl, t2, .... t1), and so t= = pi, 1<i<1. The result now follows from 2.1.1. Q 
We now come to the main result of this section. A complete proof is given as it acts as a 
model for the subsequent cases. The proof uses notation from 1.7, which should be consulted 
for more details. Note that the choice of N below is motivated by 2.2.3. Further motivation 
is provided by the Campbell-Hausdorff formula, as described in [B3, II, 6] and [J1, V, 5], but 
we do not pursue this here. 
Theorem 2.2.4 Let G= SL(l + 1, K), 1>1, where K is an algebraically closed field of 
characteristic p>0. Suppose uE Gu is a regular unipotent element. Then the following hold: 
(i) o(u)=pt=min{ps: sENandp8>ht(ro)}. 
(ii) There exists a closed subgroup V of G, with V= Wt(K) and uEV. 
Proof Let N= Pub(Q)-1 ea EL= sl(l + 1, C). Then 0 ON is nilpotent, with p-nilp (N) _ 
tEN, where by 2.2.1, 
pt-' <l= ht(ro) and pt > 1. 
In the notation of 1.7, we have (for X= (Xo, Xl, ... , 
Xt-1)) 
Pt-I 
E(X) = exp(d(X, N)) => c(X)iN' E M(l + 1,7G(p)[X]), 
i-o 
where c(X)o =1 and c(X)1 = Xo (see 1.4.3(i)). We now transfer to K (see (f) above). By 
2.2.1(b), we have p-nilp (N) = p-nilp (N) =t (where N= Ot+l(N)). Now 
pt-1 
E(X) =, 01+1 (E(X)) =E c(X)1N' E M(l + 1, K[X]). 
-o 
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Fix y= (yo, yl, "" , yt-i) E Wt 
(K), so that c(y)o =1 and c(y) 1= yo. Substituting yj for 
X1,0 <i <t-1, inE(X) gives 
pt-1 
E(y) = ep(N, y) =I+ yoN +E c(y)iN zEU= U(l + 1, K) CG= SL(l + 1, K). 
i=2 
Since 1= ht (N) < ht (N t ), 2<i< pt = 1, the description of N makes it clear that the 
superdiagonal ep(N, y) (1) = (yo, yo, ."", yo). 
Therefore by 2.2.3, we have 
ep (N, y) is regular yo 0 (***) 
o(y) _ pt (by 1.2.3(c)) 
Now define 
0: Wt (K) -> SL(l + 1, K) 
yy ep(N, y) 
and write V= cb(Wt(K)). Then by 1.6.4, q: Wt(K) -+ V is an isomorphism of algebraic 
groups (in particular, V is a closed subgroup of G of the required type). Moreover by (* * *), 
V contains a regular unipotent element of G (many in fact), and since all such elements are 
conjugate in G (see 2.1), we obtain: 
uEG regular unipotent = o(u) = pt. 
The result follows since conjugation in G is an isomorphism of algebraic groups. 13 
Part (i) of 2.2.4 is well-known. Indeed an `order formula' is known for every unipotent 
element in every simple algebraic group. See [T2] and [La] for more details. 
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2.3 Type C1 
Let L= sp(2l, C), l>3, be the set of all (21) x (21) matrices x over C satisfying 
xtA = -Ax, 
where 
01 
A_ 
(4j-, 
ý J10 
10 
(we call x skew relative to A). Then L is the complex simple Lie algebra of type C1. As in 
type A,, we give below a brief description of L. Consult 2.2 for the relevant references. Let 
H be the set of all (21) x (21) diagonal matrices in L. Then H is a Cartan subalgebra of L 
(of l dimensions). The elements of H have the form 
Al 
h= 
-A1 
We will number the rows and columns of the matrices as follows: 
1,2, 
... ,1-1,1, 
l', (1 - 1)', ... , 2', 1'. 
The following conversion is clear: Let 1<i<1 and consider the label V. Then i' represents 
the (21 +1- i)-th row or column of a given matrix. Conversely the i-th row or column, where 
d+1<i< 21, is labelled by (21 +1- i)' in the new notation. A basis for L is then 
hi = ei= - ei, i,, 1<i<1. 
ea, ezj - eß, 2, ,1<i<j<1. 
e, \j _Ai = ejti - ei, j, ,1<i<j<1. 
ezj, + eia, ,1<i<j<1. 
e-a; -a; = eyti+ez, j , 
1<i<j<l. 
e2A = eii, , 
e_2A, = ei'i, 1<i<1. 
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For h=Ei=1Ahi EHwe have 
[h, ea; -a; 
ý _ (Ai - Aj)ea; -a; <i<j<1. 
[h, ea; -a, 
ý _ (A - A2)ea; -a: 
1<i<j<1. 
[h, ea, +a; ) = (ti + \j)ea; +a; '1<i <j : 51. 
ýýýe-, \; -a; ) = (-Ai - Aj)e-a; -a; ,1<i<j<1. 
[h, e2A; ] = (2Aa)e2a; ,1<i<1. 
[h, e-2, \, l = (-2ai)e-2a; 71<i<1. 
The 212 linear transformations H -* C arising above, where h i--* Az - )j, h Aj -Aj, hH 
)+ Aj, etc, are the roots 4) of L (relative to H). Each root will be identified with its 
corresponding subscript in C. The elements 
al = al - A2, a2 = A2 - A3, ..., as-i = 
Al-i - Al, at = 2A1, 
then form a set 0 of simple roots of L (relative to H). It is convenient to partition the set 
4o+ of positive roots into the following three subsets: 
(1) ob tij = {azjAi - Aj : 1<i<j<l} 
(2) 4)ijt = {aiji A+ its 1<i<< L} 
(3) (Dii, = {ai, iii = 2Ai :1<i< 1} 
We have 
(1) ht(at3) =j-i Ilbzj I= l(l - 1) /2 
(2) ht (aid, ) = 21 +1-j-i IýZýý I= l(l, - 1)/2 
; Iý21ý I=l (3) ht (aii, ) = 21+1-2i 
For each aE t+, we have ht (ea) = ht (a), the root vectors corresponding to the simple roots 
being of height 1, as in type A, (see 2.2, p. 54, for notation). The total number of positive 
roots is l2. The highest root is 
ro =a2l, =gal +"""+2a`_l +a`, 
of height ht (ro) = 21 - 1. 
We now concentrate on powers of matrices. The following useful result is well-known: 
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Lemma 2.3.1 [C1,11.2.2] Let A, NE M(n, C), n>1, and suppose NtA = -AN. Then the 
following hold: 
(i) (N: )tA = (-1)zANi for all i>1. 
(ii) Suppose N is nilpotent, then (exp N)t A (exp N) = A. 
Let N= Ei=1 ea; EL= sp(21, C), l>3, and suppose 1<r< 21 - 1. Then N' 0 
by 2.2.1(a). If r is even then 2.3.1(i) implies that N' ý L. Indeed if NT EL then (N')'A = 
ANT = -ANr, and so ANT = 0. But det(A) =1 54 0, which gives NT = 0, a contradiction. 
For this reason we restrict our attention to the case where r is odd. This amounts to excluding 
the bad prime 2 from the main result (2.3.5) of this section. For convenience we list below the 
positive root vectors of odd height: Let r= 2s +1 where 0<s<l -1 (so that 1<r< 21 -1). 
The root vectors will be partitioned into the three subsets defined above. 
Case (i) 1-2 :l odd 
Suppose 1<r< 
1-1: 1 even 
(1) ea`j = eij - ej' ''j=i+r, 
where 1<i<1-r. There are d-r=l- 2s -1 root vectors of this form. 
(2) ea; ýý = eij, 
+ ejii ,j= 
21 +1- (i + r), 
where l- 2s <i<1-s-1, and s 34 0. There are s root vectors of this form. 
(3) en.., = eis' , 
where i=1-s. There is 1 root vector of this form. 
Case (ii) 1<_r_<21-1 : Todd 
Suppose 
1+1<r<21-1 :1 even 
(1) There is no contribution from this subset. 
(2) en.., = eij, + ejz' ,j= 
21 +1- (i + r), 
where 1<i<1-s-1, and s01-1. There are 1-s-1 root vectors of this form. 
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(3) e«;;, = ei2' , 
where i=I-s. There is 1 root vector of this form. 
Note that, in both cases, there are l-s root vectors (and roots) of height 2s + 1,0 <s<l -1 
(also compare with [Sp2]). 
For completeness, we now include the analogue of 2.2.2 for the case C1 : 
Lemma 2.3.2 Let 
N= E ea=eal+... +ea1_1+ea, EL=sp(2l, C), l>_3. 
ht (a)=1 
Then the following hold: 
(a) Letr=2s+1, whereO<s<1-1. 
Case (i) 11-2 :l odd Suppose 1<r<, then 
I-1: 1 even 
r-i 
N= e«: +t + eat 1, i 
i=1 
I-r I-s-1 
Nr 
_)j e4i ihr 
+ (_i)1 E (-')ieoi, 
(21t1-i-r), 
+ (-1)3e(Yý-a, 
ýl-e), 
S Q. 
iL="1 i=1-2s 
Case (ii) I<r< 21- I: I odd Suppose -- then 
1+1<r<21-I : leven 
r-s-i 
N' _ (-1)' (-1)yea;. (2t+t-, -r)' -1)8eat-a, (t-9)' S i=1 
N 21-1 = (_1)1-1 eal. l, 
In particular, in both cases, we have Nr = Eht(a)=r Aaea, where each as E {-1,1} 
depends on 1, s, and a, and Nht(r°) = (-1)'-lero" 
(b) N` =0 for i> 21. 
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Proof For convenience, we revert to the (old) notation of numbering rows and columns by 
1,2, ... , 
1,1 + 1, ..., 
21 - 1,21. Then 
21-t 11<i<1 
N= Aiei, i+i, where Ai =-- 
t=1 -1 l+1<i<21-1 
Let r= 2s +1 where 0<s< 1- 1. Applying 2.2.1(a) (with n= 21) gives 
21-r fr-1 
Nr =f Ai+j ei, i+r E L, 
i=1 j=0 
by 2.3.1(i). Moreover ht(Nr) = r. Cases (i) and (ii) of part (a) now follow from the 
description of the height r root vectors given above. In particular, for r= ht(ro) = 21 - 1, 
we have 121-2 
N ht (ro) = 
JJ Al+j el, 21 
j=o 
= (A1 ... 
Az)(At+l 
... 
A21-1)e1,21 
_ (-1)1-lero. 
Part (b) is clear. 0 
We now prove a technical lemma which will be needed for the main result (2.3.5) of this 
section (and also in the following two sections). Let K be a field of characteristic p>0, n>1, 
and X= (Xo, X1,. .., Xt_1) for some tEN. 
Define On : M(n, Zlpl[X]) -i M(n, K[X]) as in 
(t) of 2.2. Given A(X) E M(n, Z(p)[X]) and xE Wt(C), we can substitute x for X in A(X) 
to obtain a matrix A(x) E M(n, C) (and similarly for M(n, K[X])). 
Lemma 2.3.3 Let E(X) E M(n, Z(p)[X]) and AE M(n, Z(p)). Write E(X) = On(E(X)) 
and fl =On (A). Suppose 
E(x)tAE(x) = A, for all xE Wt(C). 
Then 
E(y)t Ä E(y) = A, for all yE Wt(K). 
Proof Let 1<i, j<n and write A= (ate). The (i, j)-th coefficient of E(X)tAE(X) 
is of the form P23 (X) Ez (p)[X ]. By assumption, the polynomial P(X) - a23 vanishes for 
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all xE Wt(C). This forces P3(X) = a13, since C is an infinite integral domain. Therefore 
E(X)t AE(X) = A, and the result follows on applying V)ß. Q 
In fact we can avoid the use of 2.3.3. An alternative approach is presented in 3.1. 
Let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p>2. We now introduce the 
Chevalley group G(K) corresponding to L. We require the following notation: Let F=C or 
K, and define 
Sp(21, F) = {T E GL(21, F) : TtAT = Al, 
where A is given on p. 59. We call Sp(21, F) the symplectic group (over F). It can be shown 
that each TE Sp(21, F) has determinant 1 (see [C1,1.3]), and so Sp(21, F) C SL(21, F). Now, 
as in type At, the set {ham;, ea : ai E A, aE 4D} is a Chevalley basis of L. In the notation of 
2.1 we have, for A= {al.... 7 a1_l, all, t; E 
K, 
(*) xa; 
(ti) =I+ ti (ei, z+i - e(i+i), ti, ), 1<i<l-1, 
XQ, (ti) =1+ tl t, l' . 
If aE 4)+ -0 then xa(tQ) =I+ taea, where 2< ht 
(ems) < 21 - 1, e, running through the 
positive compound root vectors of L. It is shown in [R] that G(K) = Sp(21, K); it is the 
simply-connected simple algebraic group of type C1 defined over K. Write G= G(K) for 
brevity. In this case, the subgroups of G as defined in (CG1) of 2.1 are: 
U= Sp(21, K) fl U(21, K), T= Sp(21, K) fl D(21, K), and B= Sp(21, K) fl B(21, K). 
For a more direct account of the group Sp(21, K), consult [DM, 15.2]. 
The following result is well-known (refer to 2.2 for notation): 
Lemma 2.3.4 Let uEU= Sp(21, K) n U(21, K), then the following hold: 
(i) u(1) _ (P1, µ2, ..., P1-1, P1, -/fl-i, ... 1 -µ2, -P2), 
for some pi E K, 1<i<1. 
(ii) u is regular ýf Ai 00 for all i=1,2, ... , 1. 
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Proof Argue as in the proof of 2.2.3, using (*) above. 0 
We now come to the main result of this section. As in 2.2, the notation used in the proof 
is taken from 1.7. 
Theorem 2.3.5 Let G= Sp(21, K), 1>3, where K is an algebraically closed field of char- 
acteristic p>2. Suppose uE Gu is a regular unipotent element. Then the following hold: 
(i) o(u)=pt=min{p3: sEN and p5> ht(ro)}. 
(ii) There exists a closed subgroup V of G, with V" Wt(K) and uEV. 
Proof Let N=E ht («)-1 e,, EL= sp(21, C). Then 0 :, AN is nilpotent, with p-nilp (N) _ 
tEN, where by 2.3.2, 
pt-1 <21-1= ht(ro) and pt >21-1. 
In the notation of 1.7, we have (for X= 
pt-1 
E(X) = exp(d(X, N)) =E c(X)iNz E M(21, Z(p)[X]), 
i=o 
where c(X)o =1 and c(X)1 = Xo. Let x= (xo, xi, ."., xt-i) E Wt(C) be arbitrary. Substi- 
tuting xi for X2,0 <i<t-1, into d(X, N) gives d(x, N) = EH d(x)iNP'. Since p is odd, 
we have d(x, N) EL by 2.3.1(i). It then follows from 2.3.1(ii) that 
E(x) = exp(d(x, N)) E Sp(21, C) fl U(21, C). 
We now transfer to K (see (f) of 2.2). Write N= b21(N). By 2.2.1(b), we have p-nilp(N) = 
p-nilp (N) =t (or use 2.3.2). Now 
pt_I 
E(X) _ V)21(E(X)) = 'c(X)iN' E M(21, K[X]). 
ti-o 
Fix y= (yo, yi, ... , yt_1) E Wt 
(K). Substituting yt for Xi, 0<i<t-1, in E(X) gives 
E(y) = ep(N, y) EU= Sp(21, K) f1 U(21, K) 9G= Sp(21, K), 
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by 2.3.3. As in 2.2.4 we have 
pt 4 
ep(N, y) =I +yoN+ E c(y)iN, 
i=2 
where 1= ht (N) < ht (7V'), 2<i< pt - 1. The description of N then makes it clear that 
ep(N, y) (1) =(yooI yo, -yo, ... I -yo 
)" 
1-1 terms 1-1 terms 
Therefore, by 2.3.4, we have 
ep (N, y) regular q yo 0 
.. o(y) = pt (by 1.2.3(c)) 
The argument now concludes as in 2.2.4. 0 
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2.4 Type Bl 
Let L= so(21 + 1, Q, 1>2, be the set of all (21 + 1) x (21 + 1) matrices x over C satisfying 
xtA = -Ax, 
where 
0 
0 it 
001 
A= 0 -"- 020 -"- 0 Ji 
010 
Ji 0 
0 
Then L is the complex simple Lie algebra of type BI (consult the references in 2.2). Let H 
be the set of all (21 + 1) x (21 + 1) diagonal matrices in L. Then H is a Cartan subalgebra 
of L (of l dimensions). The elements of H have the form 
Al 
Al 
h= 0 
-Ar 
-A1 
We will number the rows and columns of the matrices as follows: 
1,2, ..., l-1,1,0, 
The following conversion is clear: The label 0 represents the (d + 1)-th row or column of a 
given matrix. Now let 1<i<1, and consider the label i'. Then i' represents the (21+2-i)-th 
row or column of a given matrix. Conversely the i-th row or column, where 1+ 2<i< 21 + 1, 
is labelled by (21 +2- i)' in the new notation. 
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A basis for L is then 
hi = eii-e2'', 1 <i <1. 
ea; -a; = eat-e3'', 
1< 
eaj_aj = ejti - eti, j, ,1<<j<1. 
e, \, +, \j = ezj, - eji, ,1<i<j<1. 
e-, \, -, \, = ej, i-ei'3,1<i<j<1. 
ea; = 2eio - eoi, ,1<i<1. 
e-),; = eoi - 2ei, o ,1<i<1. 
As in type C1 (see 2.3), the roots 1 of L (relative to H) will be identified with the various 
subscripts arising above. The elements 
ai = Al - A2,02 = A2 - A3, ..., al-i = 
Al-i - A1, al = Al , 
then form a set A of simple roots of L. We partition the set 4P+ of positive roots into the 
following three subsets: 
(1) cij = {CYij=Ai - 
Aj : 1<i<j<l} 
(2) 4)ijy _ {CYijr = Ai + Aj <j< l} 
(3) 
ßi0 = {ajo = Ai :1<Z< l} 
We have 
(1) ht(aij) =j-i IjI = 1(l-1)/2 
(2) ht (aij, ) = 21 +2-j-i; I'Dzyj = 1(1-1)/2 
(3) ht(a; o) = 1+1-i I'D; ol =l 
For each a E+, we have ht (en) = ht (a), the root vectors corresponding to the simple 
roots being of height 1. The total number of positive roots is 12. The highest root is 
ro =a12' =a1+2a2+... +2al, 
of height ht (ro) = 21 - 1. 
As in case C,, we list below the positive root vectors of odd height. Let r= 2s +1 where 
0<s<1-1 (so that 1<r< 21 - 1). The root vectors will be partitioned into the three 
subsets defined above. 
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Case (i) 1-2 l odd Suppose 1<r< 
I-11 even 
(1) ea;, =e2j -eß'', 2 =a+r, 
where 1<i<1-r. There are 1-r=l- 2s -1 root vectors of this form. 
(2) eai,, = ejj, - ej2' ,j= 
21 +2- (i + r), 
where I+1- 2s <i<l-s, and s 0. There are s root vectors of this form. 
(3) e,,,,, = 2eio - eoa' 
where i=1- 2s. There is 1 root vector of this form. 
Case (ii) 
Suppose 
l <_ r <_ 2l -1: l odd 
l+1<r<21-1 : leven 
(1) There is no contribution from this subset. 
(2) e«; 3, = eia, - eji' ,j= 
21 +2- (i + r), 
where 1 <i <1-s provided r 01, and 2 <i <1-s if r=l (is odd). There are l-s root 
vectors of this form provided r 36 1, and l-s-1 if r=1. 
(3) eý, o = 
2e1o - eol', 
only when r=I (is odd). 
We give below the analogue of 2.2.2 for the case B1 : 
Lemma 2.4.1 Let 
N= E eQ=e,,, +"""+ea1_1+ea1EL=so(2l+1, C), 1 >_2. 
ht (a)=1 
Then the following hold: 
(a) Letr=2s+1 whereO<s<1-1. 
Case (i) 
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1l -2: l odd Suppose 1<r<, then 
1-11 even 
l-1 
N= e«i ; +, + e,,, o , 
i, -1 
l-r 1-s 
Nr 
=Ee,,; i+, 
+ 2(-1)l 
E (-1)'e., 
(21+2-i-r)l 
+ eal-zs, 
o 
s ý. 
i=1 i=1+1-2s 
Case (ii) 1<r<21-1 :l odd Suppose then 
1+1<r<21-1 leven 
(i+i)/2 
l odd, 
i=2 
l-s 
Nr = 2(-1)j i, (2(+2-i-r), 7r1. 
i=i 
In particular, in both cases, N'' _ Eht(a)=r where each AE {-2, -1,1,2} de- 
pends on 1, s, and a, and Nht(ro) = 2(-1)1-leT0. 
(b) N2 =0 for i> 21 +1 (and 0$ N21 = 2(-1)'el,,, 0 L). 
Proof In the `old' notation we have 
I: 1<i<l-1 
21 -- 
N=E Aiei, 2+1 where Ai =2 i= l 
i-1 
-1 : l+1<i<21 
The argument now proceeds as in the proof of 2.3.2, using the description of the root vectors 
of odd height given above. Q 
Let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p>2. We now introduce the 
Chevalley group G(K) corresponding to L. We require the following notation: Let F=C or 
K, and define 
0(21 + 1, F) = {T E GL(21 + 1, F) : TtAT = Al, 
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where A is given on p. 67. Let TE 0(21 + 1, F), then since det(A) = 2(-1)' # 0, we have 
det(T) = ±1. Define 
SO(21 +1, F) = 0(21+ 1, F) nSL(21+1, F), 
the special orthogonal group (over F); a normal subgroup of 0(21 + 1, F) of index 2. Now the 
set {ha;, ea : cai E 0, a E'} is a Chevalley basis of L. In the notation of 2.1 we have, for 
A= {al, 
... , at-i, a, 
}, ti E K, 
- 1, (*) xa; 
(ti) =I+ ti(ei, i+i - e(i+l)', i, ), 1<i<1 
xQ1(ti) =7+ t1(2 ej, o - eo, t, ) - tl et lý 
If aE 4D+ -A then 2< ht (xa (ta) - I) < 21 -1, where tq E K. It is shown in [R] that G(K) = 
Q(21 + 1, K), the commutator subgroup of 0(21 + 1, K). Now S2(2l + 1, K) C SO(21 + 1, K) 
- in fact equals the commutator subgroup of SO(21 + 1, K) - and 
SO(21+ 1, K) K* 
1l(21 + 1, K) (K*)2 
(see [Di, I1,8]). Since K is algebraically closed, we obtain G(K) = SO(21 + 1, K); it is the 
adjoint simple algebraic group of type Ba defined over K. Write G= G(K) for brevity. In 
this case, the subgroups of G as defined in (CG1) of 2.1 are: 
U= SO(21 + 1, K) n U(21 + 1, K), T= SO(21 + 1, K) n D(21 + 1, K), 
and B= SO(21 + 1, K) fl B(21 + 1, K). 
The following result is well-known: 
Lemma 2.4.2 Let uEU= SO(21 + 1, K) fl U(21 + 1, K), then the following hold: 
(i) u(1) _ (/Ai) M, ..., lei-i, 2P1, -till -µt-i, ... ' -µ2, -µi), with pi E K, 1<i<1. 
(ii) u is regular -#> µi #0 for all i=1,2, ... , 1. 
Proof Argue as in the proof of 2.2.3, using (*) above. Q 
We now come to the main result of this section. 
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Theorem 2.4.3 Let G= SO(21 + 1, K), 1>2, where K is an algebraically closed field of 
characteristic p>2. Suppose uE Gu is a regular unipotent element. Then the following hold: 
(i) o(u)=pt=min{p3 :s EN andps> ht(ro)}. 
(ii) There exists a closed subgroup V of G, with V Wt(K) and uEV. 
Proof Argue as in the proof of 2.3.5, using 2.4.1 and 2.4.2. 0 
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2.5 Type D1 
Let L= so(21, C), 1>4, be the set of all (21) x (21) matrices x over C satisfying 
xtA = -Ax, 
where 
+J10,0 1 
A10 
Then L is the complex simple Lie algebra of type Dt (consult the references in 2.2). Let H 
be the set of all (21) x (21) diagonal matrices in L. Then H is a Cartan subalgebra of L (of I 
dimensions). The elements of H have the form 
)t1 
h 
-Al 
-Al 
We will number the rows and columns of the matrices as follows (see 2.3): 
1,2, ..., 1-1,1, 
l', (1-1)', 
..., 2', 1'. 
A basis for L is then 
h= = eii - e; 2' ,1<i<1. 
e, \ i_, \j = ezj-e3'', 
1<i<j<1. 
eAj -. \i = eji - ejij,, 
1<i<j<1. 
eAi+Xj = eij, -ej$i, 1<i<j<1. 
e-a; -A, = 
e, ß'2-e$, j, 1<i<j<l. 
As in type C1 (see 2.3), the roots of L (relative to H) will be identified with the various 
subscripts arising above. The elements 
ai = \1 - \2i 02--`A2-A3, ..., at-1 = 
. \i-1 
- 
A,, at = Al-1 + Aj, 
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then form a set 0 of simple roots of L. We partition the set 4)+ of positive roots into the 
following two subsets: 
(1) ijj _ {ajj_\j-Aj : 1<i<j<l} 
(2) (Di j, = 
{azj, _ Ai + A. j 1ýi<G l} 
We have 
(1) ht (a: i) =j-i; 14bZJ = l(l - 1)/2 
(2) ht(a=j, ) = 21 -j-i; jdýzjj = 1(1-1)/2 
Let a= aid E -(Dtj, then ht(ea) = ht(a). However if a= a23' E -(D2j,, then ht(ea) = ht(a)+1. 
This is a consequence of the fact that ht (ea! ) = 2, whereas the root vectors corresponding 
to the simple roots in 4 are of height 1. The total number of positive roots is l(l - 1). The 
highest root is 
rp=a12' =al+2a2+"""+2a1_2+a1_1+a1, 
of height ht (ro) = 21 - 3. 
For convenience we list below the positive roots of odd height: Let r= 2s +1 where 
1<s<l-2 (so that 3<r< 21 - 3). The roots will be partitioned into the two subsets 
defined above. 
Case (i) 11-2 :l odd Suppose 3: S r< 
1-11 even 
(1) azj , =i+r, 
where 1<i<l-r. There are l-r=l- 2s -1 roots of this form. 
(2) a2j,, j=2l-(i+r), 
where I- 2s -1<i<I-s-1. There are s+1 roots of this form. 
Case (ii) 
Suppose 
l<r< 21 -3: l odd 
1+1<r<21-3 Leven 
(1) There is no contribution from this subset. 
(2) ate,, j=21-(i+r), 
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where 1<i<l-s-1. There are I-s-1 roots of this form. 
The analogue of 2.2.2 for the case Dl follows from the next result. For the purposes of this 
lemma, we revert to the (old) notation of numbering rows and columns by 1,2, ... , 1,1 + 
1, ..., 21 - 1,21. 
Lemma 2.5.1 Let 
l-1 21-1 
N= ei, i+l - ez, i+l + el-1,1+1 - el, 1+2 E M(21, C), 1>4. 
i=1 x=1+1 
Then the following hold: 
(i) If 2<r<1-1 then 
l-r 21-r l-1 
Nr = eii+r+(-1)r 
> ei, i+r+el-r, l+1+(-')rel, l+r+l+2(-l)l-r \-1ýEei, iýr+l 
i=1 i=1-x-1 i=1+1-r 
(ii) If 1<r <21-2 then 
21-r-1 
Nr = 2ý-1)r_1 \-1)xei, i+r+l 
i=i 
(iii) N''=0, r>21-1. 
Proof The result is clearly true for r=1, so assume r>2, and that the result holds for 
r-1. Recall 
(*) eijei, j, = 6ji, eij, ,1 <_ i, j, i', j' < 21. 
There are various cases to consider: If r -1 > 21 -1 then N''-1 =0 (by (iii)), and so N'' = 0. 
If r-1= 21 -2 then N'-1 = 2(-1)1-1e1,21 (by (ii)), and so NT = NNr-l =0 by (*). Now 
suppose 1<r-1< 21 - 3, so that Ne-' = 2(-1)r-1-1 Eii r(-1)tieti, ti+T (by (ii)). Note that 
the largest value of 21 -r is 21 - (1 + 1) =1-1. By (*) we have 
1-1 
C21-r Nr = NNr-1 = 2(-1)r-f-1 
ýý 
ea, i+l) (-1J Ci, i+r1 
z1/- z-1 
21-r-1 
= 2(-1)r-I 
(-1)zei, 
i+rf1 
i=1 
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Next consider the case r-1=l-1. By (i) we have 
1-1 
Nr-i = el, t + (-1)1-let+1,21 + ei, t+i + (-1)1-let, 21 -21: (-1)Zei, i+t. 
i=2 
Using (*) and the description of N, we obtain 
N'' = NNr-1 
_ ei, i+l + et-l, t+l 
((_1)1_1e1+i, 
21 + (-1)1-let, 21 -2 
ý(-1)Zei, 
i+t 
i=1 i=2 
t-1 1-1 
= 2(-1)t-let-l, 2t -2 
ý(-1)ei, 
i+t (eii+i) i_1 t=2 l-1 
=2 
ý(-1)=ei, 
i+t+l 
i=1 
Now suppose 2<r-1<d-2, so that (i) gives 
t-r+I 21-r+l 
Nr-1 = ei, i+r-1 + 
(-1)r-1 E ei, i+r-1 + el-r+1,1+1 
i=1 i=1+1 
l-1 
r-1 l-rß-1 i +(-1) el `+r + 2(-1) (-1) ei, i+r" 
i=1+2-r 
Note that 2<I-r+1<l-2. Using (*) and the description of N, we obtain 
N'' = NN''-1 
l-1 l-r+l (21_i (21-r+1 
ei, i+J ei, i+r-lJ + 
(-1)r 
i 
ei, i+l ei, i+r-1 + 2(-1)r-lel-1, l+r 
i-1 i=1 =1+1 i=1+1 
11 1-1 
+(-1)rel, l+r+l + el-r, 1+1 + 2(-1)1-r+l e. ,li 
i=1 // 
(=(+2-r 
f-r 21-r l-1 
ei, i+r + (-1)r ei, i+r + el-r, 1+1 + l-1)rel, l+r+l + 2(-1)1-r 
> (-1)iei, i+r+l 
i=1 i=1+1 i=l}1-r 
This leaves the case r-1=1, which follows in a similar way. Therefore in each case, NI is 
of the desired form. Q 
As a direct consequence we have the following 
Corollary 2.5.2 Let 
N=E e0 = eý1 ++ e«, _1 
+ eat EL= so(21, C), l>4. 
ht (a)=1 
Then the following hold: 
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(a) Letr=2s+1 where 1 <s<l-2. 
Case (i) 
Suppose 3<r 
1-2 :l odd 
, then 1-1: 1 even 
1-r 1-s-1 
Nr = e«i, i+r 
+ e«! 
-r lý 
+ 2(-1)l-1 (-1)Ze«{ 
c21-+-*)ý ' 
i=1 i=1-2s 
Case (ii) 1<r<21-3 :l odd Suppose --, then 
1+1<r<21-3 leven 
1-s-1 
Nr = 2(-1)d-1 ?; (1)ZC i, (zt-1-T)' ' 
2 
In particular, in both cases, N'' _E ht (a)=r \ae,,, where each AE {-2, -1,1,2} de- 
pends on 1, s, and a, and Nht(r°) = 2(-1)lero. 
(b) Ni=0 for i> 2l -1 (and 0# N21-2 = 2(-1)ý-lel lý L). 
Proof We only prove part (a)(ii), with part(a)(i) and (b) following in a similar way. Note 
the following (obvious) property of finite sequences: 
tt 
**ý ai- at+1-i tEIý. 
i=1 i=1 
By 2.5.1(ii) we have, since r is odd, 
l-s-1 
(-1)1-'Nr/2 = (-1)tei 
i=i(-1)tei, 
i Fr+l 
i=1 
ii r+l 
where 
2(1-s-1) l-s-1 1-s-1 
(-1)tei, i+r+l = (-1): -l+t-sei_1+i-s, i ýt+s+l =- (-1)ze2d-%-r, 2l-i+1 s 
i=l-s i=1 i=1 
using (**). Numbering rows and columns as on p. 73, then gives 
1-s-1 d-s-1 
(-1)1-1Nrý2 = (-1)t 
(ei, 
(21-i-r)' - e2l-i-r, i') (-1)Zeaj, (2J_; _r)' i=1 i=1 
(see p. 74, the summation involving all roots of height r). Q 
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Let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p>2. We now introduce the 
Chevalley group G(K) corresponding to L. We require the following notation: Let F=C or 
K, and define (as in 2.4) 0(21, F) = IT E GL(21, F) : TtAT = Al, where A is given on p. 73, 
and SO(21, F) = 0(21, F) fl SL(2l, F). Now the set {hQ,, ea : ai E A, aE 4)} is a Chevalley 
basis of L. In the notation of 2.1 we have, for 0= {c,... , a1_1, a`}, tZ E K, 
x«; (t2) =I+ (*t) 
xat (tt) = 7+tý(e1_1 
We also list the height 2 elements corresponding to the roots ae 4ýjj of height 2: 
* Xai, r+2 (tý)=I+tý(z ea, a+2 e ,)t EK, 1< i<1-2. 
( 2) t- (ii-2) ,iýa 
The remaining aE 4i+ -0 satisfy 3< ht (xa (tom) - I) < 21 - 2, where t,, E K. It is shown in 
[R] that G(K) = 11(21, K) = SO(21, K) (compare with 2.4); it is a simple algebraic group of 
type Dj defined over K, neither simply-connected nor adjoint. Write G= G(K) for brevity. 
In this case, the subgroups of G as defined in (CG1) of 2.1 are: 
U= SO(21, K) n U(21, K), T= SO(21, K) n D(21, K), and B= SO(21, K) n B(21, K). 
For a more direct account of the group SO(21, K), consult [DM, 15.3]. 
Let u= (u2, ) E U(21, K), 1<i, j< 21. In 2.2 we defined u(1) = (u12, u23, ... ) u21_1,21)" 
Now define u(2) _ (u23) U24i ... , U21_2,21); 
that is, the `vector' of height 2 elements of u. The 
following result is well-known: 
Lemma 2.5.3 Let uEU= SO(21, K) fl U(21, K), then the following hold: 
(i) u(1) _ (µl, µ2, """, P1-i, 0, -Pi-i, "" "' -P2, -µi), for some µi E K, 1<i<1-1, 
and u(2) is of the form: 
u(2)_(* -1AI'*'J)ý 
1-2 terms 1-2 terms 
where pEK (the various * do not concern us). 
(ii) u is regular t* µi #0 for all i=1,2, ... , 1. 
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Proof Argue as in the proof of 2.2.3, using (*1) and (*2) above. 
We now come to the main result of this section. 
Theorem 2.5.4 Let G= SO(21, K), 1>4, where K is an algebraically closed field of 
characteristic p>2. Suppose uE Gu is a regular unipotent element. Then the following hold: 
(i) o(u) = pt = min{ps :sEN and ps > ht(ro)}. 
(ii) There exists a closed subgroup V of G, with V ^' Wt(K) and UEV. 
Proof Let N=E ht («)-1 eq EL= so(21, c). Then since p>2, we have p-nilp (N) = p- 
nilp (N) =tEN, where pt-1 < 21 -3= ht (ro) and pt > 21 -3 (see 2.5.2). Now argue as in 
the proof of 2.3.5, using 2.5.1,2.5.2, and 2.5.3. 0 
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2.6 Type G2 
We begin this section with a brief account of the complex simple Lie algebra of type G2. For 
more details, consult [Sc, III, 8] and [Sel, 6]. Let F=C or K, an algebraically closed field of 
characteristic p>0, p : j4 2. Write V= F3 and let 
v. w and vxw 
denote, respectively, the usual scalar and vector products of the vectors v, wEV. Let el = 
(1,0,0), e2 = (0,1,0), and e3 = (0,0,1) be the standard basis for V. We have 
ei"ei=1, i=1,2,3, and ei"ej =0, iij=1,2,3, 
el x e2 = e3, e2 x e3 = el, and e3 x e1 = e2. 
We can now define the split exceptional Cayley algebra C(F). As a set C(F) consists of all 
2x2 matrices of the form 
av 
w3 
where a, )3 E F, v, wEV. Addition and scalar multiplication are defined in the usual way for 
matrices. The algebra multiplication in C(F), denoted by juxtaposition, is defined as follows: 
av a' v' aa' +v" w' av' + ß'v -wx w' 
wß w' ß' a'w+, ßw'+v x v' ßß, +w- vt 
' 
where a, a', 13, ff E F, v, v', w, w' E V. This gives C(F) the structure of an 8-dimensional 
alternative algebra (that is, (x2)y = x(xy) and y(x2) = (yx)x for all x, yE C(F)). We fix a 
basis 0= {cl, c2, ... , c8} , where 
Cl _10 C2 
00 
c2+Z =0 
ei 
c5+s =00 
000100 ei 0 
1<i<3. Write 1= cl + c2, then xl = 1x =x for all xE C(F), and so 1 is the identity 
element in C(F). 
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The multiplication table for fl, and hence for C(F), is given below: 
Cl 
C2 
C3 
C4 
C5 
C6 
C7 
C8 
For example, C1 c3 = C3. 
Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 
Cl 0 C3 C4 C5 0 0 0 
O C2 0 0 0 C6 C7 Cg 
0 e3 0 Cg -C7 Cl 0 0 
0 C4 -Cg 0 C6 0 Cl 0 
0 C5 C7 -Cg 0 0 0 Cl 
C6 0 C2 0 0 0 -C5 C4 
C7 0 0 C2 0 C5 0 -C3 
Cg 0 0 0 C2 -C4 C3 0 
Given 
av 
X=E C(F), 
Wß 
we shall define (as usual) tr(x) =a+ (3 E F. Define C(F)o = {x E C(F) : tr(x) = 0}. 
Then C(F)o is a vector subspace of C(F), with basis ß' = {c1 - c2, c3, c4, c5, c6, c7, C8} . 
Moreover C(F)o fl F1 = 0, and so C(F) = C(F)o @ Fl. Indeed 
av_ (a-ß)/2 v 
+a+0 
10 
w3w -(a -, ß)/2 201E 
C(F)o + Fl. 
Let C(F)' denote the subspace of C(F) spanned by all commutators [x, y] = xy - yx, x, yE 
C(F). The multiplication in C(F) makes it clear that C(F)' C C(F)o. Now [c5, cs] = cl - 
c2, [cl, c; ] = c;, and [c; +3, cl] _ Ci+3,3 <i<5, and so C(F)' = C(F)o. 
Let A(F) be a non-associative algebra over F. An element 5E End A(F) is called a 
derivation of A(F) if the following condition is satisfied: 
5(xy) _ (6x)y + x(6y), 
for all x, yE A(F). Let Der A(F) be the collection of all such derivations, a Lie algebra under 
commutation. 
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Now consider the case where F=C (over which our Lie algebras are defined). Write 
C= C(C), Co = C(C)o, and C' = C(C)', for brevity. Define L= Der C, then L is the complex 
simple Lie algebra of type G2. If 0= {al, a2} denotes the set of simple roots of L, then the 
set of positive roots is 
4P+ _ {al, a2, al + 02i 2a1 + a2,3a1 + a2,3al + 202}. 
The highest root is ro = 3a1 + 2a2, of height ht (ro) = 5. 
We shall require the following notation. See [L, XIII, 5] for more details. Let fEE_ 
End V, and define an element ftEE by 
f t(ei) = lei -f 
(ei), ei - .f 
(e2), ei -f (e3)), 1<i<3, 
and extend linearly. The map ft is called the transpose of f, with respect to the scalar 
product " on V. If M(g) denotes the matrix representing gEE with respect to the basis 
{el, e2, e3} of V, then 
eft) = M(f)t. 
For 1<i, j<3 define E; j EE as follows: 
54 Et3(ei) = ei and Eij (ek) = 0, k 
and extend linearly. It is clear that M(EEK) = e; j, and E, tj = Eli. Finally, the elements fEE 
of trace zero (that is, tr (M (f )) = 0) form a Lie algebra of type A2, which we also denote by 
A2. We then have the following 
Lemma 2.6.1 [Se1,6] The map 
V®V®A2 -4 L 
(vi, v2, f) Hb 
where 
(*) Sa 
; 
)=(a_ßv2+vixv+1w 
-v " v2 -w" vl (a - N)vl + v2 xw-f 
t(v) 
w ()) v. v2+w. v1 
is a vector space isomorphism. 
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From now on we shall write S= (vl, V2, f ), where v1, V2 E V, fE A2i to mean the element 
SEL defined by (*) above. If e= (vl, 'v2,7) E L, then [S, e] _ (w1, w2, g) E L, where 
wl = 2V2 X v2 -f 
t( 
1) + 
it (V1) 
W2 = 2v1 X vl + f(v2) - f(v2) 
g(x) _ 
(-2x 
" vl)v2 + 
(2x 
" vl)v2 + vi x (v2 x x) 
- vl x 
(v2 X x) + [f, f }(x), xEV 
(see [Sel, (23), (24)]). 
We have the following 
Lemma 2.6.2 The map 
0: LL 
(v1, V2, f) H (V2, vi, -f 
t) 
is an involutory automorphism of L. 
Proof This follows from a routine calculation using (**) and the definition of the transpose 
map above. Alternatively, we can show that, for SEL, 0(5) _ -6t, where St is the transpose 
of 6 with respect to the scalar product: cz ^ ci = 1, ci : cj = 0, i 36 j (also see 2.7.2(i)). Q 
The following can then be taken as a set of root vectors corresponding to a Chevalley 
basis of L (see [Sel, below (24)]): 
eat = (ei, 0,0) 
eat = (0,0, E12) 
ear+a2 = (e2,0,0) 
e2Q1+a2 = (0, e3,0) 
e3Q1+Q2 = (0,0, E31) 
e3a1+202 = (0,0, E32) 
e-a, = (0, -ei, 0) 
e_a2 = (0,0, E21) 
e-(ai+a2) = (0, -e2,0) 
e_(2a1+a2) = (-e3,0,0) 
e-(3a1 +a2) = (0,0, E13) 
e-(3a1+2a2) = (0,0, E23) 
The elements hl = (0,0, Ell - E33), h2 = (0,0, E22 - E33) span the corresponding (2- 
dimensional) Cartan subalgebra of L. The simple roots satisfy a2 (hl) = -1, al (h2) = 
0, a2(hl) = 1, and a2(h2) = -1. For each aE+, it is readily checked that [ea, e_a] = hc,, 
the coroot corresponding to a. Now ¢(ea) = -e_a, for all aE (P, where ¢ is the map 
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defined in 2.6.2. Therefore the set {ham;, e,, : ai E 0, aE 4)} is a Chevalley basis of L (also 
see [C1,4.1] and [H1,25.2]). 
Given 6EL we have 6(1) = 6(11) = 6(1)1 + 16(1) = 26(1), and so S(1) = 0. Moreover, 
since C' = Co, we have 6(C9) C Co (which also follows from (*) in 2.6.1). Therefore 6 is 
completely determined by its restriction to Co, with Co invariant under L (and commutation 
induces a faithful representation 6 º-+ SI Co). For convenience we list below the actions of 
the positive root vectors on the basis Q' = {cl - c2, C3, c4, c5, c6, c7, C8} of CO, calculated 
using (*) in 2.6.1. In each case the basis elements sent to 0 are omitted. 
eal Cl - C2 H 2C3 e2: C3 H -C4 Cal+a2 : Cl - C2 H 2C4 
C4 H C8 C7 H C6 C3 H -Cg 
C5 H -C7 C5 H C6 
Cg H -(Cl - C2) C7 H- 
(Cl 
- C2) 
e2ai+a2 Cl - C2 H 
2c8 e3ai+a2 : C5 H -C3 e3ai+2a2 : C5 H -C4 
C5 H -(Cl - C2) Cg H C8 C7 H Cg 
C6 H C4 
C7 H -C3 
We have the following 
Lemma 2.6.3 Let 
N=E ea = eal + eat EL= Der C. 
ht (a)=1 
Then N5 =N ht (r°) = 2er0 E L, and Ni = 0, i>7. 
Proof By the above we have 
N= e11 + eQ2 : Cl - c2 H 2C3 
Cg H -C4 
C4 H C8 
C5 H -C7 
C6 H -(cl-c2) 
C7 H C6 
N2 : cl - c2 H -2c4 
Cg H -Cg 
C5 H -C6 
Cg H -2C3 
C7 H -(Cl - C2) 
7 
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N3 : Cl - C2 H -2c8 
C5 H Cl - C2 
c6 H 2c4 
C7 H -2C3 
Therefore N5 = 2e,. o as required. 
N4 C5 H 2c3 
c6 H 2c8 
C7 H 2C4 
N5 : C5 H -2C4 
C7 H 2c8 
0 
The case of N5 above agrees nicely with the corresponding results for the classical types. 
Moreover, the fact that N5 EL is somewhat of a surprise. It is also easy to see that N2 VL 
and N3 ý L, these two cases corresponding to the `bad' primes 2 and 3, respectively. 
We now obtain a basis of Co with respect to which the matrices representing the (re- 
strictions to Co of the) simple root vectors of L are height 1 strictly upper triangular ma- 
trices. Define ß(3o = {c8, c4, c3, cl - c2, c6, c7, c5} ,a re-ordering of the basis ß' of Co. Let 
0: L -* gl(7, C) denote the corresponding 
(faithful) representation. Using p. 84, we obtain 
e12 + 2e34 - e45 - e67 
l(eas) _ -e23 + e56 
O(e«i+«2) _ -e13 + 2e24 - e46 + e57 
O(e2,, +a2) = 2e14 + e25 - e36 - e47 
(k(e3«i+«2) = e15 - e37 
O(e3«1+2«2) = e16 - e27 
Let A(F) be a non-associative algebra over F, where F=C or K, an algebraically closed 
field of characteristic p>2. An element BE EndA(F) is called an automorphism of A(F) if 
the following conditions are satisfied: 
9 is a bijection and 9(x1) = 9(x)8(1), for all x, yE A(F) 
Let Aut A(F) denote the collection of all such automorphisms, a group under composition. 
We have the following 
Lemma 2.6.4 [J1,1.2] Let A= A(C) be a non-associative algebra over C. Suppose SE Der A 
is nilpotent, and unite 9= exp(6). Then 0E Aut A. 
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Given BE AutC(F) we have 0(1) = 0(1)1 = 0(1)0(8-1(1)) = 6(18-1(1)) = 0(0-1(1)) = 1. 
Moreover, since C(F)' = C(F)O, we have 9(C(F)p) C C(F)o (equality in fact). Therefore 0 is 
completely determined by its restriction to C(F)o, which is invariant under Aut C(F). We now 
need to distinguish between the cases F=C and F=K. Write C- C(C), Co = C(c)o (as 
above), C= C(K), and Co = C(K)o. We shall also use bars to denote elements of C. Then 00 = 
{Cg, C4, C3, Cl - C2, Cg, C7, C5} is a 
basis of Co, and ßo = {Cg, C4i C3, Cl - C2, Cg, C7, C5} is 
a basis of C0. Finally write 0: AutC -4 GL(7, C) and 
ý: Aut C --* GL(7, K) for the 
corresponding (faithful) representations. 
Let X= (Xo, X1,... , Xt_1), where t>1, 
be a set of indeterminates. Suppose A(X) E 
M(7, Z(p)[X]), with detA(X) a unit of Z(p), so that A(X)-1 E M(7, Z(p)[X]). Given an element 
A= (Ao, A1, ... , At-i) E 
Wt(C), we can substitute A for X in A(X), to obtain a matrix 
A(A) E M(7, Q. Now let q(X) denote the image of A(X) under the natural homomorphism 
M(7, Z(p)[X]) -+ M(7, K[X]). Given it = (µo, /2k, ... , pt-i) E Wt(K), we can substitute p for 
X in q(X) to obtain a matrix q(p) E M(7, K). We now prove the following result, which is 
essentially a reformulation of [C1,4.4.2] and [T1, Lemma 1]: 
Lemma 2.6.5 Refer to the above for notation. Suppose A(A) E 0(AutC) for all AE Wt (C). 
Then A(p) E ý(AutC) for all µE Wt(K). 
Proof The following notation will be used: Let R be a commutative ring with identity, 
1ER, and let ME M(7, R). Define 
do 
n 
0 diag (1, M) =E M(8, R). 
M 
0 
Let ry = {1}Uß0 = {vi} and ry = IT} U 
; 30 = {ui}, 1<i<8 (where 1= cl + c2 and 
1= cl +Z2), then ry and ry are (ordered) bases of C and C, respectively. For 1<i, j<8, we 
have 8 
(*1) vtvi =L Eijkvk , 
k=1 
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for some e; jk E Z(p). In fact it is clear from the multiplication table on p. 81, that at most 
two basis vectors occur in this sum, with coefficients from the set {-1, -1/2,1/2,11. We 
also have 
ýijkvk 
, 
k-1 
where Eijk is the image of e; jk under the natural homomorphism Z(p) + K. 
Now (by assumption) B(X) = diag(1, A(X)) E M(8, Z(p)[X]), and B-1(X) = B(X)-1 = 
diag(1, A(X)-1) E M(8, Z(p) [X]). Therefore 
(*2) B(x)B-T(X) =1$ B-ý(X)B(X), 
bars denoting images under the natural homomorphism M(8,7G(r)[X)) -+ M(8, K[X)). Let 
A= (A0, A1, ... , 
At-1) E Wt(C), and write f (A) for the automorphism of C represented 
by B(A) = diag(1, A(A)) with respect to y (see the remarks after 2.6.4). Now let p= 
(01, p2, """, pt-1) E 
Wt (K), and write j (p) for the linear transformation of C represented by 
B(µ) = diag(1, A(p)) with respect to T. By (*2) we have 
B(µ) B-1Cµ) = Is = B-1Cµ) Býµ) 
and so f (p) is bijective. Now f (A)(vi) = >8_1 B(A)jivj and f (µ)(vi) _ E8_1 71(µ)jiZ1j. 
Applying the automorphism f (. A) to both sides of (*1) gives 
8}88 
B(A)riB(A)sj 
ýErslviEijk (E 
B(A)lkvl1<rs<8 
k=1 1=1 
Equating coefficients of basis elements gives 
Bý! 1ýriý\ýýsjersl = 6ijkB(A)ik 
1 <r, s<8 k=1 
for all 1<i, j, 1 < 8. Since this holds for all AE Wt (C), it follows that the polynomial 
8 
B(X)rjB(X)sjErsl - EijkB(X)lk E Z(P)[X] 
1<r, s<8 k=1 
is identically zero. Therefore the polynomial 
8 
R(X)ri27(X)sj'rsl - ýijkB(X )lk E K[X] 
1 <r, s<8 k=1 
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is also identically zero, and so 
8 
B(lý)riB(lýýsjýrsl =E ý'ijOGI)lk 
1<r, s<8 k=1 
It follows that f(µ) E AutC (and so f1(µ) E ý(AutC)), as required. Q 
Let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p>2. We now introduce the 
Chevalley group G(K) corresponding to the complex simple Lie algebra L= Der C. In the 
notation of 2.1 we have, for tEK, 
xal (t) 
xa2 (t) 
xaI +a2 (t) 
X2al+a2 (t) 
X3ai +a2 
(t) 
X3ai+2aZ (t) 
I+t(C12+2e34-C45-e67)-t2e35 
I+t(-'E23 +e56) 
7+t (-F13 +2e24 -e46 +e57) -t2e26 
I+t(2e14+e25-e36-e47)-t2e17 
I+ t(e15 - e37) 
I+ t(e16 - e27) 
(note that xa(t) E ¢(AutC), for all aE 1)+, by 2.6.5). It is shown in [Sel, 6] that G(K) = 
ý (Aut U); it is the simple algebraic group of type G2 defined over K, both simply-connected 
and adjoint. Write G= G(K) for brevity. We have U= (Xa :aE 4)+) CG (1 U(7, K), and 
so U= (G fl U(7, K))°. In fact U=G fl U(7, K) (the previous equality does however suffice 
for our purposes). We can see this (indirectly) as follows: Write Ü=Gn U(7, K) C Bu, for 
some Borel subgroup B of G (see [H2,30.4]). There exists xEG with X(J CU= Ü°, and so 
(XU)' C U'. This forces (XÜ)° =U (for dimension reasons). Therefore zU = (XU)°, and so 
U= Ü°, as required. Q 
The following result is well-known: 
Lemma 2.6.6 Let uEU=Gn U(7, K), then the following hold: 
(i) u(1) _ (pi, -P2,2µi, -P1, µ2, -Al), 
for some µi, µ2 E K. 
(ii) u is regular t< µl, µ2 # 0. 
Proof Argue as in the proof of 2.2.3, using (* * *) above. 0 
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We now come to the main result of this section. The proof uses notation from 1.7. 
Theorem 2.6.7 Let G(K) = ý(AutC), where K is an algebraically closed field of char- 
acteristic p>3. Suppose uE G(K)u is a regular unipotent element. Then the following 
hold: 
(i) o(u)=pt=min{ps: sEtai` andps> ht(ro)}. 
(ii) There exists a closed subgroup V of G(K), with V ^_' Wt(K) and uEV. 
Proof Define Stab Co = if e End C: f (Co) C Co}, and let 0: Stab Co -4 M(7, C) denote the 
corresponding (algebra) map, where for fE Stab Co, ¢(f) is the matrix representing fI Co 
with respect to 00. We have L= Der CC Stab Co and G(C) = Aut CC Stab Co. We will now 
identify L and G(C) with their images under 0. Let N=e,, l + e,, 2 E 
L. Then O :, 4- Nis 
nilpotent, with p-nilp (N) = t, where 
2 P=5 
t= 
1 p>5 
as can be seen directly, or use 2.6.3. First suppose p=5. Define X= (Xo, X1) and d(X, N) _ 
XON+ (Xö15+Xl)N5. Then we have 
6 
A(X) = exp(d(X, N)) =E c(X )iN4 E M(7, Z(5)[X)) 
i=o 
(see 1.7, where E(X) is used instead of A(X)). Moreover detA(X) = 1, and so A(X)-' E 
M(7, Z(5)[X]). (In fact, since 5 is odd, we have A(X)-1 = A(-X), where -X = (-X0, -XI). ) 
Let x= (xo, x1) E W2(C). Substituting x for X in d(X, N) gives 
d(x, N) = xoN + 
(x05/5 + x1) N5 E L, 
by 2.6.3. It then follows from 2.6.4 that 
6 
A(x) = exp(d(x, N)) _E c(x)iN' E G((C) 
i=0 
(also see 1.7). Now let y= (yo, yi) E W2(K). Write , 4(X) for the image of A(X) under the 
natural homomorphism 07 : M(7, Z(5)[X]) -* M(7, K[X]), as defined in (j-) of 2.2. Then 
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substituting y for X in q(X) gives A(y) E G(K) by 2.6.5; indeed, A(y) EU= G(K) n 
U(7, K). We have 
s 
A(X) c(X )iNz E M(7, K[X]) 
z=o 
(where N= ß7(N)). Moreover 5-nilp (N) = 5-nilp (N) =2 (see 2.6.3). Therefore 
6 
A(y) _ e(y)iN2 = e5(9, y)+ 
i=0 
the Artin-Hasse exponential of N with respect to y (see (27) of chapter 1). 
Next suppose p>5. Define X= (Xo), d(X, N) = XoN, and A(X) = exp(d(X, N)). 
Then A(X), A(X)-' E M(7, Z(p)[X]) (here A(X)-1 = A(-X), where -X = (-X0)). Now 
proceed as above, working in one variable instead of two. The argument then concludes as 
in the proof of 2.2.4, using 2.6.3 and 2.6.6. 0 
Write G= G(K) for brevity, and assume r=5. Let uE Gu be a regular unipotent 
element. Since rk(G) = 2, we have V= ZG (u)', where V is the group constructed above (see 
2.1). Moreover ZG(u) is connected by 2.1.2(i), since Z(G) = 1. Therefore ZG(u) ^_' W2(K). 
A direct calculation, using Appendix A, shows that 
e5( 'y) = Xai(JO)Xa2(2J0)xat+a2(2y6)X2a, +a2(2yp)x3ai+a2(! 
$)x3ai+2a2(3y05 +2yi), 
ep(N, )= xai(yO)Xa2(yo)xai+a2(-yÖ/2)x2a1+a2(yö/3)xsa, +a2(-yö/4)X3a1+2a2(ýJÖ/10), 
where y= (yo, yl) E W2(K), p=5, and y= (Yo) E W1(K), p>5, respectively. 
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2.7 Type F4 
We begin this section with a brief account of the complex simple Lie algebra of type F4. 
For more details, consult [Sc, IV] and [Se2]. Let F=C or K, an algebraically closed field 
of characteristic p>0, p 36 2,3. Let C(F) denote the Cayley algebra introduced in 2.6, 
juxtaposition denoting algebra multiplication, with basis {cl, c2, .... C8}. Given 
ia v 
x=E C(F), 
w0 
define 
avß -v 
w0 -w a 
Then the map ý: x-x is an involutory anti-automorphism of C(F) (that is, (xy)- = 
for all x, yE C(F)). Recall C(F) = C(F)o ® Fl, where 1= cl + c2 (see 2.6). We have 1=1 
and Y= -x for all xE C(F)o. For x, yE 
C(F) define 
(x, y) = tr (ay), 
then it is easy to see that (, ) is a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form on C(F) of maximal 
Witt index 4. Note that (x, y)1 = xy + yY = Yy + yx, for all x, yE C(F)o. Let y= 
{u1, u27 u3, u4, u5, u6, u7, u8} 
{Cg, C7, C8, C1, -C3, -C4, -C5, C21, then the matrix 
representing (, ) with respect to the 
basis -r of C(F) is 
0 I4 
A= 
j40 
(use the multiplication table for C(F) given in 2.6). Let TE End C(F). We call T skew relative 
to (, ) if (Tx, y) = -(x, Ty), for all x, yE C(F). The set of all such skew transformations form 
a Lie algebra of type D4, which we also denote by D4. We shall also require the following 
principle of triality: Let TE D4 then there exists unique TO, TO E D4 such that 
TO(xy) = (Tx)y + x(TOy), 
for all x, yE C(F). The maps TH TO and TH TO are automorphisms of D4 (see [J3,1,2] 
and [Sc, III, 8,3.31]). 
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We can now define the split exceptional Jordan algebra J(F). As a set J(F) consists of 
all 3x3 matrices of the form 
all a12 a13 
a= X12 a22 a23 = 
diag{all, a22, a33} + a12(1,2) + a13(1,3) + a23(2,3), 
a13 a23 a33 
where a=t E F, a13 E C(F), 1<i, j<3. Addition and scalar multiplication are defined in 
the usual way for matrices. The algebra multiplication " in 1(F) is defined as follows: 
a"b=a*b+b*a, a, bEJ(F), 
where a*b denotes the usual multiplication of matrices. For this to make sense, we need 
to identify aEF with al E C(F). This gives J(F) the structure of a 27-dimensional 
commutative algebra, satisfying the Jordan identity : (x. y). X2 = x" (y"x2) for all x, yE J(F). 
We fix a basis ,ß= 
{vo, v1, v2, ... , v26} , where 
100000000 
vo= 000, v1= 010, v2= 000, 
000000001 
0 u= 000 ui 000 
V2+i = f{ 00, V10+i =000 V18+i =00 ui 
00 Ui 00 0i 0 
1<i<8. Note that 1= (VO + vl + V2)/2 = 13/2 is the identity element in 1(F). The 
multiplication table for 1(F) can be deduced from the following calculations. Note that 
vi " vj = vj " v;. Any basis product omitted is zero, as of course are many of the products 
below. 
vp " vp = 2vp vi " vi = 2v1 V2 " v2 - 2v2 
VO " V2+i = V2+i VI " V2+: = v2+Z 
'00 ' Vio+i = v10+i Vi ' V18+i = v18+i 
V2 ' VIO+i = V10-Fi I 
V2 " vls+i = V18+i 
V2+i ' V2+j = (ui, uj)(v0 + v1) v10ti v101-j = (ui, uj)(v0 + v2) 
v2+i ' v10+j = uiuje23 + 
(uiuj) e32 v10+i vlg+ = niujel2 + (uiuj) e21 
V2+i ' V18+j = uiuje13 + 
(uiuj)e31 v18+i vl8+ = (ui, Uj)(Vi + v2) 
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where 1<i, j<8. For example V3 " v12 = -1)25. 
Given 
all a12 a13 
a= X12 a22 a23 
a13 a23 a33 
we shall define (as usual) tr(a) = all +a22+a33 E F. Define J(F)o = {a E J(F) : tr(a) = 0}. 
Then J(F)o is a vector subspace of J(F), with basis /Y = {vp - V1 i V1 - V2, V3, V4, ... , V261 . 
Moreover J(F)a n Fl = 0, and so J(F) = J(F)o ® Fl. Indeed 
I all a12 a13 (2a11 - a22 - a33)/3 a12 a13 
X12 a22 a23 X12 (2a22 - all - x33)/3 a23 
U13 d23 a33 a13 a23 (2a33 - all - a22)/3 
100 
all +a22+a3g 
+30101E J(F)o + F1,1= 13/2. 
001 
Let J(F)* denote the subspace of J(F) spanned by all associators (a, b, c) = (a " b) "c- 
a" (b " c), a, b, cE J(F). It follows 
from the Jordan identity that tr((a, b, c)) =0 (see 
[Sc, IV, 3, pl10]), and so . 
7(F)* C J(F)o. Now (VO, vs, v7) _ -(VO-Vi), (vl, V19, V23) _ -(Vi- 
V2), (v0, vl, v2+i) = -v2+j, (v0, v2, v10+0 = -V10+i, (v1, v2, v18-i) _ -v18+i, 1ýi<8, and 
so J (F)* = J(F)o. 
Now consider the case where F=C (over which our Lie algebras are defined). Write 
= J(C), Jo = J(C)o, .P= . 
%(C)*, and C= C(C). Define L= Der J, then L is the 
complex simple Lie algebra of type F4. If A= {al, a2, a3, a4} denotes the set of simple roots 
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of L, then the set 4ýf of positive roots consists of the elements below: 
Height 
1 1000 
2 1100 
3 1110 
4 1120 
5 1220 
6 1221 
7 1231 
8 1232 
9 1242 
10 1342 
11 2342 
0100 0010 0001 
0110 0011 
0120 0111 
1111 0121 
1121 0122 
1122 
1222 
(where, for example, 1221 denotes the root al+2a2+2a3+a4). The highest root is ro = 2342, 
of height ht(ro) = 11. 
We have the following 
Lemma 2.7.1 [Se2,1] The map 
C®C®C®D4 -* L 
(a12, a13, a23, T) 5 
where 
b (diag{0110 822) 033} + b12(1,2) + b13(1,3) + b23(2,3)) 
= diag{-(b12, a12) - (b13, a13), 
(b12, a12) - (b23, a23), (b13, a13) + (b23, a23)} 
(*) +((N11 - ß22)a12 - b13ý123 - a13b23 + Tb12)(1,2) 
+((811 - ß33)a13 + 
b12a23 - a12b23 + T'b13)(1,3) 
+(6322 - ß3)a23 + b12a13 + ä12b13 + T4b23)(2,3) 
is a vector space isomorphism. 
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I 
From now on we shall write b= (a12, a13, a23, T), where a12, a13, a23 E C, TE D4, to 
mean the element 5EL defined by (*) above. If e= (b12, bl3, b23, U) E L, then [S, e] = 
(c12, C13, C23, V) E L, where 
C12 = -U(a12) + 
T(b12) + a13b23 - 
b13a23 
C13 = -U'(a13) + 
TV'(b13) + b12a23 - a12b23 
**ý C23 = -U(a23) + T'(b23) - b12a13 + ? 12b13 
V(a) = -2(a, bi2)ai2 + 2(a, ai2)bi2 + (aa23)b23 - (ab23)ii23 
+b13(a13a) - a13(b13a) + [T, UJ(a), aEC 
(see [Se2,1, (14)]). 
The following notation will be required: For 1<i, j<8, let Ezj be the linear transfor- 
mation of C sending uj H u; and uk H 0, k#j. Now let x= Eg 1 Ajui, y= E8 1 ýiuti E C. 
Define x"y= E8 1 Aiµi, the scalar product of x and y. If TE End C then the transpose of 
T with respect to " is the (unique) map 
Tt E End C satisfying (Tx) "y=x" (Tty), for all 
x, yEC (see [L, XIII, 5]). In particular, Etc = Eji. 
We have the following 
Lemma 2.7.2 The following hold: 
(i) The map it :C -+ C defined by 
avQ -w 
i_, 
wß -v a 
is an involutory automorphism of C, satisfying 7r(u1) = Ui+4 and lr(ui+4) = ui, where 
1 <i < 4. Moreover ir, oý=ýo 1r, and it oT= -Tt o 7r, for all TE D4. 
(ii) The map 0: L -+ L defined by 
e (a12, a13, a23, T) = (ira12, ira13, ira23, -Tt), 
is an involutory automorphism of L. 
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Proof Part (i) is readily verified: For the last claim, note that the matrix of 7r with respect 
to the basis 'y of C is just A, the matrix of the form (, ) with respect to -y, as on p. 91. Now 
let r, sE Co, and define 
and 
Ls CC 
xH xr xH sx 
Then R,. is right multiplication by r, and L3 is left multiplication by s. Write Ro(C) = 
{R, :rE Co} and Lo(C) = {L3 :sE Co}. It is shown in [Sc, III, 8, (3.76)] that Der C, Ro(C), 
and Lo(C) are subspaces of D4, and 
D4 = DerC ®Ro(C) ® Lo(C). 
First let 6E Der C, then St o 7r = -1r o b, and so öt E Der C, since 1E Aut C. Now let r, sE Co. 
Then R; o it = -lt o Rr implies R; = -R, rr. Similarly we get Ls = -L, r3. The proof of 
[Sc, III, 8,3.31] then makes it clear that 
(Tt)'b = (TO)t and (Tt)O = (T'O)t, for all TE D4. 
(Alternatively, we can argue directly, using [Se2,2]. ) Now [T, U]t = -[Tt, Ut], for all T, UC 
End C (see [L, XIII, 51). Finally note that (7r x, it y) = (x, y), for all x, yEC, using the fact 
that (x, y)1 = xy + y-x. Part (ii) then follows, using (i) and (**) above. 
Alternatively, we can show that, for SEL, 6(6) = -St, where St is the transpose of S with 
respect to the scalar product vi - vi = 1, v= 7 vi = 0, i: j (we omit the details). Q 
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The positive root vectors corresponding to a Chevalley basis of L are given below: 
ht 1 elooo = (0,0,0, E23 - E76) 
eoioo = (0,0,0, -E52 + E61) 
eooio = (ui, 0,0,0) 
eoooi = (0, us, 0,0) 
ht2 eiloo = (0,0,0, -E53 + E71) 
eollo = (u6,0,0,0) 
eooii = (0,0, u8,0) 
ht3 elllo = (u7,0,0,0) 
eoiii = (0,0, u3,0) 
eol2o = (0,0,0, E12 - E65) 
ht 5 e1220 = (0,0,0, -E63 + E72) 
e1121 = (0, u7,0,0) 
eo122 = (0,0,0, -E47 + E38) 
h17 e1231 = (0,0, Ui, 0) 
e1222 = (0,0,0, 
E41 - 
E58) 
t4 ellll = (0,0, u2,0) 
e112o = (0,0,0, E13 - E75) 
eo121 = (0, U6,0,0) 
ht 6 e1221 = (0, U4,0,0) 
e1122 = (0,0,0, -E46 + E28) 
ht8 e1232 = (u4,0,0,0) 
ht9 e1242 = (0,0,0, -E45 + E18) ht 10 e1342 = (0,0,0, E42 - E68) 
ht 11 e2342 = (0,0,0, E43 - E78) 
(for more details, consult [Se2,1]). 
The corresponding Cartan subalgebra is spanned by the elements hi = (0,0,0, EE1 - 
EE+4, t+4), 1<i<4. The negative roots are chosen so that O(ea) = -e_,,, for all aE+, 
where 0 is the map defined in 2.7.2(ii). It is readily checked that [e,,, e_a] = ha, for all 
aE4, + (use (**) and [Se2,1, (2)]). Therefore the set {ha;, ea : a; E A, aE fi} is a Chevalley 
basis of L. The images of the various TE D4 (above) under the triality automorphisms zp 
and 0 are given in Appendix B. 
The following lemma will be used in the proof of the main result (2.7.6) of this section. 
Lemma 2.7.3 Let N= elooo + eoloo + eoolo + eoooi EL= Der C. Then the following hold: 
(1) [N, e23421 = 0. 
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(ii) [N, e1231 + e12221 = 0. 
(iii) [N, e1220 + e1121 + 2e0122] = 0. 
Proof Part (i) is clear. Now [N, e1231] _ [eoool, e12311 = (u5 ii, 0,0,0) = e1232, using (**) 
and the multiplication table on p. 81. Similarly, we have [N, e1222] = [eoolo, e12221 = -e1232. 
This gives (ii). Now [N, e1220] _ [eoool, e1220] = e1221 (note that (-E63 +E72)0 = -E45 +E18 
from Appendix B). Next we have [N, e1121] [eoloo, e11211 + [eoool, e11211 = -e1221 - 2e1122 
(since (-E52 + E61)0 = -E47 + E38 and V(a) = u7(ü5a) - u5(zi7a), for all aEC, implies 
V= -2(-E46 + E28)). Finally [N, eo122] _ 
[elooo, eo122] = e1122, and (iii) follows. Q 
Given 6EL we have 6(1) = 0. Now let aEJ and consider the following linear transfor- 
mation of J: 
Ln.. 7 4 ,7 
bH a"b 
Following [Sc, IV, 3, (4.44)], it is easy to see that tr (La, ) = 18 tr (a) for all aE7 (use the basis 
products on p. 92). Since SEL we have Lan = [S, La], and so tr(Löa) = tr([S, L0]) = 0. 
Therefore tr(Sa) = 0, and so ö(70) C , %. 
(Alternatively use the fact that , 1b = , %", coupled 
with 8((a, b, c)) = (Ja, b, c) + (a, öb, c) + (a, b, ac), a, b, cE7; or use (*) in 2.7.1. ) Therefore 
b is completely determined by its restriction to Jo, which is invariant under L. In Appendix 
B, we list the actions of the positive root vectors of heights 1,5,7, and 11 on the basis 
/3' = {vO - V17 VI - v2i 713,9/4, ... y V261 of 
Jo (calculated using (*) in 2.7.1). 
We now obtain a basis of Jo with respect to which the matrices representing the (restric- 
tions to Jo of the) root vectors of L are strictly upper triangular matrices. Write vi = vo -vl 
and v2 = vl - V2, for brevity, and define 
W1 = V6 
W2 = V19 
W3 V14 
W4 =V17 
W5 V16 
W6 = V20 
W7 V9 
W8 = V21 
W9 = V8 
Wjo=V26 
W11 = V3 
W15 = V7 
w16 = vii 
W17 V4 
W18=V22 
w19 =V5 
W20 = V25 
W21 V12 
W22 = V24 
W23 = V13 
W24 V18 
W25 = V23 
W26 V10 W12=V15 
W13 =V 
W14 = V2 
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Write ß3 _ {w17 w2, ... , W261, a re-ordering of the 
basis /3' of Jo. Let 0: L -+ gl(26, C) denote 
the corresponding (faithful) representation. We will identify L with its image under ¢. Then 
we have 
eiooo = -e45 + e68 - e79 + e17,19 - e20,22 + e21,23 
eoloo = -e34 + e8,1o + es, 11 - e15,17 - e18,20 + e23,24 
eooio = -e23 - e46 + e58 + e10,12 + 2e11,13 - e11,14 
-e13,15 - e16,18 - e20,21 + e22,23 
+ e24,25 
eoool = -e12 - e67 + e89 + elo, 11 + e12,13 + e12,14 
-e13,16 - e14,16 - e15,18 - e17,20 + e19,22 + e25,26 
We have the following 
Lemma 2.7.4 Let N= elooo + eoloo + eooio + e0001 EL= Der J. Then the following hold: 
(i) N5 = -2(e1220 + e1121 + 2eoi22) + 5R5, 
(ii) N7 = 5(e1231 + e1222) + 7R7, 
(iii) N" = e2342 + 11R11, 
(iv) N13 = 13R13, 
where 0# Rp E M(26, Z), with each non-zero entry an element of Z- pZ, p=5,7,11,13. 
3322 = R7 =0 and Rif = R13 = 0. Finally we have N17 = 0, with N'6 54 0. Moreover. R5 
Proof Use the descriptions of the appropriate root vectors given in Appendix B, which also 
gives the maps R5i R7, RI 1, and R13. Q 
We have not included the cases N2 and N3, as these correspond to the bad primes 2 
and 3, respectively. This result, although not as nice as 2.6.3, is still a good analogue of 
the classical results, especially when viewed `modulo p', under which PE Der 3(K) for all 
öE Der J(K). 
We now turn our attention to automorphisms. Let F=C or K, an algebraically closed 
field of characteristic p>3. Write Aut J(F) for the automorphism group of J(F). Given 
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0E Aut J(F) we have 0(1) = 1. Now 0(a, b, c) = (Ba, Ob, 6c), where a, b, cE J(F), and since 
, %(F)* = , 7(F)o, we obtain O(, T(F)o) C J(F)o (equality in fact). Therefore 8 is completely 
determined by its restriction to J(F)o, which is invariant under Aut. 7(F). We shall need 
to distinguish between the cases F=C and F=K. Write ,%= , 7(C), J_ J(c)o 
(as above), ,7= , 7(K), and , 
%o = , 7(K)o. We shall also use bars to denote elements of 
, 7. Then /3o = {wl, w2, ... , w26} 
is a basis of Jo, and ßo = {w1, W2, ... , W26} is a basis 
of J0. Write : Aut ,7 -+ GL(26, C) and ¢: Ant ,7 -+ GL(26, K) for the corresponding 
(faithful) representations. We will identify Ant ,7 and 
Aut 7 with their images under 0 and 
ý, respectively. 
Next we introduce the Chevalley group G(K) corresponding to the complex simple Lie 
algebra L= Der J. In the notation of 2.1 we have, for tEK, 
X1000 (t) = 7+t(-F45 + e68 - e79 + ¬17,19 - e20,22 + ¬21,23) 
xoioo(t) =I+ t(-F34 + e8,1O + e9,11 - e45,17 - e18,20 + e23,24) 
xoo1o(t) =7+ t(-e23 -'e46 + e58 + e40,12 + 2e11,13 - e11,14 (***) 
-'913,15 -916,18 -'920,21 +'922,23 +'924,25) - t2(e11,15) 
xoool (t) =I+ t(-E12 -47 + e89 + e10,11 + e12,13 + e12,14 - e13,16 
-F14,16 - e15,18 - e17,20 + e19,22 + 025,26) - t2 (F12,16) 
It is shown in [Se2,4] that G(K) = Aut 7; it is the simple algebraic group of type F4 
defined over K, both simply-connected and adjoint. Write G= G(K) for brevity. We have 
U=(XQ: aE-lb+)=GnU(26, K) (see 2.6). 
The following result is well-known: 
Lemma 2.7.5 Let uEU=G fl U(26, K), then the following hold: 
(i) u(1) is of the form 
u(1) _ (-µ4, -i137 -P2, 
21 terms 
where µZ E K, 1<i<4 (the various * do not concern us). 
(ii) u is regular q µi , -6 0,1 <i<4. 
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Proof Argue as in the proof of 2.2.3, using (* * *) above. 11 
We now come to the main result of this section. The proof uses notation from 1.7. 
Theorem 2.7.6 Let G(K) = Aut Y, where K is an algebraically closed field of characteristic 
p>3. Suppose uE G(K)u is a regular unipotent element. Then the following hold: 
(i) o(u) = pt = min {p8 :sEN and ps > ht (ro)}. 
(ii) There exists a closed subgroup V of G(K), with V ^_' Wt(K) and uEV. 
Proof Let N= elooo + eoloo + eooio + eoooi EL= Der J. Write t= p- nilp (N) and 
t= p-nilp (N). Then, by 2.7.4 and Appendix B, we have 
t=1=2 p=5,7,11 
t=2, i=1 : p=13 
t=i=1 p>17 
First suppose p=5,7, or 11. Define X= (Xo, XI), d(X, N) = XON + (X p /p + XI )NP, and 
E(X) = exp(d(X, N)). Now NP = Hp + pR,,, where 
-2(e1220 + e1121 + 
2e0122) p=5 
Hp = 5(e1231 + e1222) :p=7 
e2342 :p= 11 
and 00 Rp E M(26, Z), with Rp =0 (see 2.7.4). Moreover [N, HH] =0 by 2.7.3, and so 
[N, Rp] _ [Hp, Rp] = 0, since [N, NP] = 0. Therefore 
d(X, N) = (XoN + (Xö /p + Xl )HH) + (Xi + pXi )R4 E M(26, Q[X]). 
Write a(X) = XoN + (Xö/p + X1)Hp, b(X) _ (Xö + pXi)Rp, and A(X) = exp(a(X)), for 
brevity. Note that [a(X), b(X )] = 0. Then 
E(X) = exp(a(X) + b(X)) = A(X) exp(b(X)) 
= A(X) = E(X)exp(-b(X)) E M(26, Z(p)[X)), 
using 1.7 and the fact that Rp = 0; also see [B1, IV, 4.10.13]. Moreover detA(X) = 1, and 
so A(X)-1 E M(26, Z(p)[X]) exists. Now let x= (xo, xl) E W2(C). Substituting x for X in 
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a(X) gives a(x) = x0N + (xö/p + xl)Hp E L. It then follows from 2.6.4 that 
A(x) = exp(a(x)) E G(C) = Aut J. 
Next we transfer to K. Let y= (yo, yl) E W2(K). We have 
(*1) A(X) = E(X) 
(I 
- Xo Rp + XöpRp/2) 
By 2.7.4 we have i 34 0 and Rp = 0, and so p-nilp (Rý) =1 (also see Appendix B). 
Substituting y for X in q(X) gives 
A(y)=en(N, y)en(Rn, - )- 
Moreover we have pi(y) E G(K) = Aut ,7 
(argue as in the proof of 2.6.5, using the multipli- 
cation `table' on p. 92). Now define 
W= {J = (y; -ye): y= 
(yo, yi) E W2(K)} 9 W2(K) x Wj(K). 
It is easy to see that W '" W2(K) (as algebraic groups), under the map W2(K) -4 W sending 
yNy. By 1.6.4 we have the following two maps 
W2(K) --ý SL(26, K) and 
Wl (K) -ý SL(26, K) (*2) 
y= (yo, yi) '-+ ep(N, y) Yo y ep(7 , yo) 
which are morphisms of algebraic groups (actually isomorphisms onto their images). Consider 
the map 
W -4 SL(26, K) 
y '-+ A(y) 
Define V= Im¢ C G(K). Then is a morphism of varieties, as can be seen by viewing 0 
as the canonical composition W --4 SL(26, K) x SL(26, K) -+ SL(26, K). Now [N, R,, ] =0 
gives [N, Rp] = 0, and it follows from (*2) that 0 is a homomorphism of groups. We next 
show that 0 is injective: Let PE ker0, so that A(y) = ep(N, y)ep(R,  -yö) = I, then 
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_ 
yoN+ Z(y), N2 = RP+yöPR; /2 . i=2 
From Appendix B we have ht(Rp) >_ 6, and so comparing (1,2)-th entries gives yo = 0. 
Therefore ep(N, y) = I, and so y=0 by 1.6.4, as required. Next consider the inverse map 
0-1 :V -3 W 
A(y) '- y 
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The (1,2) -th entry of A(X) is -X0, and so each coordinate of E(X) is a polynomial in the 
coordinates of MX), by (*1). It then follows from 1.6.3, that 0' is a morphism of varieties. 
Therefore 0: W -a V is an isomorphism of algebraic groups. Now by 2.7.5, V contains a 
regular unipotent element v (take yo $ 0), where o(v) = p2 (see 1.2.3(c)), giving the result 
in this case. 
Next consider the case p= 13. Define X= (Xo, Xl), d(X, N) = XoN+(X03/13+X1)N13, 
and E(X) = exp(d(X, N)). By 2.7.4, we have N13 = 13R, 3, where 00 R13 E M(26, Z), with 
R13 = 0. Write A(Xo) = exp(XoN), then 
E(X) = exp((XoN) + (Xö3 + 13X1)R13) 
= A(Xo) eXp((Xö3 + 13Xi)Ri3) 
= A(Xo) = E(X)exp(-(Xö3 + 13X1)R13) 
It is clear that A(Xo), A(Xo)-1 E M(26, Z(13)[Xo]). Let xo E Wj(C), then x0N E L, and so 
A(xo) = exp(xoN) E G(C) by 2.6.4. Now let yo E W1(K). We have 
E(X) (I - Xo3R13) E M(26, K[Xo}) 
By 2.7.4 we have R13 #0 and R13 = 0, and so 13-nilp(R13) = 1. Substituting yo for Xo gives 
ýf(TJO) = e13(N, yo)e13(R13, -Yo ) EG(K) 
(as above). Finally define W=Jy= (yo; -yo3) : yo E Wl (K)) C Wl (K) x Wl (K), then 
W ^_' Wl (K). The argument now proceeds as above. 
For the case p> 17, argue as in the proof of 2.6.7. 0 
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2.8 Type En, n=6,7,8 
Under the natural embedding F4 C E6, the regular unipotent elements of the F4 are also 
regular in E6. It follows that we do not have to consider type E6 (also see the proof of 2.9.1 
to follow). For reasons of space and time, we have been unable to include the case E8, but 
see the remarks after 3.3.3 to follow. This leaves type E7, which we discuss below. 
Let L(C) be the complex simple Lie algebra of type E7. If 0= {al, ... , a7} denotes the 
set of simple roots of L(C), then the set 'D+ of positive roots consists of the following 63 
elements: 
1 1000000 22 0111100 43 1122110 
2 0100000 23 0101110 44 0112211 
3 0010000 24 0011110 45 1112210 
4 0001000 25 0001111 46 1122111 
5 0000100 26 1111100 47 1112211 
6 0000010 27 1011110 48 1122210 
7 0000001 28 0111110 49 0112221 
8 1010000 29 0011111 50 1123210 
9 0101000 30 0101111 51 1112221 
10 0011000 31 0112100 52 1122211 
11 0001100 32 1111110 53 1122221 
12 0000110 33 1011111 54 1123211 
13 0000011 34 0111111 55 1223210 
14 1011000 35 1112100 56 1123221 
15 0111000 36 0112110 57 1223211 
16 0101100 37 1111111 58 1223221 
17 0011100 38 1112110 59 1123321 
18 0001110 39 0112111 60 1223321 
19 0000111 40 1122100 61 1224321 
20 1111000 41 0112210 62 1234321 
21 1011100 42 1112111 63 2234321 
(where, for example, 1011000 denotes the root cx1+O3+a4). The highest root is ro = 2234321, 
of height ht (ro) = 17. 
Let ad : L(C) -+ Der L(C) denote the adjoint representation of L(C), and suppose 
,3= {ha;, eQ : a; E A, aE -I)} is a Chevalley basis of L(C). Then we have a vector 
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space isomorphism 0: End L(C) -+ M(133, C), where for fE End L(C), O(f) is the matrix 
representing f with respect to ß. We will identify Der L(C) = ad L(C) with its image under 
q5. In Appendix C we provide enough information to determine the matrices ade,,, for all 
aE11ý. 
Leta E 4)+ be the i-th root as labelled above, where 1<i< 63. We will write e(i) for 
ea . Define 7 
er = e(i) 
es = e(j) + e(3) + e(io) + e(g) + e(5) + e(6) + e(7) 
These two elements correspond, respectively, to the regular and subregular unipotent classes 
in the associated Chevalley group. The reason for including the subregular class in this case 
(and not the previous cases) is given in 3.2 to follow. 
The following two results concerning er and e9 will be used in the proof of the main result 
(2.8.5) of this section. Let K be a field of characteristic p>0. As usual, bars denote images 
under the map defined in (f) of 2.2. 
Lemma 2.8.1 Let N,. = ade,. E Der L(C). Suppose p>5 is a prime in N. Then the following 
hold: 
(i) NP, =Hp+ pRp, where 
-2 ad (e(26) + 2e(27) - e(28) + 2e(29) - 3e(30) - e(31)) :p=5 
-2ad (2e(37) + e(38) - e(39) + e(40) - e(41)) :p=7 
56 ad (-e(53) + e(54) + e(55)) :P= 11 
Hp = 
-176ad(e(58) - e(59)) :p= 13 
-2574ade(63) :p= 17 
0 p> 17 
In particular Hp E Der L(C). Moreover Hp, RP E M(133, Z). We have [N,., Hp] = 0, 
andso[N,, B, ]_[Hr, Rp] =0. Also NT4#0andN*5=0. 
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(ii) Define t= p-nilp (N,. ) and i= p-nilp (N,. ). Then we have 
t=3, t=2 : p=5 
t=1=2 : p=7,11,13,17 
t=2,1=1 p=19,23,29,31 
t=t=1 p>31 
Moreover p-nilp (Rp) = p-nilp (Rp) = s, where 
12 
: p=5 
s= 
1 p=7,11,13,17,19,23,29,31 
Ifp>31 then 14, =O. 
(iii) Let p=5. Then NT5 = 5S5 and R5 = S5 + 5T5, where S5, T5 E M(133, Z). We have 
[R5, S5] = 0, and so [R5, T5] _ 
[S5, T5} = 0. Moreover 
5-nilp(S5) = 5-nilp(S5) =1 
5-nilp(T5) = 5-nilp(T5) =1 
Proof This follows from a computer calculation, using Appendix C. Q 
Next we have 
Lemma 2.8.2 Let N3 = ades E Der L(C). Suppose p>5 is a prime in N. Then the following 
hold: 
(i) Ns = Hp + pl p, where 
ad (e(32) - 4e(33) + e(34) + 
2e(38) - 2e(39) + 3e(40) - 2e(41)) :p=5 
-9 ad ße(46) - e(47) + e(49) + e(5o)) :p=7 
Hp - 12ad (e(6o) - e(61)) p= 11 
-462 ad e(63) p= 13 
0: p>13 
In particular HP E DerL(C). Moreover Hp, R, E M(133, Z ). We have [N,, Hl] = 0, 
and so [Ns, R, ] _ [Hp, R7, ] = 0. Also N. 
26 34 0 and N; 7=0. 
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(ii) Define t= p-nilp (N9) and i= p-nilp (N3). Then we have 
t=3,1=2 
t=t=2 
t=2, i=1 
t=t=1 
p=5 
p=7,11,13 
p= 17,19,23 
p>23 
Moreover p-nilp(Rp) = p-nilp(R'p) = s, where 
12 
: p=5 
s= 
1 p=7,11,13,17,19,23 
If p> 23 then R, =0. 
(iii) Let p=5. Then N35 = 5S5 and (R5)5 = S5 + 5T5, where S5, T5' E M(133, Z). We have 
[Rg, SS] = 0, and so [R5, T5] = 
(S5, T5] = 0. Moreover 
5-nilp(S5) = 5-nilp(S5) =1 
5-nilp(T5) = 5-nilp(T5) =1 
Proof As in 2.8.1. EI 
We have not included the cases N2 and N3 (N = N, and Ns), as these correspond to 
the bad primes 2 and 3, respectively. As in type F4 (see 2.7.4), the results above are a good 
analogue of the classical results. 
Let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p>0. We now introduce the 
Chevalley group G(K) corresponding to L(C). Define L(K) =Zß ®Z K, where 7Gß is the 
Z-span of the Chevalley basis ß of L(C). Then L(K) is a Lie algebra over K, with basis 
ß= {v =v®1: vE ß}. Let ý: EndL(K) -+ M(133, K) denote the corresponding 
isomorphism relative to , 
ß. Identify Aut L(K) C End L(K) with its image under ý. We then 
have G(K) = Aut L(K); it is the adjoint simple algebraic group of type E7 defined over K, 
as can be seen from [T1, Lemma 1(2)], for example. 
Write G= G(K) for brevity. Then, in the notation of 2.1, U= (X,, :aE 40) =G fl 
U(133, K); see 2.6. Suppose aE P+ is the i-th root, where I<i< 63 (see p. 104). Write 
xi (t) for xa (t), where tEK. Then 
(*) xi(t) =I+ t(ade(i))- - t2e64-i, 70+i 
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Note that ht (e64-ß, 70+0 =6+ 2i > 8. 
The following two results are well-known. They are the analogues of 2.2.3, and have been 
formulated to suit our needs. In both cases we assume p>3. 
Lemma 2.8.3 Suppose u+ yONr + y02 NT /2 +MEU=Gn U(133, K), where yo EK 
and ht (M) > 3. Then u is regular if and only if yo $ 0. 
Proof Argue as in the proof of 2.2.3, using (*) above and Appendix C. 11 
Define us = xl(1)x3(1)xlo(1)x9(1)x5(1)x6(1)x7(1) E U. Then u3 is a representative of the 
class of subregular unipotent elements of G (see [T2,2.1]). We now have 
Lemma 2.8.4 [T2,1.3} Suppose u=7+ Ns + 7V., 
2/2 +MEU=G fl U(133, K), where 
ht(M) > 4. Then u is conjugate to us in G. 
Proof This follows from [T2,1.3] using 2.1, (*) above, and Appendix C. Also note that 
ht(NN)=4. Q 
We now come to the main result of this section. The proof uses notation from 1.7. 
Theorem 2.8.5 Let G(K) = Aut L(K), where K is an algebraically closed field of charac- 
teristic p>3. Then the following hold: 
(i) Let uE G(K) be a regular unipotent element. Then 
(a) o(u) = pt = min{pt' : t' EN and 
V> ht (ro)}. 
(b) There exists a closed subgroup V, of G(K), with V,,. ^_' Wt(K) and uEV. 
(ii) Let vE G(K) be a subregular unipotent element. Then 
(a) o(v) = ps = min fps' : st EN and p3' > ht(ro) - 4}. 
(b) There exists a closed subgroup Vs of G(K), with V. ^_ W5(K) and vE V8. 
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Proof We shall only prove part (i), with (ii) following in a similar way (using 2.8.2 and 
2.8.4). First suppose p=5. Define X= (Xo, X1, X2), d(X, N,. ) = XoN, + (Xö /5 + Xl )N, 5 + 
(X015/25 + X'15/5 + X2)N, 5, and E(X) = exp(d(X, N,, )). By 2.8.1 we have 
d(X. N,, ) = (X0Nr + (X0 /5 + X1)H5) + (XöR5 + (Xö5/5 + X1)R5) 
-Xo5T5 + 5(X1 R5 + X2R5) - 5(Xi + 5X2)T5 
Write a(Xo, XI) = XoNr + (Xp/5 + X1)H5, b(Xo, XI) = -X05R5 - (X25/5 + Xi )R5, and 
c(Xo) = X025 T5. Also write A(Xo, XI) = exp(a(Xo, XI)), B(Xo, XI) = exp(b(Xo, XI)), and 
C(Xo) = exp(c(Xo)). Then 
A(X0, X, ) = E(X) B(X0, X, ) C(Xo) exp(-5(X1R5 + X2R5)) exp(5(Xi + 5X2)T5), 
since Nr, H5, R5, and T5 are mutually commuting matrices (see 2.8.1). Now B(Xo, X1) E 
M(133, Z(5)[Xo, X1]), being the image of exp(XoR5 + (Xö/5 + Xl)R5) under the homomor- 
phism induced by X0 P-+ -Xö and Xl H -Xi (also see 1.7). It follows from this, and 2.8.1, 
that A(X0, Xl), A(X0, X1)-1 E M(133, Z(5)[Xo, X1]). 
Let x= (xo, xl) E W2(C). Substituting x for (X0, XI) in a(Xo, Xi) gives a(x) = xoNr + 
(x05/5 + xl)H5 E DerL(C). It then follows from 2.6.4 that 
A(x) = exp(a(x)) E G(C) = AutL(C). 
We now transfer to K. Let y= (yo, yi) E W2(K). Then 
Ä(Xo, XI) = E(X) B(Xo, Xl) C(X0) E M(133, K[Xo, X, ]). 
Note that 5-nilp (N,. ) = 5-nilp (R'5) =2 and 5-nilp (T5) = 1, by 2.8.1. Substituting y for 
(Xo, X I) in q(Xo, X I) gives 
A(y) = e5(Nr, y) e5A, (-Jö, -y5 j)) e5(T5, y02 
5). 
Moreover A(y) E G(K) = AutL(K): argue as in the proof of 2.6.5 and [T1, Lemma 1]. Now 
define 
W= {1/ _ 
(Y; 
-Yo -Yt; Yo) :y= 
(yo, yi) E W2(K)} C W2(K) x W2(K) x Wl(K), 
Let ir : W2(K) -+ W2(K) be the ring 
homomorphism, where (yo, yl) i (yo', y5, ); see p. 18. 
Define a= (-1,0), z= (zo, zl) E W2(K). Then ya = (-yo, -yl), using (8) of chapter 1. 
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Now 
ir(y)a + 7r(z)a = (ir(y) + ir(z))a 
_ ir(y + z)a. 
(Since 5 is odd, we have a= -1. ) It follows that W ^_' W2(K), under the map W2(K) -* W 
sending y'4y. By 1.6.4 we have the following morphisms of algebraic groups: 
W2(K) -- SL(133, K) W2(K) -+ SL(133, K) Wi(K) -4 SL(133, K) 
y -4 es(N,., y) yH e5 (R5, y) YO y e5 (T5, yo) 
(actually isomorphisms onto their images). Consider the map 
W -5 SL(133, K) 
y '-º A(y) 
Define Vr = Imo C G(K). Then ¢ is a morphism of varieties (argue as in the proof of 2.7.6). 
Since N,., R5, and T5 are mutually commuting matrices, it follows from (*1) that 0 is a 
homomorphism of groups. At this stage the arguments used in the proof of 2.7.6 do not 
transfer nicely to this case. Instead we argue directly: Write A= (Ate) = A(X0, XI) for 
brevity, where 1<i, j< 133 (so A= exp(XoN,. + (Xö/5 + Xl)H5)). Using Appendix C we 
obtain ht(N,. ) =1 and ht(N, ) = ht(H5) = 6. The (1,2)-th entry of N, is 1. The (1,7)-th 
entry of N, is 1. The (1,7)-th entry of H5 is -4. Moreover the (1,7)-th entry of Ni is 0 
for 1<i<4. It follows that 
A12 = X0 
A17 = -19Xö/24 - 4X1 
Now write A(y) = (. 4; J), where 1<i, j< 133. The calculations above imply that 
(*2) 
Ail = yo 
A17 = -YO + yi 
We now show that 46 is injective: Let yE ker¢ (where y= (yo, Yi) E W2(K)), so that 
A(y) = I. Then (*2) gives yo = yl = 0, and soy =0 as required. It also follows from (*2) 
that the inverse map 46-1 : V,. -ý W is a morphism of varieties. Therefore 0: W -* VV, is an 
isomorphism of algebraic groups. Now by 2.8.3, VV, contains a regular unipotent element v 
(take yo y6 0), where o(v) = 52 (see 1.2.3(c)), giving the result in this case. 
For the cases p=7,11,13,17 and p= 19,23,29,31 we can use the arguments for the 
corresponding cases in the proof of 2.7.6. For p> 31 argue as in the proof of 2.6.7. Q 
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2.9 The Adjoint Case 
In this section we consider the case where C is a simple algebraic group of adjoint type. 
Combining the main results of sections 2.2 - 2.8, gives the following 
Theorem 2.9.1 Let Gý be a simple adjoint algebraic group, other than G= E8, defined over 
an algebraically closed field K of good characteristic p>0. Then the following hold: 
(i) Let ii E ? be a regular unipotent element, and suppose o(ü) = pt, for some tEN. 
Then there exists a closed subgroup V of G, with V ^_' Wt(K) and UEV. 
(ii) Suppose Cam, = E7, and let vE G be a subregtdar unipotent element, with o(v) = ps, 
for some sEN. Then there exists a closed subgroup W of G, with W_ W3(K) and 
FEW. 
Proof Let G be one of the groups in the table below: 
Type At, l>1 Bh, l>2 Cl, l>3 DI, 1>4 
G SL(l + 1, K) SO(21 + 1, K) Sp(21, K) SO(21, K) 
Isogeny Class simply-connected adjoint simply-connected neither 
Type E7 Fa G2 
C Aut L(K) Aut, 7(K) AutC(K) 
Isogeny Clams adjoint both both 
Write Z= Z(G). There exists a central isogeny 
iG -º G= Gad 
x ý-º x 
I 
with ker ir = Z. See (ßo, 22], [BT. 2]. and 
[Ti, 1.2; 1.5; 2.6] for more details (if we further assume 
that p$ (l + 1) in type Al, then our restrictions on p imply that 0 ^_' G/Z). The following 
ill 
facts are readily verified: 
(1) rk(G) = rk(G) 
(2) dim ZG(u) = dim ZG, (ü), for all uE Gu 
(3) o(u) = o(ü), for all uE G 
(use the Jordan decomposition in G, combined with the fact that Z is finite, and consists 
entirely of semisimple elements). Now let uE Gu be a regular unipotent element, and suppose 
o(u) = pt, for some tEN. Then ü is a regular unipotent element of G, with o(1) = pt (by 
(1), (2), and (3)). From the main results of 2.2 - 2.8, we have uEV, a closed subgroup 
of G, isomorphic to WW(K). Write 4 irI V and V= ir(V), a closed subgroup of G. It 
follows from [Bo, 22.4] that V -+ V is an isomorphism of algebraic groups. Therefore 
UEVV 21 WW(K) (when G/Z, we can alternatively use [Bo, 6.12] and [Sp3,4.3.4]). 
The subregular unipotent elements in type G= E7 have already been dealt with in 
2.8.5(ii). Finally suppose G= E6, then we have a natural embedding F4 C E6, where the F4 
is the fixed point subgroup of the graph automorphism of E6. Moreover the regular unipotent 
elements of F4 are also regular in Es, and so the result follows in this case also (see [C1,13], 
[T2], and [T3,5] for more details). Q 
It is worth noting that we have a natural embedding B1_1 C D1, where the B1_1 is the 
fixed point subgroup of the involutory graph automorphism of D,. Moreover, this subgroup 
contains a regular unipotent element of D,. It follows that we can avoid the case DI altogether; 
however we have included it in 2.5 for completeness. See [T2, p. 70] and [SSz, p. 5] for more 
details. 
See 2.2 - 2.8 for the various orders of the regular and subregular elements given in 2.9.1. 
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Chapter 3 
Reductive Algebraic Groups 
In this chapter we extend our results on simple algebraic groups to reductive algebraic groups. 
Our aim is to prove the generalized problem stated on p. 3 (under certain restrictions). We 
now restate this in the form of the following theorem: 
Main Theorem (MT) Let G be a reductive algebraic group defined over an algebraically 
closed field K of good characteristic p>0. If G' contains a simple component of type E8, 
further impose the restriction p> 29. Let 1 96 UE Gu be unipotent, with o(u) = pt, for some 
tEN. Then there exists a closed subgroup V of G, with V ^_' Wt(K) and uEV. 
For more details on the restriction on simple components of type E8, see the remarks after 
3.3.3 to follow. 
In order to prove the MT, we will have to consider arbitrary unipotent elements, as 
opposed to just the regular and subregular classes. In 3.1 we study this problem for the 
various classical groups. This is followed by the general case in 3.2, culminating in a proof of 
the MT in 3.3. 
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3.1 The Cayley Transform 
This section uses ideas from 1.3 (The Functional Equation Lemma), which should be consulted 
for more details. Let R be a commutative ring with identity, 1ER, and suppose 2=1+1 
is invertible in R. The following notation will be used: Let f (T) = I: n°_o anT" E R[[T]], and 
suppose ao is invertible in R. Then f (T) has a multiplicative inverse, which we denote by 
1/ f (T) E R[[T]], satisfying f (T)(1/ f (T)) = (11f (T)) f (T) =1ER (see [Ha, A. 1.10]). Now 
define 
R[[T]]. = 
{f(T) 
_> anTE R[[T]] :1+ ao is invertible in R}. 
00 
n=0 JJ) 
Clearly R[[T]]o 9 R[[T]].. Given f (T) =E0 anT" E R[[T]], , we shall write 
fy(T) _ 
(1-f(T)) 
(1 +f (T)) 
If f ý(T) = En_o 6T", then 1+ bo =1+ (1 - ao) (1 + ao)-1, which is invertible in R, with 
inverse (1 + ao)/2. This determines a map 
R[[T]]" R[[T])  
f(T) f'Y(T) 
which is a type of Cayley transform. It is easy to see that -y2 = 1. The following property is 
also clear: Let f (T) E R[[T]], and g(T) E R[[T]]o, then 
(* i) (. f o 9)7 (x') = (f ry o 9) (T) 
Now consider the case where R=Q and f (T) = exp(T) E Q[[T]]* . If we define 
tank (T) = 
exp(2T) -1E Q([T]]0 
exp(2T) +1 
then expf (T) =- tanh (T/2). Recall the following definition: Let p be a fixed odd prime in 
N. Then d(X, T) _ 0d(X); T", where each d(X)i E Q[X] = Q[Xo, X1iX2,... J are as in 
(23) of chapter 1. Let 1= (1,0,0, ... ) E W(Q), then substituting 1 for X= (Xo, X1, X2, ... ) 
in d(X, T) gives d(1, T) = _7°_°OTT'/P` 
E Q[[T]Jo. Now let h(T) E Q[[T]Jo. It then follows from 
(*1) that 
(*2) -y(exp(d(1, h(T)))) _- tanh(d(1, h(T))/2) 
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(these facts use the properties of composition, as stated on p. 24). 
We now obtain the inverse function power series of tanh (T) (which clearly exists). Write 
f (T) = tanh-1(T), then 
T= tanh(f (T)) . 
exP(2f (T)) -1 exP(2f (T)) =1+T exp(2f(T))+1 1-T 
Therefore f(T) = 2-' log((1+T)/(1-T)) = 2-'(log(1+T)-log(1-T)) (see (18) of chapter 
1, and [B1, IV, 4.101), and so 
00 T2n+1 
tanh -1(T) -ý2n+1 
(see definition of l(T) on p. 30). We have the following 
Lemma 3.1.1 Let p denote an odd prime in N. Then 
exp(d(1, h(T))) = 1+T' 
for some h(T) _ EOn°_p c2n+iT2n+1 E Z(p)[[T]]O. 
Proof Refer to 1.3, and take R=Q, S= Z(p), a=1, and r= 1/p. Then given g(T) _ 
En°_, 67'" E Z(p)[[T]Jp, we define a new power series f9(T) = ß°O_1 anT" E Q[[T]]o as follows: 
Write n= p'm, where iENU0, and mEN with (m, p) = 1, then take 
bn i =0 
an = 
bnpa, /p : ii 1 
(see (16) of chapter 1). We then have d(1, T)/2 = f9(T), where g(T) = T/2 E Z(p)[[T]]o (note 
that 1/2 is invertible in Z(y)), and -tanh-1(T) = f9(T), where 
00 
1 
-1/n : nodd, pfn 
g'(T) = 6T" E Z0, i((TJjo with bn = 
n=1 0 otherwise 
(use induction on i). Define h(T) = (f9-' 0 fg)(T). Since f9(T) = d(1, T)/2 involves no even 
powers of T, it follows that the same holds for f; -'(T): Suppose not, then choose iEN 
minimal such that the coefficient of T2i in 
f9-1(T) is non-zero; considering T= f9(f9 1(T)) 
then gives a contradiction. Moreover fy(T) = -tanh-1(T) is also of this form. Therefore 
1.3.4(i) gives 00 
h(T) _E c2n+1T2n+1 E 7. (P)[[T]]o. 
n=0 
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Now (f9'o(f9oh))(T) =T, where f9'(T) = (-tank-')-1(T) = -tanh(T) (since tanh-1(T) 
involves no even powers of T), and (f9oh)(T) = d(1, h(T))/2. Thus - tanh(d(1, h(T))/2) = T, 
and so (*2) above gives 
ry(exp(d(1, h(T)))) = T. 
The result follows by applying 'y to both sides. 0 
We now transfer to a matrix setting, following [W, II, B, 10]. Some properties of 1.7 are 
also used. Let p be a fixed odd prime in N. For a finite set -P+, let Y= (Ya :aE (D+) be a 
set of indeterminates. Define (for n> 1) 
M(n, Z(p)[Y]). = 
{M E M(n, Z(p)[Y]) : det(I,, + M) is invertible in Z(p)}. 
Given ME M(n, Z(p)[YJ)., we shall write 
M7 = (I - M)(I + M)-1, 
for the Cayley transform of M. Rearranging this gives (I,, + M'Y) (I,, + M) = 2I, ß, and so 
M-T E M(n, Z(p)[Y]).. The resulting map 
M(n, Z(p)[Y])" -> M(n, Z(n)[Y])" 
M M7 
satisfies rye = 1. Now let uE U(n, Z(p)[Y]) C M(n, Z(p)[Y]) and write e= (u - In)/2 E 
u(n, Z(p)[Y]). Then 
7(u) _ (In - u)(II + u)-1 
-e(In + e)-1 
_ -e(I-e+e2-"""+(_1)n-len-1) 
E u(n, Z(v)[Y]). 
Now let X= (Xo, X1, X2, ... 
) be another set of indeterminates. For the next result, we 
will need to work over the polynomial ring Q(X, Y). 
Lemma 3.1.2 [W, II, B, 10,2.10. A], [C1,11.2.2} Let AE M(n, Z(p)), nEN. Then the follow- 
ing hold: 
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(i) Let uE U(n. Z(p)[YJ) and write N= y(u). If u'Au =A then NtA = -AN. 
(ii) Let NE u(n, Q(X. Y]) satisfy NtA = -AN, and write E= exp(N). Then EtAE = A. 
Now fix uE U(n. Z(y)[Y]) and AE M(n, Z(p)), and suppose utAu = A. Write N= 7(u) E 
u(n, Z(p)[Y]), then N'A = -AN by 3.1.2(1). Let h(T) = F1°oc2i+1T2i+1 E Z( )[[T]Jo be the 
power series arising in 3.1.1. Substituting N for T gives 
[(n-2)/2] 
N'= h(N) =E c2i+1N2i+1 E u(n, Z(p)[Y])" 
i=0 
Since N'A = -AN, we have N'eA = -AN'. Now recall d(X, T) = E°_°od(X)2TP', and 
exp(d(X, T)) = El' =o c(X 
), T' (see (23) of chapter 1). Substituting N' for T in d(X, T) gives 
d(X, N') E u(n, Q[X, Y)), and since p is odd, we have 
d(X, N' )t A= -A d(X, N). 
As in 1.7. we obtain 
n-1 
E(X, Y) = exp(d(X, N')) => c(X); N" E U(n, Z(p)(X, Y)), 
. -o 
where by 3.1.2(ii), 
(CTI) E(X, Y)t A E(X, Y) = A. 
Let I= (1,0,0,... ) EW (Q). Substituting 1 for X in E(X, Y) gives E(1, Y) = exp(d(1, N' )) 
_Eä c(1), N" E U(n, Z(p)[Y]) (compare with 1.7). Now by 3.1.1, 
exp(d(1, N)) = exp(d(1, h(N))) 
_ (In - N)(In + N)-1 
= 7(N) 
= u, 
and so we have n-1 
(CT2) u=E c(1); N''. 
i=O 
Now let K be a field of characteristic p. Let 9p : Z(p)[X, Y] -* K[X, Y] denote the 
natural homomorphism, and +P : M(n, Z(p)[X, Y]) --> M(n, K[X, Y]) the induced matrix 
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homomorphism. Write N' = 0,, (N'), then 
n-1 
E(X, Y) = On(E(X, Y)) _ c(X)=V E U(n, K[X, Y]), 
i=o 
where by (CT! ), 
(CT3) E(X, Y)t Ä E(X, Y) = 
where A= tI'R(A). Now write ü= t(in(u), then (CT2) gives 
n-1 
(CT4) ü= c(T )iN' =E U(n, K[Y]), 
=o 
where 1= (1,0,0, ... 
) EW (K). For each aE+, fix AEK, and write AaE 4D+). 
Substituting A for Y determines a ring homomorphism K[Y] -4 K. Let NA and ua denote 
the images of N' and ü, respectively, under the induced matrix homomorphism. If NA =0 
then (CT4) implies ua = I,,. Now suppose NA # 0, then p-nilp (Na) = t, for some tEN. We 
have 
pt-1 
E(X, A) _ Z(X )iNä E U(n, K[X ]), 
-o 
where by (CT3), 
(CT5) E(X, A )t 1 77(X, A) = A. 
Note that ?! (X )j E K[Xo, Xl, ... , 
Xt_iJ, 0<i< pt -1 (see 1.4.3(ii)). Now let y= 
(yo, yi, """, yt-i) E WW (K), then substituting y 
for X in E(X, A) gives 
pt-1 
E(1/, A) =E Z(y)iNä = ep(NA, y) E U(n, K), 
i=O 
the Artin-Hasse exponential of NA with respect to y, as defined in (27) of chapter 1. From 
(CT5) we obtain 
(CT6) ep(NA, y) tA ep(NA, y) = A. 
It also follows from (CT4) that 
pt-1 
(CT7) ua =E ep(NA, T ), 
i=0 
where l= (1,0,..., 0) E Wi(K). 
We now come to the main result of this section (refer to 2.1,2.3 - 2.5 for notation). 
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Theorem 3.1.3 Let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p>2. Suppose G= 
SO(2l + 1. K), Sp(21. K). or SO(21, K), where I>2,3, or 4, respectively. Let 1#vEG. 
be unipotent, and suppose o(v) = pt, for some tEN. Then there exists a closed subgroup V 
of G, with V ý-"' WW(K) and vEV. 
Proof Let n= 21 + 1,21, or 21, where 1>2,3, or 4, respectively. As usual, we view G as 
a Chevalley group (see 2.3 - 2.5). Let L be the complex simple Lie algebra corresponding to 
G, and AE M(n, Z) the matrix representing the form associated with L (so xtA = -Ax for 
all xE L). Since the maximal connected unipotent subgroups of G are all conjugate, we can 
restrict our attention to U= (XQ :a E+)" Define 
u= 
II exp(YQea) E U(n, Z[YJ), 
aE, t+ 
where Y= (Y0 :aE 4+). Note that utAu =A (see 3.1.2(ii)). For each aE 4p+, fix AEK, 
and write A= (A :aE 4+). Define N,, and ua as above. We have 
II Xa(Aa)EU. 
aOý+ 
Suppose NA j4 0 (so that ux0 1), then p-nilp (N, \) = t, for some tEN. Consider the map 
Wt (K) -+ SL(n, K) 
y '-+ en(Na, y) 
By (CT6) above, we have V= O(Wt(K)) C G. Now by 1.6.4,0 : Wt(K) -* V is an 
isomorphism of algebraic groups. Let 1= (1,0, ... , 0) E Wt(K), then (CT7) gives 
ua-c(1)EV. 
Moreover, by 1.2.3(c), we have o(ua) = o(1) = pt. The result follows. Q 
A similar (easier) argument gives the same result in the case G= SL(l + 1, K), l>1, 
where K is an algebraically closed field of characteristic p>0. We omit most of the details, 
but prove the analogue of the key result 3.1.1. The Cayley transform is replaced by the 
simpler map 
Q[X][[T]] -ý ý[X][[Tll 
f (T) ti 1-f (T) 
which clearly satisfies rye = 1. We have the following 
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Lemma 3.1.4 Let p be a fixed prime in N. Then 
exp(d(1, h(T))) =1-T, 
for some h(T) E Z(p)[[T]]o. 
Proof Refer to 1.3, and take R=Q, S= Z(p), a=1, and r= 1/p. We have d(1, T) = f9(T), 
where g(T) =TE Z(p)[[T]]o. Now -y(exp(T)) n= T"/n!, which has as its inverse 
function power series 1(-T) = log(1 - T) -ßn_ T"/n. We have l(-T) = fy(T), where 
g(T)= r: 6 T"EZ T with b 
-1/n pfn 
no n 
n=1 0. otherwise 
Then h(T) = (fy 'o fg)(T) E Z(p)[(T]]o by 1.3.4(1). Now (f9 1o (f9 o h))(T) = T, where 
f9 I (T) =1- exp(T), and (f9 o h) (T) = d(1, h(T)). Thus 1- exp(d(l, h(T))) = T, and so the 
result follows by applying -y to both sides. Q 
Arguing as in the proof of 3.1.3, we obtain the following (refer to 2.2 for notation) 
Theorem 3.1.5 Let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p>0. Suppose G= 
SL(l + 1, K), where I>1. Let 1#uE Gu be unipotent, and suppose o(u) = pt, for some 
tEN. Then there exists a closed subgroup V of G, with V ^_' Wt(K) and uEV. 
For the various orders of the unipotent elements in the classical groups, consult the `order 
formula' in [T2,3.4]. 
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3.2 Semiregular Unipotent Elements 
In 3.1, for the classical groups, we extended the results of the previous chapter to include 
every unipotent class. However it is not clear how the methods used in 3.1 can be applied to 
the various exceptional groups. In this section we present an alternative strategy for solving 
the MT. 
Let G be a simple adjoint algebraic group defined over an algebraically closed field K of 
good characteristic p>0 (note that Z(G) = 1). Let G, denote the set of semisimple elements 
of G. A unipotent element uE G is said to be semiregular if the following condition holds: 
sEG. nZG(u) s=1. 
We shall omit the case G= E8, but see the remarks after 3.3.3 to follow. Every regular 
unipotent element is semiregular (see 2.1). These elements have been dealt with in 2.9.1. 
Now suppose uE G is not semiregular. Then there exists 1 36 sE Gs n ZG(u), and so 
uE ZG(s). This forces uE ZG(s)°, a proper closed (connected) reductive subgroup of G 
(see [C2,3.5) and [H3,1.12; 2.2}). For details on the root system of (ZG(s)°)', consult [BdS], 
[C2,3.5.4], and [H3,2.12-2.15]. Therefore, in an inductive sense, we can restrict out attention 
to the non-regular semiregular unipotent elements of G. 
Since p is good, non-regular semiregular unipotent elements only occur in the following 
cases: G=D,, I>4, E5, E7 (and E8, which we are not considering). See [SS, III, 4.28; IV, 2.30] 
and [C2,5.11] for more details. In type D1, there are [(I - 2)/2] such classes, labelled 
D&4), I<r< [(I - 2)/2], in Bala-Carter notation. Given u,. E DI(a,. ), it is shown in 
[T2,3.2] that u, lies in a (proper) closed reductive subgroup of Di of type B, x B, _,. _1. In 
any case, we have dealt with type D1, for all unipotent elements, in 3.1.3. When G= E6, 
there is only one non-regular semiregular class, which is denoted by E6 (al ). It is the class 
of subregular unipotent elements of E6. Given ul E E6(al), it is shown in [T2,2.7] that ul 
lies in a (proper) closed reductive subgroup of E6 of type C4. This leaves the case G= E7, 
in which there are two such classes, labelled E7(ai) and E7(a2). These are, respectively, the 
classes of subregular and 2-regular unipotent elements of E7. The first of these classes has 
been dealt with in 2.9.1(ii). Now let u2 E E7(a2). Then u2 lies in a (proper) closed reductive 
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subgroup of E7 of type Al x F4 : For p> 11 this follows from [LT]. When p=5,7, and 11, 
the tables of Jordan blocks and pth-powers of unipotent classes given in [La], combined with 
[Sz, 1.9], can be used to show that a regular element of the Al x F4 subgroup lies in the class 
E7(a2). 
We summarize this information in the table below: 
G Class C Overgroup of uEC 
Dt DI(ar) B, x Bi-,. -i, 1<r< 
[(l - 2)/2] 
E6 E6(a1) C4 
E7 E7(a2) Ai x F4 
It is worth noting that the regular unipotent elements of 2.2 - 2.8, along with the sub- 
regular unipotent elements of 2.8, cannot in general be embedded in proper closed reductive 
subgroups. This can be seen from the following observation, which was pointed out to the 
author by R. Lawther: Let 1 j4 uEG,,, with G# Al. If o(u) =p then by [T2,4.1], u lies in a 
proper closed reductive subgroup of G of type A1i so assume o(u) > p. Suppose uEHCG, 
a proper closed reductive subgroup. Then uE H' = Xl ... X., where the X2,1 <i<n, 
are the simple components of H' (see [H2,27.5]). Write u= xl ... x,,, xi E 
X2, then without 
loss of generality, x#1, since u' # 1. Note that Xl 54 Al. Therefore xi E Xl : G, a 
proper closed simple subgroup of G with rk(X1) > 2. However this is not always possible: 
For example, take G= E7, p= 13, and ul E E7(al). Then o(ul) = 132. Using [LS, Table 
8.2], we see that there are no proper simple subgroups of G containing unipotent elements of 
order > 13. 
When considering the regular unipotent elements above, we can also use [SSz]. Indeed let 
G be of type G2, F4, or E7. Let uE Gu be regular with o(u) = p2 (sop < ht (ro) + 1). Using 
[SSz, Theorem A], we see that there are no proper closed reductive subgroups of G containing 
U 
In the next section we consider the case of an arbitrary reductive algebraic group. 
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3.3 The Main Theorem 
In this section we prove the train theorem MT, as stated on p. 113. We begin with a few (well- 
known) remarks on the decomposition of reductive algebraic groups. Let G be a reductive 
algebraic group defined over an algebraically closed field K of characteristic p>0, and 
suppose G. 54 1. Write Z= Z(G). Then G= G'Z°, where 1# G' = (G, G) is a connected 
semisimple algebraic group, and Z° = R(G) is a torus (moreover the group G' fl Z° is finite). 
In turn a connected seenisimple algebraic group can be broken down into an almost direct 
product of simple algebraic groups (see [H2,19.5; 27.5]). 
The main theorem (3.3.3) will follow from the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 3.3.1 Let G be a connected semisimple algebraic group of adjoint type defined over 
an algebraically closed field of characteristic p>0. Suppose we have established the MT for 
simple adjoint algebraic groups. Then the MT also holds for G. 
Proof Every connected semisimple adjoint algebraic group is in a unique way isomorphic 
to a direct product of simple adjoint algebraic groups (see [Ti, 3]). By induction it will suffice 
to consider the case G= G1 x G2, where Gi, i=1,2, is a simple adjoint algebraic group. 
Let 1 96 uEG. and suppose o(u) = p', for some tEN. Then u= (Uli u2) where u; E (G1)u, 
and (without loss of generality) o(ui) = pt and o(u2) = p', 0<s<t. If s=0 we are 
done, so assume 1<s<t. By assumption we have u; E Vi, a closed subgroup of G2, with 
isomorphisms (of algebraic groups) 
of : Vl -º W1(K) and ¢Z : V2 -3 W3(K). 
Write x, = 0, (uß), i=1,2. By 1.2.5 there exists a morphism of algebraic groups 
,,: WO(K) -º W3(K) 
satisfying t'(x1) = s2. Consider the following composition 
Vi tW1(K)ZW, (K)mý --+ V2. 
Set 0=ol o0o4l, then 0: Vt -+ V2 is a morphism of algebraic groups satisfying cb(ul) = u2, 
Now define 
V= {(x, O(x)) :xE Vi} 
ctoc G. 
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We have uEV. The chap 
7r : Vl -º V 
x -º (x, 0(x)) 
is clearly a bijective morphism of algebraic groups. The inverse 7r-1, being projection onto 
the first factor, is a morphism of varieties, and so ir is an isomorphism of algebraic groups, 
as required. Q 
The final lemma is a type of lifting' argument. 
Lemma 3.3.2 Let G be an arbitrary connected setnisimple algebraic group defined over an 
algebraically closed field K of characteristic p>0. Suppose the MT holds for the correspond- 
ing adjoint group G. Then the MT also holds for G. 
Proof Write Z= Z(G). There exists a central isogeny 
it : Ci --1 li = i~iad 
2H 
7 
with ker 7t = Z; see [BT, 2.26] and [Ti, 2.6.11 for more details. (Suppose G1, ... , 
G, a are the 
simple components of G. If pis good for each G;, and pf (1+1) if some Gj has type A,, then we 
have G L, G/Z. ) Let 14uE Gu and suppose o(u) = p, for some tEN. Then iu is unipotent, 
with o(ü) = p', since ker r=Z consists entirely of semisimple elements. By assumption 
11 E V, a closed subgroup of 0, with V WW(K). Using [Bo, 22.4] and [H2,21.3C], we can 
choose a maximal connected unipotent subgroup U of G such that ¢= 7r IU: U -> zr(U) 
is an isomorphism of algebraic groups, and VC ir(U). Moreover Tr(u) =üE ir(U), which 
forces uEU, using the Jordan decomposition in G, and the fact that ker 7r = Z. Write 
V= 0- 1 (V), a closed subgroup of G. Then uEVV' Wt (K), as required. 13 
Note that 3.3.2 extends at once to an arbitrary (connected) reductive group G (the Jor- 
dan decomposition in G gives G. C G', and so we can work entirely within the connected 
semisimple subgroup G'). A slightly different approach which yields the same results is as 
follows: Assuming the MT holds for simple adjoint groups, establish the result for arbitrary 
simple groups (arguing as in 3.3.2). Now let G be an arbitrary (connected) semisimple group, 
with simple components G1, ... , 
G,,. Then the canonical map ir : Gl x"""x G -+ G is a 
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central isogeny (see [Bo, 14.10; 22.9; 22.10] and [H2,27.5]). Having established the result for 
GI x"""x G (arguing as in 3.3.1), we can then use [Bo, 22.4] to deduce the result for G. 
We can now prove the main theorem: 
Theorem 3.3.3 (The Main Theorem) Let G be a reductive algebraic group defined over an 
algebraically closed field K of good characteristic p>0. Assume Gu 96 1, and that G' has no 
simple component of type E8. Let 1#uE Gu and suppose o(u) = pt, for some tEN. Then 
there exists a closed subgroup V of G, with V L, WW(K) and uEV. 
Proof We use induction on dim(G). The induction starts at dim(G) = 3, where G is of type 
Al. This is easy since the maximal connected unipotent subgroups are all 1-dimensional, and 
so isomorphic to Wl (K). Now suppose dim(G) > 3, and that the result holds for (connected) 
reductive groups H with dim(H) < dim(G). By 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 we may assume that G is a 
simple adjoint algebraic group. Using section 3.2 (and induction) we can further reduce to 
the cases in the table below: 
G Al, 1> 1 B1, I>2 C!, l>3 DI, l>4 E7 F4 G2 
U regular regular regular regular regular 
subregular 
regular regular 
All of these cases have been dealt with in 2.9.1, and so the result follows. Q 
For reasons of space and time, we have been unable to include the case where G is a 
simple algebraic group of type E8. However we observe the following: Let 1#uE G be 
unipotent, and suppose p> 29 (this condition is by no means thought to be necessary). It 
is shown in [T2,2.2; 4.1] that o(u) = p, and u lies in a closed reductive subgroup of G of type 
Al. In particular uEV, a closed subgroup of G, with V WI (K). It then follows that 
3.3.3 holds for all reductive algebraic groups, subject to this prime restriction on any simple 
components of type E8 (with p good for the remaining components). 
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3.4 Appendix A 
This section contains some calculations needed for type G2 (see 2.6). Write a3 = al +02, cr4 = 
tat + 02 , 05 = 3oI + a2, and cr6 = 3a1 + 2a2. Then a typical element of U= (X0 :aE 4P +) 
is, for p, E K, 1<i<6. 
6 
`-1 (1,2, p1) 
(1,3, -141142 -143) 
(1,4,2µ1µ3 + 2/44) 
(1,5,141144 + 115) 
(1,6,141112144 - i1tp3 + µ3f44 + P6) 
(1,7,1411421A5 - 2µ1I43144 - /A1/h6 + µ3µ5 - µ4) 
(2,2,1) 
(2,3, -µ2) 
(2,4,2µ3) 
(2,5, P4) 
(2,6, iA2P4 - µ3) 
(2,7, p2145 - 2P3µ4 - P6) 
(3,3,1) 
(3,4,2µ1) 
(3,5, -µi) 
(3,6, -/4 42 - 2µ1µ3 - /44) 
(3,7, -{A1µ3 - 2/1lµ4 - /45) 
(4,4,1) 
(4,5, -µ1) 
(4,6, -µ1µ2 - µ3) 
(4,7, -IPI/43 - i=4) 
(5,5,1) 
(5,6, µ2) 
(5,7, P3) 
(6,6,1) 
(6,7, -µ1) 
(7,7,1) 1 
(where (i, j, k) means the (i, j)-th entry is k; entries not present are zero). 
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Let N=e,,, + eß, 2 = e12 - e23 + 2e34 - e45 + e56 - e67 E M(7, C). Write A5(X) _ 
exp(X0N + (X0,5/5 +X )N5) and Ap(X) = exp(XoN), where p>5. Then we have 
A5(X) =( (1,1,1) A,, (X) = ( (1,1,1) 
(1,2, Xo) (1,2, Xo) 
(1,3, -Xö /2) (1,3, -Xö /2) 
(1,4, -Xö/3) (1,4, -Xö/3) 
(1,5, Xö/12) (1,5, X04 /12) 
(1,6,5X0/12+2X1) (1,6, X/60) 
(1,7, -29X/72 - 2XoX1) (1,7, -Xo /360) 
(2,2,1) (2,2,1) 
(2,3, -Xo) (2,3, -Xo) 
(2,4, -Xö) (2,4, -X02) 
(2,5, X0313) (2,5, X0313) 
(2,6, X04/12) (2,6, X0 / 12) 
(2,7, -5X1/12-2X1) (2,7, -X0/60) 
(3,3,1) (3,3,1) 
(3,4,2X0) (3,4,2X0) 
(3,5, -Xö) (3,5, -Xö ) 
(3,6, -Xö J3) (3,6, -Xä /3) 
(3,7, X04 /12) (3,7, X04 /12) 
(4,4,1) (4,4,1) 
(4,5, -Xo) (4,5, -Xo) 
(4,6, -X0212) (4,6, -X04 /2) 
(4,7, X03/6) (4,7, X3 /6) 
(5,5,1) (5,5,1) 
(5,6, Xo) (5,6, Xo) 
(5,7, -X04 /2) (5,7, -Xä /2) 
(6,6,1) (6,6,1) 
(6,7, -Xo) (6,7, -Xo ) 
(7,7,1) j (7,7,1) j 
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3.5 Appendix B 
This section contains some calculations needed for type F4 (see 2.7). We begin with the 
images of the various TE Da, arising on p. 97, under the triality automorphisms i' and 0. 
T T* T' 
E23 - E76 E23 - E76 E23 - E76 
-ES2 + E61 -E47 + E38 -E47 + E38 
-E+ E71 
E46 - E28 E46 - E28 
E12-Efts E12-E65 E12-E65 
E13 - E75 E13 - E75 E13 - E75 
-E63+E72 -E45+E18 -E45+E18 
- E47 + E38 - 
E52 + At -E34 + E87 
- E46 + E28 E53 - E71 - F24 + E86 
E41 - EE E41 - E58 E36 - E27 
-E45 + E18 -E63 + 
E72 -E14 + E85 
E42 - E68 E42 - E68 -E35 + E17 
E43 - E78 
E43 - E78 E25 - E16 
Next we give the actions of the positive root vectors of heights 1,5,7, and 11 on the 
basis Q' _ {vo - v1, vl - V2, v3, v4, ... , v261 of 
Jo, calculated using (*) in 2.7.1. We shall write 
v' = vo - vi and v2 = vi - v2, for brevity. 
The basis elements sent to 0 are omitted. 
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Height 1 
01 000 : v5 H V4 
V8 H -vg 
V13 H V12 
V16 H -V17 
V21 `4 V20 
V24 H -V25 
eoloo : v3 H V8 
V4 H -V7 
V17 H -V14 
V18 '-9 V13 
V25 H -V22 
V26 H V21 
e0olo : Vj H 2V3 
V2 H -V3 
V7 H -Vi 
V12 H -V25 
V13 y V24 
V14 H -V19 
V15 y V26 
V20 ýº -V17 
V21 '-4 V16 
V22 H -V11 
V23 H V18 
Height 5 
e12N : V4 H V9 
V5 H -V8 
V15 '-* -V14 
V18 Vii 
V23 -V22 
V26 '-4 V19 
e1121 : VI '-+ V17 
V2 ~-º V17 
V5 H V26 
1)7 y V20 
Vg H -V19 
V10 I. "ß V25 
V13 H -Vi V2 
V21 -Vg 
V22 4 -V9 
V23 H V4 
V24 y -V3 
eoooi : vi H V15 
V2 H V15 
V3 H V26 
V8 H V21 
V9 H -V20 
V10 H V23 
V11 H -Vi -V2 
V19 -V6 
V22 H -v7 
V24 V5 
V25 H -V4 
e0122 - vg H -vg 
v10 H V5 
V11 '-+ V16 
V12 H -V! 5 
V22 H -V21 
V25 H V26 
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Hecht 7 
e1231 : vi H -vig 
v2 "-+ 2vis 
V4 H -V17 
V5 H V16 
V7 H -V14 
V 10 '"3 Vii 
V12 º-º -Vg 
V13 H V8 
V15 H -V6 
V18 H V3 
V23 + -V2 
Height 11 
e2342 : V5 H V6 
V10 '-4 -V9 
V13 H V14 
V18 H -V17 
V23 '-4 V20 
V24 H -1119 
e1222 : V3 H V6 
V10 H -V7 
V11 H V14 
V18 H -V15 
V24 H V21 
V25 H -V20 
Finally we give below the maps R5, R7, Rll, and R13, arising in 2.7.4. We also give the 
corresponding matrices with respect to the basis ßo = {WI, w2, ... , w26} of , 
%, which we also 
denote by R5, R7, R11, and R13, respectively. 
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R5 : v, + -2v17 
V2 F-º 17 
V3 H V14 
V4 H V21 
V5 H V26 
V7 H - V16 V20 
Vg H -V19 
Vg H -Vg 
V10 H V5 
V11 H -V2o 
V12 H V3 
V13 H Vý 
V1$ H -V7 
V22 H -V9 + V21 
V23 V4 
V24 f"* V3 + V15 
V25 H -V8 - V26 
R11 : v5 V6 
vlo '-3 -vg + 3v21 
V12 -3v19 
V13 7v14 
V18 H -7v17 
V23 H 3v16 + 4v2o 
v24 ý-º -4vig 
v25 r-º -3v6 
R7 : vi H -V19 
V2 H -v19 
V4 H -V17 
V5 V20 
V7 1-4 -V14 
V1o y -V11 
v11 H -2V14 
V12 H 2-v21 
V13 H vg + 3v26 
V15 H V6 
V18 H V3 + 2v15 
V22 H -3V17 
V23 H Vi + V2 
V24 H -Vg + 
2V21 
V25 H - 2v16 - 2v20 
R13 : vip H -6v17 
V13 H 6v6 
v18 H -6v19 
V23 H 6v14 
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The corresponding matrices are: 
R5 =- e17 - e29 + e3,11 - 2e4,13 + e4,14 - e5,15 - e6,15 - e6,16 - e7,18 + e8,17 + e8,18 
- e9,2o + e10,19 - eio, 2o + e11,21 + e11,22 + e12,22 + e13,23 - e15,24 + e17,25 + e19,26 
R7 = e1,12 - e2,13 - e2,14 - e3,15 - 2e3,16 - e4,17 - 3e4,18 - 2e5,20 + e6,19 - 2e6,20 
- e7,22 + 2e8,21 + 2e8,22 + e9,23 + 3e10,23 + e11,24 + 2e12,24 + e13,25 + e14,25 - e16,26 
Ri t= etas - 3e1,20 - 3e2,21 - 4e2,22 + 7e3,23 - 7e4,24 + 3e5,25 + 4e6,25 - e7,26 + 3e8,26 
R13 =6 (e1,23 - e2,24 + e3,25 - e4,26) 
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3.6 Appendix C 
This section contains the matrices needed for type E7 (see 2.8). We first give the matrices 
ade0 where aE {a1, a2,03,04, as}. These are the matrices satisfying 
ht(ade0) = 1. Note 
the Dynkin diagram for E7 is given on p. vi. 
ade(, ) = e1,2 + e13,15 + e17,20 
+ e19,23 + e22,25 + e26,28 + e27,30 + e29,33 + e31,35 + e32,36 
+ e37,40 + e38,42 + e43,47 + e44,49 + e50,54 + e56,61 - 
2e63,64 + e63,66 + e64,71 
- e73,78 - e8o, 84 - e85,90 - e87,91 - e92,96 - e94,97 - e98,102 - e99,103 - 
elol, 105 
- e104,107 - e106,108 - elog, 112 - e111,115 - e114,117 - e119,121 - 
e132,133 
ade(2) = e4,5 + e6,8 + e7,10 + e9,14 + e27,31 + e30,35 + e32,37 + e34,39 
+ e36,40 + e38,43 
+ e41,46 + e42,47 + e44,50 + e48,53 + e49,54 + e55,60 - 
2e62,65 + e62,67 + e65,72 
- e74,79 - e80,85 - e81,86 - e84,90 - e87,92 - e88,93 - e91,96 - 
e94,98 - e95,100 
- e97,1o2 - e9g, 104 - e103,107 - e120,125 - e124,127 - e126,128 - 
e129,130 
ade(3) = e2,3 + e11,13 + e12,17 + 016,19 
+ e18,22 + e21,26 + e24,29 + e30,34 + e35,39 + e36,41 
+ e40,46 + e42,48 + e47,53 + e49,55 + e54,60 - e56,63 
+ e61,64 - 2e61,66 + e61,67 
+ e66,73 + e71,78 - e74,80 - e79,85 - e81,87 - e86,92 - e88,94 - e93,98 - 
e95,99 
- eloo, lo4 - elo5, llo - e108,113 - e112,116 - e115,118 - e117,122 - e121,123 - 
e131,132 
ade(4) = e3,4 + e8,11 + eio, 12 + e14,16 + e22,27 + e25,30 + e26,32 
+ e28,36 + e29,38 + e33,42 
+ e39,45 + e46,52 - e50,56 + e53,59 - e54,61 - e55,62 + e60,65 
+ e60,66 - 2e60,67 
+ e60,68 + e67,74 + e72,79 + e73,80 - e75,81 + e78,84 - e82,88 - e89,95 - e92,101 
- e96,105 - e98,1o6 - e102,108 - e104,109 - e107,112 - e118,120 - 
e122,124 - e123,126 
- e130,131 
ade(6) = e6,7 + e8, lo + ell, 12 + e13,17 
+ e15,20 - e21,24 - e26,29 - e28,33 - e32,38 - e36,42 
- e37,43 - e40,47 - e41,48 - e46,53 
+ e51,57 - e52,59 + e58,68 - 2e58,69 + e58,70 
+ e69,76 + e75,82 - e77,83 + e81,88 + e86,93 + e87,94 + e91,97 + e92,98 + e96,102 
+ elol, 1o6 + e105,108 + e110,113 - e114,119 - e117,121 - e122,123 - e124,126 - e127,128. 
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Finally we give the matrices ad eQ, where aE {a5, a7, al +C937 02+04, a3 +C4 
}, which 
are the matrices satisfying ht (ade, ) = 2. The remaining root vectors can 
be generated using 
the set of structure constants for E7 given in [GS]. 
ade(5) = e4,6 + e5,8 + e12,18 + e16,21 + e17,22 + e19,26 + e20,25 + e23,28 - e38,44 - e42,49 
- e43,50 + e45,51 - e47,54 - 
e48,55 + e52,58 - e53,60 + e59,67 - 
2e59,68 + e59,69 
+ e68,75 + e74,81 - e76,82 
+ e79,86 + e80,87 - e83,89 + e84,91 
+ e85,92 + e90,96 
- et06,111 - e108,115 - e109,114 - e112,117 - e113,118 - e116,122 - 
e126,129 - e128,130 
ade(7) -- e7,9 - e10,14 - e12,16 - e17,19 - e18,21 - 
e20,23 - e22,26 - e25,28 - e27,32 - e30,36 
- e31,37 - e34,41 - e35,40 - e39,46 - 
e45,52 - e51,58 + e57,69 - 
2e57,70 + e70,77 
+ e76,83 + e82,89 + e88,95 + e93,100 
+ e94,99 + e97,103 + e98,104 + e102,107 + el06,109 
+ e108,112 + el l1,114 + e113,116 
+ e115,117 + e118,122 + e120,124 + e125,127 
ade(8) = e1,3 - e11,15 - e12,20 - e16,23 - e18,25 - e21,28 - e24,33 
+ e27,34 + e31,39 + e32,41 
+ e37,46 + e38,48 + e43,53 + e44,55 
+ e50,60 - e56,64 - e56,66 + e56,67 - e61,71 
+ e63,73 
+ e64,78 + e66,78 - e74,84 - e79,90 - e81,91 - e86,96 - e88,97 - 
e93,102 - e95,103 
- e100,107 + e101,110 + e106,113 
+ e109,116 + e111,118 + e114,122 + ¬119,123 - e131,133 
ade(g) _- e3,5 + e6,11 + e7,12 
+ e9,16 - e22,31 - e25,35 - e26,37 - e28,40 - e29,43 - e33,47 
f e34,45 + e41,52 - e44,56 + e48,59 - e49,61 - e55,65 
+ e55,66 - e55,67 + e55,68 - e60,72 
e62,74 + e65,79 + e67,79 + e73,85 - e75,86 + e78,90 - e82,93 
+ e87,101 - e89,100 
+ e9), 105 + e94,106 + e97,108 
+ e99,109 + e103,112 - e118,125 - e122,127 - e123,128 
+ e129,131 
ade(10) = e2,4 - e8,13 - e10,17 - e14,19 
+ e18,27 + e21,32 + e24,38 - e25,34 - e28,41 - e33,48 
+ e35,45 + e40,52 + e47,59 - e49,62 - e50,63 + e54,64 + e54,65 - e54,66 - 
e54,67 + e54,68 
- e6o, 73 + e6l, 74 
+ e66,80 + e67,80 + e71,84 + e72,85 - e75,87 - e82,94 + e86,101 
- e89,99 + e93,106 - e96, llo 
+ eloo, log - e102,113 - e107,116 + C115,120 + e117,124 
+e121,126 - e130,132" 
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